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U. S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHLC NAMES TRANSLITERATION SYSTE4

Block Italic Transliteration Block Italic Transliteration
A Aa A, a P p P p R, r
5 6 B B, b C c C S, s
B B' V, v T Tm T, t
r r e Gg Y y Yy U,u
An D, d S Ff
E a E Ye, ye; E, e* X x X x Kh, kh

)K X A•• Z11 zh UL U Lla Ts, ts
3 3 : Zc z 4 Y 4 Ch, ch
Hx H 1, 1 WW 11w Sh, sh
SR R . Y, y WU Z X IN Shch, shch

1 Al X "•,; L, 1 A/bM l Y., y

KM X 1Ix K,k Mb
H N, n 3 E, e
0o 0 0 O Y Y yu

1F. fin Pp , 0 Ya, ya

• e initially, after vowels, and after %, b; e elsewhere.
When written as t in Russian, transliterate -s y# or L.
The use of diacritical marks is preferred, but such marks
may be omitted when expediency dictates.
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FOLLOWING ARE THE CORRESPONDING RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH

DESIGNATIONS OF THE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Russian English

sin sinCos Cos
tg tan
ctg cot
cosec csc

sh sinh
ch cosb
th tanh
cth coth
sch sech
achc cach

arc sin sin-1

arc co coos-1
arc tg tan- 1

arc ctg cot-,
arc sec sec-I
arc cosec csc-l

arc ah sinh-I
arc ch cosh- 1

arc th tanh-i
arc cth coth-i
arc ach sech- 1

arc cach csch-i

rot curl
ig log
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACCEPTED
CONVENTIONAL DESIGNATIONS

AAE - AAE - Air Almanac

AFA - AGD - azimuth gyro sensor

A3C - AZS - circuit breaker

AK - AK- astroc' rection

"Amf - ALP - astronomical line of position

AHY - ANU - automatic navigation equipment

L An - AP - automatic pilot

APK - ARK - automatic radio compass

APLI - ARCh - automatic frequency control

BEIPH - BPRM - inner marker beacon

BY - BU - lateral deviation or control unit

BGH - BKN - airborne celestial charts

Bfl - VPP/RW - runway

FA- GD - horizontal range

FO - GO - main orthodrome

FfiR - GPK - directional gyroscope

FPn - GRP - expansion unknown
[chief radiodispatcher point/gyroscope radio
point]

MHCC - DISS - Doppler speed and drift meter

AfIPM - DPRM - outer marker beacon

3H fy - ZI PU - given true course angle

31nin - ZMP - given magnetic bearing

311nY - ZMPU - given magneýtic course angle

30C - ZOS - ground aids to navigation

3ny - ZPU - given course angle

HK - IK - true course

HKAO - IKAO - International civil aviation organization

14{O - IKO - plan-p ,sition indicator

HmNm - IPM - departure point

HnP - IPR - true bearing of a radio station

mnc - IPS - true bearing of aircraft

FTD-M-T- 21- 2 ) - 72 vi



mflY - IPU - true course angle

HB - KV - short wave

Hrr - KGG - expansion unknown

KI - KK - compass course

KM - KM - correction mechanism

HO - KO - reference landmark

KflM - KPM - route check point/destination check point

Knn - KPP - route check point/combined flight instrument

HP - KR - shortest distance

KHPn - KRP - compass radio point

KC - KS - course system

""RYB - KUV - angle between course and wind direction

KYO - KUO - reference point angle of approach

kyP - KUR - radio station angle of approach

HYC - KUS - combined airspeed indicator

JIBY - LBU - course-line direction

I3fl - LZP - specified track

JYP - LUR - linear turn lead

MAK - MK - magnetic course

iFnP - MPR - magnetic bearing of a radio station

MFIC - MPI - magnetic bearing of aircraft

iIFlm - MPU - magnetic course angle

MC - MS - aircraft position/magnetic declination

HB - NV - navigation computer

-IA- ND - slant range

minFf FA - NPP GA - flight manual of civil aviation

• HPH-2 - NRK-2 - Kalashnikov navigational computer

O3FlY - OZPU -. expansion unknown

OK - OK - reverse fu-i.,,se/orthodromic course

oQ.flY - OMPU - great ci-.e magnetic track angle

ofP - OPR - reciprocal bearing of radio station

OflPC - OPRS - reciprocal bearing of radio station

OfC - OPS - reciprocal bearing of aircraft
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OfY - OFU - great circle track angle
01Y;1 - OFUM - orthodromi t meridian course angle

OPK - ORK - radio compass reading

ocn - OSP - instrument landing system
-. iflY - PMPU - landing (magnetic) track angle

fnn - L.FP - track bearing
nflnAA-n - PPDA-P - ollot's direct-reading range and azimuth

J nstrument-

flflA-UI - FPDA-Sh - Navigator's direct-reading range and azimuth
Instrument

nn!., - PPM - route turn-ing point

n c - 11,S - expamn, ion unknown

flY - FU - control oanel/track angle
P6 - RB - blocking relay

PBC - RVS - radio broadcasting station
P1i - RMI - radiomanetic indicator

PHT - RMT - radio check point
PflCH - RPM - expansion unknown

PPLI - II.RCh - manual frequency control
PCSH - RS bIN - short-range radio navigatica system

PcF - RI)P - expanston unknown
CAH [FA- SAI IlGA - Avi'-ation Information Service of the Ministry

of' Clvil Aviation
CBO9A - -VOD - Lead

CH - SI - true north

CnY - SPU - anrcraft lnbercom system

CPf. S6P - computer devi ce

IBA - TVA - T`aleos of altitudes and azimuth of the sun,moon, and pl.anets

TBA3 - TVA:' - 'Pableo' of altitudes and azImuthl of the stars
TB1" TW1, - entrance point to glido n)ath
t-THB - rNV - outoldE-, air thermometer

ShTPi - l - exrran.:!, ti unkitown

TYE - FI)E - tinl vl r 1- l tl ric t1 t1-hI'moniettp,

YO - k! - uli r "
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YrA - UGA - gyro unit indicator

YK - UK - course indicator
YHF - UNG - tilt angle, angle of slope

Yn - UP - turn indicator/turn angle

-Y L US - drift angle

YY - UU - lead angle
YID - USh - navigator's indicator

YWA - UShA - expansion unknown
•. , YWRI - UShM - navigator's magnetic indicator

o 1nY - FMPU - actual magnetic course angle

rWB - TsGV - master vertical gyro

QPW - TsRSh - navigator's control circuit
HO - ChO - particular orthodrome

nfl - ShchP - pilot's panel
UIY - ShchU - control panel

[N - Uyi - true south
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FIFTH SECTION

AIR NAVIGATION

SEPARATION

The altimeter setting rules during flights over USSR territory.

The echelons of flights (Figs. 4I1 and 142) are established from

a conditional level, which corresponds to the level of the

Baltic sea at standard atmosphere (atmospheric pressure 760 mm Hg

at free-air temperature +150C with temperature gradient 0.65'C

and normal humidity).

Table 15 shows the order of numbering of echelons.

The altitude of the echelon in flight is determined by a

barometric altimeter with setting of graduation "760" of the

barometric scale opposite the fixed index. Before takeoff the

crew is obligated to set the readings of the barometric altimeter

(altimeters) to "zero" altitudes by means of setting the magnitude

of atmospheric pressure (at the level of the runway of the takeoff

airfield) opposite the fixed index.

The setting of the barometric pressure scale of the altimeter

with graduation "760" opposite the fixed i.ndex is permitted

only after the gaining of the transfer altitude - altitude of

rectangular route legalized for a given airfield.

FTD-MT-24-29i-72 2



Fig. 41. Diagram of vertical
separation of aircraft
depending on the

1 geographical heading
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Table 15. The order of numbering
of echelons

The second (Cestem) The first (Eastern)

semicircle of dir- semicircle of dir-
actions of air lines ections pf air lines

from 180 to 3590 from 0 to 1790S.C~Altitud~e 11e. of Altitude

We. ot of of
leohelon echelon echelon. echelon

15 1100 12 1 2W
51 2 W.) Is I el()I
27 2 7(t, 24 1 2400(

.19 3 9" N) 6 3 (.0
45 ýI 51-o 42 412C
M1 5 h10 48 .1 &C)
57 5 7(0i 5 1 5 uO
66 6 MO 60 6 OW)

78 7.,M(ý 72 7200
PI$ 9000 8 1 b 4IW,

JIC l i I i'u. i~t$,j l~ lJI

I )J Iil0(n 1,u 1 ,k I WUt

etc. etc. etc. I etc.

During landing approach to the airport the readjustment of

the barometric scale of the altimeter from pressure 760 mm Hg to
t the airfield elevation pressure is permitted with departure from

tne altitude of the transfer echelon - the lower echelon of the

holding area of the landing airfield.

Before landing at high-mountain airfields with the obtaining

on board of a report about atmospheric pressure at the level of

the airfield runway less than 670 mm lig it is necessary to leave

the graduation "76o" of the barometric pressure scale opposite the

fixed index, to find the difference between barometric pressure
760 and barometric pressure at the runway level of the landing

airfield and to express it in meters with respect to standard
atmosphere. The magntiude found in this way will be the zero of

the altimeter.

Calculation of lower echelon. For determining the altitude

of the lower echelon in fMirht along a route it i.; necessary to

calculate the safe altitude by formula

FTD-NT-2,1-29i-71 3



where H - the true altitude of flight, established for a given

route in accordance with the requirements for the flight manual

(NPP) of civil aviation (GA): H - the absolute altitude of the

highest point of relief, including the altitude of artificial

obstructions at a certain distance from the axis of the route;

AHt - systematic temperature correction on to the altimeter; pmin
the minimum atmospheric pressure on the route, reduced to sea

level.

The lower safe echelon will be the first echelon, greater

than the safe altitude of flight (see Fig. 42).

Example. The safe altitude, obtained from calculations, is

1955 m. For flights with courses within limits from 0 to 1790
the altitude of the lower echelon will be 2400 m, while for flights

with courses (track angles) within limits from 180 to 3590 -2100 m.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF SEPARATION AND
AIR NAVIGATION ON INTERNATIONAL AIR
ROUTES

Organization and direction of flights on international air

routes. The routes passing over the territories of two or

more states are called international.

The features of flights on international routes are determined

by the rules and norms established by the appropriate states,

which include:

conditions of crossing of state boundaries;

width of air routes;

system of separation of aircraft;

restrictions and zones with special flight conditions;

4



airborne and ground documentation, which regulates flights;

facilities and rules of air navigation, communications and

signaling;

time reckoning systems;

norms of fuel reserve;

airport network.

In all states the movement control services are state

organPizations and direct the flights of all aircraft, including

foreign.

The communication with the aircraft is conducted mainly on

ultrashort waves by radiotelephone in the languages established

for the territories of the given states.

S~In the countries having entered the international civil
S~aviation organization (ICAO), radio communication with foreign

i aircraft is conducted in the English lang~uage.

When accomplishing international flights on every aircraft
•[i• there should be :

evidence of its airworthiness;

confirmed flight plan;

weather report.

The rules of flights over different foreign states are

different. Detailed Information about conditions, diagrams and
N flight routes on separate international routes is stated in

special collections, publisihed by the aviation information service

* of the Ministry of civil aviation of the USSR (SAI MGA).

In the countries vntering the ICAO the direction of air

"traffic has mainly an informational nature. The crew is given

h)



the altitude, the precise takeoff and arrival time, and some-

times the time of flight over the check points. The remaining

data are transmitted on board the aircraft in the form of

information, on the basis of which the crew makes independent

decisions concerning the execution of flight.

Foreign air routes, as a rule, have a width of 10 nautical

miles (18.52 km). This magnitude determines the required accuracy

of air navigation.

In the states entering the ICAO on air routes there are

used units of measure which differ from those accepted in the

USSR. Therefore the airplane crews, executing international

flights, should have tables or charts for the conversion of some

units of measure into others.

Units of measure accepted in the countries entering the

ICAO and in the USSR are given in Table 16. The "Blue tablelt

graph pertains to those countries which still have not completely

applied the recommendations of the ICAO for the units of

measure.

Foreign systems of aircraft separation. In various states

different systems of separation are used. However, for international

flights almost everywhere there is already accepted the main,

adopted in the USSR, principle of the reading of barometric

altitudes of separation from the level of the isobaric surface,

which corresponds to standard pressure 760 mm Hg.

The distribution of the altitudes of separation depending on

the heading can be different in various states. Semicircular

and quadrant systems are used.

Semicircular system (Table 17) is used mainly in the USSR and

USA. In the USA for flight altitudes up to 29,000 feet the



Table 16. The units of measure accepted in the USSR and countries II
entering the ICAO.

Units of Measure

Measured magnitudes JCAO "Blue tabl, ' USSR

Pistince Natuical miles with Lautical miles with Kilometers
tenths .enths

Altitude, dimensions Meters Feet Meters
of airfields and short
distances

Horizontal speed Knots Knots Kilometers per hour

"Vertical speed Meters per second Feet per minute Meters per second

* Wind velocity Knots Knots Kilometers per hour

Direction of wind True degrees True degrees True degrees (re-
vector ciprocal to the wind

vector).

Direction of wind vec- Magnetic degrees Magnetic degree. Magnetic degrees
tor for takeoff and
landing

Cloud height Meters Feet Meters

Visibility Kilometers, meters Nautical mnles, yards Kilometers, meters

Barometric pressure Millibars Millibars Millimeters of

mercury column

Temperature Degrees centigrade Degrees cen"igrade Degrees centigrade

Weight Kilograms Founds Weight

Time Hours. minutes Hours. minuv.s Hours, minutes

The fuel quantity Gallons Gallons Liters, kilograms

intervals between parallel echelons are tak'n equal to 2000 feet,
and between opposing - 1000 feet. For flighot altitudes from

29,000 feet and more the corresponding interv'als are doubled.
During "lights in the dii.ection of track angle- from 0 to 1790,

i.e., to the east, there are assigned separation altitudes, in
multiples of odd thousands of feet. During filghts with track

angles from 180 to 3590, i.e., to the west, evwn echelons are

assigned.

7



Table 17. Table of semicircular s;eparation,
accepted by a number of countries - members of ICAO.

Magnetic courses - Magnetic courses

Altitude t Altitude s'Altitude I Altitude

~~'0 0hitFet tre Feet Moetors .tersl et Mtr
I~~~ t __ _

Magnetic .heaaing 0-1790 Magnetic heading 150-359'

101 1000 3M 15 15 CA 20I 2 000 G K 25 2!'Fir 750

720 0 7 600 2.150 75500 752W0 23 8U8OWO 7 24rg)! 8,5 850 2r0
279 OW 0 275900 10 10(W) 3 050 105 105Y 3202
210 29000 335 115 11' 300 3,5W '10 •10 (0 9 36Y)3 125 12Yd 3897
130 13000 39- 135 4 320 4000 1 400 ,0 4",(KID 4 25;I 145 14501.61 4400
150 150001 D4550 155 15 603 4700W0 76(XX) 47V0 -160 164800 135050170 1700 TOl 175 W I11 8MSW 88 o 54
210 21 xoW 6400 215 21 SWo 6'550220 22•l UOU x) 6 VAV52 W 685o
230 23ODoI 7000] 235 23500 7150(210 24 OW 731)! 245 24 ,Y 7450
250 25000I 7600 255 ;25 5W0 7750:260 26(GOOj 7 %%l 265 26 51W 8100
270 27000 8250. 275 275oo 8 400.7260 2800OW 85%0 2a5 28•; 67o0.

29 90 51300 9 0 100 3030095 ý 2O 9 750
330 33 WO 1 00,5i 340 34000 10350 350 35 00J0i 065r) 1 30' 36r Wh! 10 950
370 37 ODD 113900 38D 380'X0 11600"390 39 000 V) 9(4,J 4 W 40 60 12200

41 4 O 1 56140.0 20 00 12 S,•'•430 43CQ 3 d044 440 1'3400

490 490001 1495U 500 50040 15250 510 5100 13 1 .5 1 5290 52 15804,I i 0 I | .5

In some countries, having entered the ICAO, inc'uding England,

Belgium, Denmark, Sweden, Holland and others, the quadrant system

(Table 18) is accepted, according to which at altitudes up to 29,000

feet the parallel echelons differ by 2000 feet, and opposing -
1000 feet. The echelons for headings, which correspond to

adjacent quadrants, are distinguished from each other with respect

to altitudes by 500 feet.

At altitudes over 29,000 feet the corresponding intervals are

doubled.

8
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Table 18. Table of quadrant Table 19. Conversion of the
separation according to ICAO. numbers of echelons into meters

according to ICAO (No. of
140. of[ Meters 10 01 Meters echelons in ascending order)
eceonol __ I echelonj

No. of of er
Secheon s '

43 Io 330 oN255 7.1, It .4 4)1
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, COMPASS DEVIATION

• ~As a ves;ul, of inve-stigations thle followin•g was established:

! • at the plarle of installation of inductive or, magnetic sensors

Son contemporary aircr-aft with gas-turbine engines the devication

J.,•does not exceel ±i°;
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compass swinging cannot be performed at airfields which have

reinforced concrete coating, since there are local anomalies

there which cause change in the readings of magnetic eomt asses

and course systems up to ±5-80;

replacement of gas-turbine engines on the aircraft does not

affect the accuracy of operation of the course systems and

distant-reading compasses.

On this basis there have been published special instructicns

for the various types of heavy transport planes with gas-turbine

engines, according to which:

compass swinging from periodic servicing with respect to

maintenance of the given aircraft has been eliminated;

the deviational microadjuster has been removed from the

sensors of distant-reading compasses and course systems;

it is recommended to compensate the instrument errors of

distant-reading compassei and course systems only during the

replacement of the UShM indicator (DGMK-7 compass) or the

correctJon mechanism;

the adjustment error of sensors is determined by turning the

sensor to matching of the course readings on the navigator's

indicator with the magnetic course of the aircraft, dctermined

by twofold direction finding of his longitudinal axis (from the

nose and tail).

The compensation of instrument errors of course devices is

accomplished without rotation of the aircraft in the following

order.
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a) On aircraft equipped with KS course systems and GIK-l

gyro-induction compass:

remove the indution sensor from the aircraft and fasten it on

the rotating antimagnetic platform of the UPK-3 assembly. Connect

the sensor with the course system with a connecting band. Install

the platform of the antimagnctic installation with the sensor

fastened to it on the wing of the aircraft over the att.zchment

point of the induction sensor or on a tripod when carrying out the

installation to the ground;

set the zero reading on the navigator's indicator dials and

the correction mechanism.

The mean error in teletransmission on the section sensor -

correction mechanism (KM) is determined in the following order:

the zero readings are set on the scale of the antimagnetic

instaliatimon and the correction mechanism (KM);

the course. readings are taken according to the KM scale with

turninr -T of tne antimagnetic installation to courses 90, 180

and 27J' and determining the corrections for each course;

thie sum of corrections on the basic courses is divided by

four ana the mean error of teletransmission is determined;

zero reading on the diamagnetic device is corrected by the

maGnitude of mean error, and course "0" is set on the navigator!0

indicator (USh).

After rý'mputing tne mean error the diamagnetic installation

is succoesively set t6 courses 15, 30, 115 etc. to 3450 and by a

gauge the course readings on the USh are brought respectively to

15, 30, 115 etc. to 3450 with the rapid adjustment Rnoo pressed.



b) On aircraft equipped with distant-reading magnetic

compass, which has PDK-3 type sensor:

instrument errors are compensated by turning thE magnetic

system of the PDK-3 sensor through 150 according to the -cale of

the sensor. The magnetic system is turned without removal of

the sensor with the aid of any magnetic bar;

with divergences in the readings of' the UShM with course

readings according to the scale of the PDK-3 sensor it is necessary

with the gauge to bring the course readings to the UShM to

the course readings according to the PDK-3 scale.

Compensation of radio deviation. The deviation of the radio

compass is compensated by a mechanical compensator, installed on

the axis of rotation of the closed antenna.

The guide band through a special transmission creates

additional turning of the axis of the selsyn transmitter. With

the aid of 24 compensating screws tne guide band is given the

form ne(. ssary for the readings of the radio compass every 15'

of the sca.Le (from 0 to 3600).

Before beginning the determination of radio deviation the

compensator should be neutralized, having unscrewed every screw

so that the guide band would acquire annular shape (additional

turning of tho axis of the selsyn transmitter at all course angles

is equal to zero).

For determi.ing the radio deviation it is recommended to

select a radio 3tation at a distance of 50-60 km. After determin-
=• ing and eliminating the adjustment error at radio compass readings

(ORK) 0 and 1800, by rotating the aircraft and, stopping it at

ORK, multiples of 15', the readings should be taken. At every

reading of ORK there is determined the actual course angle of

the radio station and the radio deviation is recorded
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A p-= KYP--OPK.

[TranKlator's note. KUR = radio station angle of approach.]

Then a chart of the radio deviation is constructed, whereupo)n

for the avoidance of sharp deflections of' the band the extremal
2 values of the chart are divided into three equal parts and two

intermediate charts of radio de-iation are constructed. After

5 ;-.his the compensator is removed from the axle of the frame and

b�*by rotation of the appropriate screws the radio deviation is

c'rcompensated on the fJ,'st intermediate chart, by reading the

correction introduced for the given ORK on a special pointer

.n the compensator. Having compensated the radio deviation

a.2cording to the second intermediate chart, we finally compensate

it according to the radio dcviation curve.

The compensation of radio deviation according to all three

c:arts should be performed in such a sequence, so that afte,

The intrO.pd•Iction of each positive correction the same negative

/U.1' woVAIO Ue introduced, i.e., as if according to a mirror

,fefk-ction of the course angles.

. <•al sequence of compensation is the following: 0.,
V-), )., 30, 330, 115, 315, CO, 300, 75, 285, 90, 270, 105, 255,

2d, 214o, 135, 225, 150, 210, 165, 195 and 1800.

Aftcr tne compensation of radio deviation the compensator is

ln:.tillted on the frame mechanism and, by rotating the aircraft,

the cu.r:ctnes of the performed work is checked. If inaccuracy

I., tv:cted, compensation of the radio deviation is performed by

Sadd1'2.' 1 rotation of the screws at the appropriate ORK.

'hcý Aterxi:,Ination of the radio deviation on the ground iL

iriadmli.sible on aircraft the closed antenna of ARK (Automatic

:Radio Compa.x,) of whc ch is installed in the bottom of the fuselacr.

SThi-s t: :l~tlcd 1-11 the* listortion of the electrumaf-iietc field
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by electromagnetic waves, reflectent from the earth's surface.

In such cases radio deviation is determined in flight, selecting

for this purpose a radio station 200-300 km distant from the

region of flights.

Figure 43 shows that the aircraft, performing such a flight,

should intersect the assigned bearing at every reading of the

course angle of the radio station. It is convenient to use such

an order of course angles in flight, which has been indicated for

the compensation of radio deviation on the compensating mechanism,

whereupon up to KUR 270-90' the aircraft approaches the radio

station, and then withdraws from it.

For reduction of time it .

is possible to perform flight P-•--'-..

along a 24-angle route, i.e., Ak'.
in practice along a circum- Fig. 113. Determining the radio

ference passing 20-30 to deviation in flight.

straight flight at each reading

of' the radio compass and course. One should remember that here

at each reading mark it is necessary to determine the MS (aircraftI position) and to plot it on a map for calculation when processing

the data of the bearhng of the radio station from the point of

taking the reading.

With both methods the actual course angle of the radio

station at the moment of taking the reading is determine- by

formula

KUR = IPR- IK*,

*[Translator's note: IPR = true bearing of a radio station;
IK = true course.]
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and radio deviation - by formula

4A- KUR- ORK.

The compensation of radio deviation is accomplished after

landing in the same order as during its determination on the

ground, but without checking the accuracy of accomplishing of

works, since a repeated flight would be required.

On each aircraft there is a standard radio deviation chart,

if necessary applied to the curve template of the frame.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE USE OF
RADIO COMPASSES DURING FLIGHTS AT
HIGH ALTITUDES AND SPEEDS

The use of radio compasses in flight at high speeds with

observance of all rules, imposed on the accuracy of direction

finding, requires a considerable increase in the effectivenes; of

iaviý,atlonal calculations. Since these calculations are laboriour,

a decrease of the time by their accomplishment is very undesirable.

Howe,, r, this deficiency to a certain extent is eliminated by the

use 6f ARK with pushbutton switching and combined direction find-

inc inJicators, especially with the orthodromic reference system

of aircraft courses.

Another essential deficiency of the radio compasses, which

operate on medium and short waves, during flights at high speeds

is electrostatic interference. Despite the protection of the

cpen antennas of radio compasses and the use of special devices

fov the runoff of static electricity, accumulated in pointed part.-

of the aircraft, during flights in clouds and precipitation there

are created considerable interferences to reception in frequency

range of operation of the radio compasses.

The accuracy of operation of radio compasses, especially the
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lj accuracy of determining the flight of RNT (radio check point),

negatively affects the high altitude of flight. This occurs as
a result of change of the character of radio deviation at various

inclination angles of the vector of propagation of radio waves,
changing in large limits as the aircraft approaches the RNT. As

the aircraft approaches the radio station the polarization of

electromagnetic waves changes from vertical to horizontal, and

then after flight over the RNT again to vertical, but opposite in

phase (Fig. 44). It is obvious that antenna 1, that inclination

back, will have zero reception. Further reception increases, but

in the phase opposite reception up to point i' this will involve

turning of the frame of the ARK 1800 up to the moment of flight

over the RNT. After the flight past RNT the phase of the closed

antenna will be changed, and at point 1 the open antenna. Con-

sequently, here there will take place premature marking of the

flight past RNT with subsequent (up to point 1') fluctuations of

the pointer.

,, • Fig. 44. The polarization of electro-
"/ magnetic waves during flight past the

S\ 7 radio station.

II
I V1

9

I I

\/ I
,- -

-If the antenna has been tilted forward (position 3), then

* fluctuations of the ARK po.inter will begin at point 3, the flight

past the radio station and the rotation of the pointer to 1800 will

be noted with delay (at point 3').

With strictly vertical position of the antenna (position 2)
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there is possible premature -rotation of the ARK pointer 1800,

whereupon the pointer can rotate in the opposite direction and

for the second time note the flight past RNT at point 2".

The artificial open antenna of the radio compass in the

relationship to its slope in vertical plane - resultant, which

connects the upper or lower point of the antenna with the electricail

center, i.e., with its grounding or counterweight (Fig. 15).

Fig. 45. •The influence of the equivalent
of the open antenna on the mark of thie

flight past the radio station: a'
• - top point of antenna; b) electrical

-- _ center of the aircraft; c) receiver.

It is natural that straight line a-b, being the equivalentI ~i of Uhe antenna inclination (in our case - forward - with injýtaiia-

tion of the antenna above the fuselage), will cause delay in

markcing ,he moment of flight over the RNT.

If the antenna is installed at the same distance from the

electrical center, but under the fuselage, then the marking of

the zsmeit of flight past the radio station is premature. With

arrangement of the antenna behind the electrical center of thu

aircraft the picture will be the opposite.

It' is obvious that the location of the antenna directly

above or' below the electrical center of the aircraft is more

suitable, but here there is possible an advance or delay of the

fly-by marks, and also the appearance of double fly-by marks, since

in practice errors depend not only on the altitude and speed of

flight, but also on the angle of pitch, the accuracy of flight of

the aircraft over the radio station, etc. In practice precioe

flight past is extremely rare and there occurs combination of' the
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effect of crossing with the effect of following (determination

of the passage of the traverse of RNT).

On the various types of aircraft during flights at different

altitudes and speeds the errors of the crossing of the pointer

to 1800 lie within from 1 to 3 flight altitudes.

Precise tracking is possible only with comparatively con-

siderable deviations of the aircraft from the radio station during
flight. This distance exceeds the flight altitude and is located
beyond the zone with horizontal polarization of electromagnetic

waves.

COURSE SYSTEMS

The assembly of the course systems is given in Table 20.

Table 20. The assembly of course systems

The quantity of units on the aircraft, pieces.

Name Tu-l!4 11-18 An-lO Tu-124

Course system (Brand) KS-5 KS-6 KS-6 KS-10
Inductance pickup 1D-2 2 1 1 1
(Gyro unit GA-IT or GA-iP 2 2 2 2
Control panel PU-i 2 1 1 1
Relay unit BR-I 1 1 1 1
Correction mechanism KM-11 2 1 1 1
Navigator's indicator USh I I 1 1

Pilot indicator UK - 1-2 2 2
UGA-IV Indicator 1 1 1 1
UGR- IV indicator 2 - 2 1
UUPK indicator - 0-1 0-1

Amplifier U-Il I I I I
Amplifier U-14 I "

It is necessary to remember that with use of system in the
"GPK" (directional gyroscope) mode aboard the aircraft there are

the following duplicate readings:
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a) on the UGA-lU indicator:

on pointer "G" - the gyromagnetic course, obtained from the

second gyro unit;

on pointer "A" - the true or orthodromic course, obtained

from the astrocompass;

b) on readings of the scale of KM-4 correction mechanism -

magnetic course (taking into account instrument error).

The main malfunctions of the course systems and the methods

of their elimination are given in Table 21. I
Table 21. The basic malfunctions of course systems.

Malfunction The cause aad method of elimination in flight

in mode "MK" and "GPK" on the KM-4 Failure of ID-2 or U-I1 (on channel ID-2-KM-4). With
the MK remains unchanged with failure of ID-2 it is necessary to change to opera-
chianvo of the course. tion of KS in the "GPK" mode with periodic astro-

correction and, having corrected the spare gyro-unit
to the main, compare in flight the reading of the "G"
pointer of the UGA with readings of USh.

In the "GPK" mode the readings of Failure of the gyro unit (main or spara). If the same
USh and UK are unchanged or during defects are observed on the "0" pointer of UOA-IV,
the check of OK divergences are then, besides the failure of OA-1, there can be failure
noticed, of amplifier U-i1 (KM-4-aA-I). One should change to

the spare gyro-unit with periodic magnetic correction

or astrocorrection.

Incorrect readings of KS after Failure of TsGV, and after the turn of VK-53-RB. It
banks is necessary to switch the KS over to communication

with the spare vertical gyroscore or set the appro-
priate switch to the operating position without the

vertical gyroscope.

The absence of readings on UK Burnt-out fuse in BR-1-PK-30 at 0.15 a.
with their prezence on USh.
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AIR NAVIGATION BY THE GREAT CIRCLE
WITH THE USE OF COURSE SYSTEMS, HOMING
STATIONS, RADIO BROADCASTING STATIONS
(RVS) AND RADAR REFERENCE POINTS

The preparation of a map for flight along orthodromic track.

On maps utilized for flights in civil aviation (scale 1:1,000,000
and 1:2,000,000), the great circle with length 1000-1200 km in

practice is a straight line. This makes it possible on the

maps to plot the orthodromes of sections graphically (with the

aid of a rule) without calculations of intermediate points by

formulas. To the same track length it. is possible to execute

flight with orthodromic track angle from one reference meridian

of the section.

The following system of plotting of orthodromic track angles

on a flight map is recommended. If the flight route has not been

laid on the orthodrome, i.e., it should pass through certain

prescribed points, then it is divided into separate sections, the

length of which along the orthodrome should not exceed 1000-1200 km.

In this case it is desirable that the starting points of the

section would coincide with the route turning points (PPM). The

division of the route not at points of the PPM is allowed only

with large length of the straight portions of the track.

The meridians of the starting points of the orthodrome of

the section are considered reference meridians for the measurement

of track angles. The great circle track angle from the first

reference meridian to the first PPM is measured directly from the

reference meridian. The track angles to the next PPM are

determined as the sum of the first track angle with the angle of

turn of the track at the first PPM (Fig. 29):

_'fl.L-•C-Yr -- %yP etc.

*[Translator's note. OIlY OPU = great circle track angle,,
YP UR = angle of turn.]



Example. OPU 1 . 600, U'O = 300, OUP 2 = 600 + 300 900.

With the number of PPM inore than three to avoid the accumula-

tion of errors of the second and subsequent OPU by summation of

the azimuth we determine the great circles of the section with

angles of intersection of the assigned track and the great circle

of the section (see Fig. 30):

OPU = A + UP.

For example. A = 1300; UP = -30Q. OPU = 1300 - 30' = 1000.

Furthermore, the OPU can be measured directly on the map

from any meridian with subsequent introduction of correction to

the angle of convergence of the reference meridian and the

meridian of the place of angle measurement:

OPU = IPU ± 6.

For return flight the track angles are plotted from the

reference meridians, which are final during flight in the initial

direction. Therefore, the track angles of the reverse direction

will be 1800 different from the initial direction plus the cor-

rection for the convergence of meridians.

If the entire flight route passes along the great circle

and does not have PPM, then the plotting of track angles is

considerably simplified. In this case the route should be

divided into orthodromic sections 1000-1200 km long. The meridians

of the initial points of the section are considered reference

meridians during the calculation of great circleý track angles

for forward and reverse direction; from these meridians the great

circle track angles are measured.

The marking of the route for flights with great circle track

angles is performed the same as for flight with magnetic loxodromic

track angles. The track is divided into segments 50 km each
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with numbering every 100 km. To the right of each section between

PPM there will be placed a iine, above which Is indicated the

distance between PPM, and under the line - thL preset time of

flight on the section. More to the right of the line is

written the OPU.

The general sequence of preparation of. the map for flight

along the orthodromic track is recommended the following:

1. Regardless of the presence of salient points connect

by a straight line on the map the section of route with length

1200 m. The straight line laid on the map will be the great

circle of the section. In the future all calculations of track

angles should be performed from this line.

2. Measure on the map wlith a protractor the azimuth of

the great circle on the meridian passing through the Starting

point of the section.

3. Construct the assigned track on the map. For this by

straight lines connect the route turning points.

4. For each segment of the assigned track calculate the

great circle track angl.e. This angle for each segment, except

the first, is measured and calculated from the azimuth of the

great circle of the section, from the first great circle track

angle or from any meridian taking into account the correction

for convergence of merldians.

5. Write the great circle track angles on the map to the

right of the route.

6. Designate the reference meridians of each section on the

map with the color red.
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7. At each meridian to the right of the route plot the

amount of correction for convergence of the given and reference

meridians and magnetic declination. During flight to the east

the correction is written with the "minus" sign, in flight to

the west - with the "plus" sign. The written corrections for

convergence of the given and reference meridians are used during

calculation and plotting of the actual track and radio bearings

on the map, where corrections are considered with their sign.

8. For the case of necessity of changing from orthodromic

calculation to flight with magnetic track angles there is compiled

a table of magnetic track angles to the route segments of such

extent, so that the MPU of adjacent segments would be not more

than 3-40 different.

The execution of flight. Flight along the great circle track

using gyroscopic course instruments, including the GPK-52, is

accomplished by the following scheme,, which remains identical

for all orthodromic sections:

1. Before flight past the reference meridian at 20-30 km

adjust Whe KS. Set the initial data on the KS, GPK, NI-50,

DAK-DB-5.

2. During flight past the reference meridian set the air-

craft according to the USh on the calculated orthodromic course,

check the correctness of the taken course by all the duplicate

course instruments.

3. Following the orthodromic track.

4. Correction of gyro unit of KS and GPK-52.

i. Monitoring and correction of path.
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6, Approach to theý reference meridian of the route turning

point.

If the orthodromic section has salient points of the path,

i.e., the route turning points, then at these points it is

necessary to set the aircraft by the GPK to the appropriate

course, which just as the azimuth of the great circle of the

section is read from the reference meridian.

In accordance with this general scheme the procedure and

sequence of accomplishing flight on each orthodromic section

consist of the following:

1. All course instruments must be activated on the ground

after starting the engines. After the warming up of instruments

and step up of the gyrorotors on the control panels of the UPK-52

and KS set the rounded off val.,.e of the latitude € of the

starting point of the section.

For example, if the latitude if the starting point of the

section is 53032t, then one shouiLd set latitude 540.

Dn the DAK-DB set: the latitude and longitude of the

starting point of the section, the declination and Greenwich

hour angle of the Sun, and also release the sweep to zero and set

the calculated ground speed on the course adjuster.

On the scale of declinations set the declinmtion of the

starting point of the orthodromic section.

2. With intersection of the reference meridian of the

section set the aircraft on the calculated true course, equal to

the track angle of the assigned great circle with correction for

the drift angle. By strictly holding this course, set the
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GPK-52 to the reading which corresponds to the true course,

switch the KS to the "GPK" operating mode.

3. By performing flight by the GPK with the predetermined
tr heading, determine the drift angle and introduce the correction

to the predetermined course.

!4. For approach to the next given track angle turn the

aircraft according to the GPK to the right or left to the new

predetermined heading.

When accomplishing flight on high-speed aircraft it is

necessary to begin the turn for approach to the next asý3igned
course angle before flight past the PPM in accordance, with the

precalculateJ linear turn lead (LUR).

5. Having set the aircraft according to the GPK to the

course equal to the new assigned track angle of the great circle

with drift correction, execute flight with this heading to the

next turning point, while refining the amount of the taken

correction.

6. With change of the latituide ý of the aircraft position

to a magnitude equal to the next nearest value of "latitude" scale

division, on the control panels of GPK-52 and KS set the new

value of latitude'.

7. While performing flight accord,.'ng to the GPK with

predetermined headings, periodically monitor the readings of the
UPK by the following methods:

'It is admissible when accomplishing flights to set the
latitude control point adjuster to the middle latitude of the
orthodromic section, if the difference of latitudes in high
latitudes does not exceed 100, and in low -50.
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a) by comparison of the magnetic course of the aircraft

according to the magnetic compass with the true orthodromic

course on the GPK. At each separate moment the magnetic course

on the magnetic compass should be different from the orthodromic

course on the GPK by the sum of corrections for the angle of

convergence of the reference meridian, meridian of the aircraft

position and magnetic declination MS:

OK =MK +(LM

where MK - magnetic course of the aircraft; OK - orthodromic

course of the aircraft according to the GPK, read from the

reference meridian of the orthodromic section; Xo.M - longitude

of reference meridi~an; AM - magnetic declination MS; ¢c - middle

latitude.

For the convenience of comparison of the readings of the

GPK and magndtic compass it is advantageous to set this total

correction on the scale of declinations of the USh, whereupon

the readings cf these instruments should coincide with limits of

the accuracy of their operation. In course systems this total

correction can be added to the readings of the magnetic course

on the UGA, i.e., OK = MK + A, compare the obtained result with

readings of USh (working in "GPK" mode). In the case of

divergence of readings introduce correction;

b) by comparison of the orthodromic course on the astro-

compass with the orthodromic course on the GPK. At each separate

moment theze readings should coincide within the accuracy of

operation of the instruments.

8. Periodically every 10-15 min of fiight determine the

drift angle and according to the findings refine the heading.

9. For providing the most precise approach of the aircraft

to the starting point of the next orthodromic section perform dead
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reckoning and .periodically determine the calculated aircraft

position.

During flight by the GPK with orthodromic course, calculated

from the reference meridian of the orthodromic section, the

calculation and plotting, of the radio bearings of the aircraft

on the map must be performed in trne following order:

a) with the aid of ARK or airborne radar determine the

radio station or reference point angle of approach (KUR, KUO);

b) determine the orthodromic heading of the RNT or reference

point as the sum of the orthodroinic course (OK) by the GPK and

the heading (KUR) (KUO): Oi'R = OK + KUR (KUO);

c) for plotting the true radio bearing on the map from the

meridian of the R14T or reference point determine the aircrart

true bearing, considering the correction for the angle of

convergence of the reference meridian of the orthodromic section

and the meridian of the radio station or reference point

IPS = OPR - .. -. ,)iqp&s°

where Xp - longitude of the radio station or reference point;
x o~l-!ongitude of the reference meridian; ý cp - middle latitude.

In practice the aircraft true bearinC can be determined in

the following manner:

a) take from the map the correction for the angle of

conve•.-rnce of the meridian of the RNT (reference point) and

reference% r.ridian;

b) on whe course scale of ARK or radar indicator -et the

true codurse a the oum cf the orthodromic course and the

correction for the .onvcrgiencv of meridians taken from the map;



c) read the aircraft true bearing by the position of the

ARK poihter or the crosshair of the radar indicator.

When using the KS for radio direction finding of .the system

the orthodromic bearing of t~eý aircraft is read directly by the

position of thle ARK pointer (ov, •site end), and to obtain the

aircraft true bearing the correcti , for the angle of convergence

of the meridian of the radio station and reference meridian, taken

from the map, is considered with its sign;

d) plot the calculated aircraft t.rue bearing on the map

with the aid of a protractor, having applied it on the meridian,

passing through the radio station (Fig. 46).

/t %Qi,, • Fig. 46. Plotting of calculated IPS.
,/ - KEY: (1) Reference meridian; (2) Line

of bearing.

0

10. Approach thle starting point of the next. orthodromic

section.

11. Set the aircraft on course by the UShA, being monitored

by astro or magnetic compass. Set the GPK to the reading which

correspond3 to the MK in flight along OMPU; and in flight along

OPU - to magnitude MK + A n.

12. Subsequently perform flight in the same sequence as

shown above in pp. 3-10.

On aircraft with course systems the autonavigator of the

NI-5OBM ground-position indicator is included in the USh of the
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KS. Therefore, on these aircraft the grivation on the autonavigator

and wind reference input element NI-50 is set equal to the great

circle track angle and dead reckoning with respect to range and

lateral deviation is performed relative to the assigned

orthodromic track.

On aircraft with off-line operation of course instruments,

where the autonavigator NI-50 is connected to the USh of magnetic

distant-reading compass, the dead reckoning on the coordinator

will be performed from the magnetic course. Since actually flight

will be accomplished with constant orthodromic course, and the

readings of the magnetic compass will be continuously changed, in

dead reckoning with respect to the direction errors will arise,

since integration of the path will be fulfilled by the curve,

convex in the direction opposite the magnetic rhumb line (Fig. 47).

4se 48" W0 52" 540 $6"

FMIMIMIMI34s
46: ° $ 5sp 5.

Fig. 47. Route along great circle and the integra-
tion curve of the route.

KEY: (1) Route along great circle; (2) Integration
curve of route to MK in flight from the OK.

In order that the NI-50 readings could be used for monitoring

the path with respect to direction, for example, for the measurement

of speed and wind direction at flight altitude, the grivation of

NI-50 must be set equal to the OPU, and to readings of the

magnetic compass periodically every 100-150 km of the route

introduce total correction A:
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This total correction to the readings of the magnetic I
compass is introduced with the aid of the declination scale of the

USh.

SYSTEM OF READING OF TRACK ANGLES AND
COURSE OF THE AIRCRAFT

The selection of the system of reading the track angles of

flight and the aircraft course depends upon the operating data

of the aircraft and its navigation equipment.

The conditions of the use of course instruments on the

aircraft can be divided into three groups:

1. Flights with small limits of change of magnetic latitudes

on aircraft equipped with magnetic or gyromagnetic compasses.

2. Flights with cornsiderable changes of magnetic latitudes
on aircraft equipped with magnetic compasses, directional

gyroscopes or, course systems of average accuracy, without automatic

measurement of drift angle, ground speed and dead reckoning.

3. Flights to any distances on aircraft equipped with

precise course systems and instruments for automatic measurement

of drift angle, ground speed and dead reckoning.

For the first group of cor.ditions we select the magnetic

loxodromic system of reading the track angles of flight and the

aircraft course. In this case the length of each loxodromic route

segment is taken so that the magnetic track angle at its starting

point would be different from the track angle of the terminal point

by not more than 20 with length of' segment up to 300 kin, i.e.,

- ( ,- •.,,)
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where A OH, -X the longitudes of the initial and terminal

point of the route segment; AM , A - the magnetic declination
Ha4 KOH

of the initial and terminal point; p - the middle latitude of
the segment.

In this case the mean magnetic track angle of the segment

differs from the extreme by not more than 10, and the maximum

"deviation of the loxodromic track from the orthodromic does not

V exceed values

2

i.e., the loxodromic line coincides with the orthodromic (Fig. 48).

"#4,~~~V 0._______

Fig. 48. Magnetic loxodromic course angle.

N

If the initial and final track angles of the segment differ

by less than 20, then the length of the loxodromic route segment

can be increased during flights in meridional direction or in any

direction in the equatorial latitudes with small changes of AM'

The magnetic loxodromic course angle in the practice of air

navigation is usually called the magnetic course angle (MPU).

The MPU is measured relative to the magnetic meridian of the

midpoint of the route segment:

MPU IPU - AM

cp

where IPU - the direction of the track of the, relative true
cp

meridian of the midpoint; A, - magnetic declination at the
cp

midpoint of the track.
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More accurately the MPU can be determined by measurement of

directions at the beginning and end of the track:

IPUHa + IPU oH (A + A )
• r•~~~1PU =•~ o

C2

since in this case the averaging of two measurements occurs, which

decreases their error.

Example of determining the MPU of the route segment.

Given: IPU = 470'; AM +50; IPUOH = 1190; A +3o.
G : Ha•I R

Solution:
MPU = 44.

For the second group of conditions we select the orthodronic

system of reading track angles of flight and aircraft courses

relative to the reference meridians or the zero meridians of theI

route segments. In this case the great circle track angle of

"flight (OPU) is considered equal to the true track angle of the

route segment at its starting point or at the point of intersection

of the continuation of the segment with the reference meridian

(Fig. 49).

During flight past reference meridians or the initial points

of the route segments the directional gyroscope or course system

displays reacings of the true cohtrse of the aircraft. For

example, the course system is transferred to the MK mode with the

setting (on the declination scale) of magnetic declination at point

MS or to the astronomical c.rrection mode. After matching (final

adjustment of true course) the system is transferred to the GPK

mode.
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/ f" ji Fig. 49. Selection of OPU.

£ * I--I

if it is necessary to check the accuracy of readings of the
orthodromic course at any other point, then the reidings of the

GPK compare with the readings of the astrocompass, at this there

should be fulfilled equality (under the conditi±n that DAK-DB-5

issues not orthodromic AK, but the IK of the aircraft position)

OK = iK + (L.,.w-).)dnt,

where OK - orthodromic course; IK - reading of astrosensor; AoM -

the longitude of the reference meridian or meridian of the initial

point of the route segment; A - current longitude of MS;

middle latitude between the point of display of orthodromic course

and MS.

The accuracy of readings of the orthodromic course can also

le checked by readings of the magnetic compass with the introduc-

tion into them of total correction

A=(

where A• - magnetic declination MS; A K - magnetic compass deviation.

Then OK = KK + A.

If the Indicated conditions are not observed, then correction

is intrcduced to the readings of GPK, equalizing the left side of

the equation with the right.

Example Ao. = 440; 4i= 560; A = 580; Am 60;

A = +20; OK = 520; KK = 700.
K

Determine the orthodromic course error.
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Solution:

"AOK KK--.oU A) sin If (P --

.A--OK 70.. (44--z,- 0.8-
--6+ 2-52=3*.

Conditions of the second group suppose flights with "arge

changes of magnetic latitudes. Therefore, in conducting t..

deviational operations it is necessary to determine on the air-

craft the coefficients of semicircular deviation of magnetic
sensor B and C:

V, A .... 1i
4

4

where i = 0.45, 90, ... , 3150 (a total of eight rhumbs).

Since on aircraft of the indicated group the deviation is

mechanically compensated to zero at the latitude of the place of

its 'elimination, then at any other magnetic latitude

A,= -I) ;e (nin.V !Cc(#

where H - the intensity of the horizontal. component of the earth's

field at the place of elimination of deviation; H - the

intensity of the horizontal component of field at point MS.

For the third group of conditions we also select the

orthodromic system of reading the track angles of flight and air-

craft course. However, taking into account the high requirements

for the accuracy of measurement of the course for automatic dead

reckoning and the operational stability of the course system in

the "GPK" mode, we try to retain and more precisely determine the

established course reading system at the departure point over

the entire length of the flight route.
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The most convenient and precise method of dete.-mining the

elements of the great circle and of flight along orthodromic

route segments is the following. For each orthodromic segment

we determine the displacement of longitudes X for the transi-

tion from longitude X to longitude X0 , read from the point of

intersection of the great circle with the equator (Fig. 50).

For point M1 xc~w xO x
1 X0Me14 0

where dctg),; tg q1 eg q, cojc A?.-ctg 1)..
then the current longitude of

any point of the segment will

be equal to

Fig. 50. Displacement of
longitudes.

All elements of the great KEY: (1) Greenwich meridian.

circle are easily determined if

the longitude of its points is read from the point of intersection

of the great circle with the equator:

the initial azimuth at the point of intersection with the
in~ Xtoequator tg0 =•z,---; current azimuth t=- ; intermediate points

sign X0 = tg a0 tg 4;

great-circle distance from the point of intersection with

the equator

co- S6 = cos ?.) cos q;
*I

the distance between two points

S.,, Aft = '0&,--SO$'

As the great circle track angle of the first route segment

we take its azimuth at the departure point of the aircraft.

The track angles of all subsequent route segments are obtained

by summation of the track angles of the previous sections with the
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angle of turn of the track for flight along the next section (Fig.
51). In this case the angle of turn is defined as the difference

of azimuths of the route segments at the point of their inter-

section, obtained by using formula

tgl.
j.:- i.e.

Sin,

UP = orctlg 1 -r tg X01
SinqT smnqo

where A X +X 2  X0 + at the point of intersec-

tion of the path sections.

The more accurate determination of the orthodromic course

in flight is fulfilled through the appearing lateral deviations

of the aircraft from the specified track at the correction

points of the aircraft coordinates.

As
AOK= ar e 't

where A - error in dead reckoningS in terms of direction; S -

path of the aircraft between the correction points of coordinates.

0PUP3 O O2 + UP 2

Z 0PU = OPU+ - UP

2 1

Fig. 51. Track angles and turning angles.

The correction introduced in this way is common for course,

drift angle and dead reckoning, which is especially advantageous

for air navigation.
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With the correction of the orthodromic course by an astro-

compass it is necessary that the following condition be observed
•tg•.

OK - AK = OPUactg-.
sin v

with correction by magnetic compass this condition assumes the

form,

OK - KK = OPU -a,+

If these conditions are not fulfilled, then to the OK

readings a correction is introduced which equalizes the left

side of' the equation with the right.

The account of the magnetic compass deviation for the third

group of conditions is conducted by the rules accepted for the

second group.

Taking into account the high accuracy of course instruments

both for the third and for the second groups, depending on the

concrete flight conditions, the use of orthodromic reading of the

track angles from magnetic reference meridians is possible.

FEATURES OF READING THE GREAT CIRCLE
TRACK. ANGLES DURING FLIGHTS IN THE
CENTRAL ARCTIC

For air navigation in the Central Arctic the following features

are characteristic:

large angles of convergence of meridians, involving a rapid

change of the current longitude, particularly with directions

of routes close to 900 (2700);

considerable distances from the pole to the coast of the

USSR, and also Alaska, Canada and Greenland.

I
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The large angles of convergence of meridians in many route

flights in the Central Arcticforce the rejection of flights along

rhumb line an, the transfer to flights along a great circle. In

this case the calculation of directions is performed from one

constant meridian, in this case called conditional meridian.

The accomplishing of flights along a rhumb line in high

latitudes is connected with great inconveniences for the following

reasons:

the large curvature of rhumb line, with the exception of

flights with courses close to 00 (180), requires the continuous

turning of the aircraft in horizontal plane. In this case the

turns cause accelerations, which affect the accuracy of operation

of the navigational instrumnents, which have pendulum (bubble)

vert Cal line or correction (aircraft sextants, gyro horizons and

others). The angular velocity of the aircraft in horizontal plane

in proportion to approach to the pole considerably increases and

is characterized by the following values, expressed in degrees

after I mrin. of' flight (Table 2");

the use of magnetic compasses in high latitudes is limited,

and at values of horizontal componecit 0.05-0.06 oersted become

unreliable-;

the perceittage elongation of the loxodromic path as compared

with the orthodromic at latitDde 750 is 55%, and to the north -

it increases still irtore.

Table 22. Variation of angular velocity
in flight to the pole.

SArugular veloclty,O/minLat[t~ude .

deg I '.nknVh 1 % -o. o kmh

U) 0.1 0,2
75 0.2 0,4
80 0.3 U.6
M 0.6 1,2
88 1,5 3.0
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For the indicated reasons it is better to perform route f1ights

in high, latitudes along the great circle. For this very reason

for such flights the astrocompass and directional gyroscope

appeared for the first time and were widely applied as the main

great circle course instruments.

Howaver, it proves to be a sufficiently complex problem to

maintain in flight a path along the great circle, because the

course (track angle) along th• great circle in high latitudes is

changed, frcm meridian to meridian by approximately the magnitude

of the angle of convergence between these meridians (Fig. 52).

Fig. 52. The measurement of track
angles along great circle route.

355.

P55 • * 85. I00"

In practice we go to simplifications, knowingly allowing

some errors. For example, on the astrocompass or directional

gyros,'.ope we maintain not the actual orthodromic course relative

to each of the meridians, but the mean orthodroyric course relative

to the mean meridian of the section of the route; the mean

meridian iru this case is the conditional meridian, relative to

"which the astrocompass or c;.rectional gyroscope shows the course.

In the majority of cases, and in the polar basin of the Arctic

in all cazeo the route plotting and navigationai calculations

can be performed without considerable errors relative to one of

the two constant conditional meridians.

On many aviation maps, accepted for flights in the Arctic

there are plotted two grlJ,• of mutually perpendicular parallel
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lines, which depict two such constant conditional meridians -

Greenwich (A = 0) and the meridian perpendicular to it (X = 901).

The latter is selected because east longitude 90' corresponds

approximately to the mean longitude of the area of the Arctic

adjacent to the territory of the USSR. Figure 53 by pointers

shows the direction of both meridians, taken as north, from which

as from the northern tip of the geographical meridian we read

clockwise all navigational directions: track angle, course,

azimuth (heading), wind direction.

pO'3 Fig. 53. Diagram of conditional

A meridians.

•, ,. . ,. ., . * C- .

° -_ . ( .I4:..:/:l

S~Directions relative t6 Greenwich meridian (or tlhe meridian

with A'= 900) and relative to any geographical meridian are

connected together by the following relationships:,

IPu P = IOu TX

,. ~~~and .IPU90 IPU ..- ,.

and IPU = IPUgo "" WO"

where XB 3 the east or west longitude of the geographical

•. meridian.

_..
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Calculation of correction to KS-6 for transfer to landing meridian.

K,,.n =MK,. -

n.n

where .- the ,oagnetic declination of the land:ng point;

!Place of AM,.,¢. maCnetic declination of the place
rioordination

Swhe-e to t longitudea of the place of coordinatlon. deina

'*CCMHOC.67 )n....- longitude of the landing point.--.r

i __ ~ descent: in the '1,14" mode it is necessar'y tco tr•ansfer the

A" KS-6 to the GPK mode and on the USh by 'tle scale of de61ina-Y

tions to set the values of -A with opposite sign.

Instead of the track angle in formulas there can be ta1ren

ithe course, azimuth(heading) or wind direction.

If it is decided to perform the route plotting and

navirational calculations relative to one of these two conditional

meridians, then during comparison of the readings of the magnetic

compass with the readings of the astrocompass or directional

gyroscope, on which IKrp or IK90 is set, difficulties appear:

PT = IK + A IK,= : ;a % .. tKu:L jo

in order to determine what the true course is equal to

relative to Greenwich meridian (or the meridian with X - 900)

according to the magnetic course of the compass, it is necessary

to take the value of A, from the map and then perform two-three

arithmetic operations. The problem is solved simpler if on the

map there have been plotted not the magnetic isogonic lines, but

conditional isogonic lines - lines of equal angles being comprisoo
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by the magnetic pointer with the northern direction of the con-

diti-nal meridian (A = 00 or = 90). When such conditional

Isogons, enumerated by values of-Ar or AM , exist on the mapI I9O
the transfer from MK to iKrp (I, 9 0 ) and vice versa is performed

with respect to relationships
MK = IK - A

FpS~rp
and MK= 1K - A0 9 0

I MK=MK + AS~rp r

and IK90 = MK + A ,190
nn Mc- ( A);

The use of the map with conditional isogonic lines has one

additional advantage: all the conditional isogonic lines converge

only at the point of the magnetic pole (magnetic isogons converge

still at thepoint of the geographical pole), therefore near the

area of the geographical pole there is no thickening of the

conditional isogonic lines and- there is not need for

knowledý;e of the MS with high accuracy in order to take the

correct value of AM (A ) from the map.
rp 90

RI-50 POSITION AUD -HOMING INDICATOR

SPosition and homing indicator NI-50 is the automatic dead

reckoning device which operates in the orthodromic coordinate

system. It serves for solution of the following problems:

determining of MS to within 3-5% of the path passed from the

ft point of the beginning of calculation;

determination of wind speed and direction;

monitoring of the moment of approach to the reference land-

mark, precise determhnation of which is impossible by other

methods;
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the conducting of automatic dead reckoning during search

flights;

bypass of thunderstorms and approach to LZP.

The computer of the position and homing indicator sums up the

[! readings of the course instruments and the special airspeed trans-

mitter, input into it with the aid of electro-induction transmission,

and then "distributes" them to the components of motion of the

aircraft in rectangular coordinates.

Control and indication are accomplished by a coordinate

counter, wind control point adjuster and-by an autonavigator.

The coordinate counter with the aid of pointers "S" and
I "V" continuously issues present-position data-in kilometers in

the form of range and lateral deviation.

I The wind control point adjuster serves for considering the

wind effect on the aircraft flight. The wind direction iz taken

navigational (where it blows to).

With the aid of the autonavigator the rectangular coordinate

system is oriented by the manual introduction of the grivation.

The grivation is the angle between the northern direction of the

meridian and. randomly taken axis X, relative to which it is pro-

posed to measure the lateral deviation of the aircraft. As a

rule, the grivation is taken equal to the track angle. During
flights along large routes, which have salient points, axis

X can be the mean orthodromic direction of the route.

The al,,tonavigator can operate from the gyromagnetic compass.

Then it shows the magnetic course, and the grivation is read
from the magnetic meridian at the point of beginning of checking

the path by the indicator.
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The pointers of the coordinate counter and the grivation

are reset for each section of the path.

During flight using great circle track angles, i.e., during

operation of the indicator from GPK, dead reckoning can be

accomplished without additional correction at the 1000-1200 km
stagre. In this case the course indicator shows the course from the

reference meridian, and the grivation is established equal to

the assigned OPU (great circle track angle).

The position of the aircraft is determined according to th~e

readings of pointers "S" and "V" of the coordinate counter.

During flight along a route with short straight sections for the

origin of coordinates it is possible to take the beginning of each

section. If' this route is well equipped with radio aids and it
is possible to exactly determine the flight past points of the

beginning of reading, then it is sufficient to simply be limited

by systematic control of the path in terms of distance and

direction.

In the case when the axis X is the mean orthodromic direction

of the route, and the grivation is the initial azimuth of this

direction, on the flight map it is necessary to plot this mean

I orthodromic direction and to mark the position of the aircraft
relative to it with the aid-of a scaled rule.

The wind velocity and direction with the aid of the NI-50 are

determined in the following manner:

1) during flight past a reference point on the route the

pointers 'IS" and "V" are placed on zero, we set the grivation,

and on the wind controller - the indices of the wind velocity

and direction also to zero:

2) every 15-20 min of flight by any of the available

method& we determine the aircraft position MS1 and simultaneously
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MS2 ("no-wind position") according to the position and homing I
indicator. Both points are plotted on the flight map;

3) points MS1 and MS2 are connected by a straight segment,
which will be the wind vector for the time counted from the

moment of setting of the pointers of the indicator to zero. By

division of the length of the segment in kilometers by the time

in hours we determine the wind velocity in kilometers per hour.

The wind direction will be the direction of the vector from MS2
2ito MS1.

-Flight past a reference landmark, the visual or electronic

identification of which is impossible, is determined in the

following manner:

1) by any available means we precisely determine the moment

of flight past some reference point, the distance from which to
the KO of interest to us is known;

2) during flight past the first reference point we move

pointer "S" to the left of zero to a distance equal to the

distance between reference points, in this case the wind parameters

on the controller should be established;

3) the moment of passage of the zero position by pointer
"S" will correspond to flight past the reference point of interest

to us.

* During flights over a limited area under conditions of

frequently changing aircraft course, when control of the path

is difficult, it is advantageous to use the NI-50 in the

following manner:

1) we select a well identified reference landmark in the

flying area;
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2) on the flight map we place a grid of rectangular

coordinates, arranged depending on the position of the reference

landmark so that one of their axes would coincide with the true
meridian of the reference point, i.e., the grivation is taken

equal to zero;

3) during approach to the reference landmark the pointers

"S" and "V" are set on zero, wind data at the flight altitude

are Introduced by the controller, and the grivation is taken equal

to 3600 - A1, if the automatic device operates from the GPK. In
this case pointer "S" will indicate the MS along axis ox, and

pointer "V" - along axis oz;

4) in flight we monitor the path, routinely writing the

MS on the map according to the readings of pointers "S" and "V"

and using the grid applied on the maps for this.

AIRCRAFT DOPPLER RADAR SYSTEM

The aircraft Doppler system is a self-contained radar system

of air navigation. The Doppler system to a considerable degree
is free from such deficiencies in panoramic radar sets as their

low efficiency in flight over uniform terrain, large expenditure

of time for determining navigational elements (ground speed and

drift angle) and the low accuracy of these measurements.

The aircraft Doppler system completely solves the problems

of determining the navigational elements and dead reckoning.

The Doppler systems of air navigation, used in civil aviation

of various countries, measure the ground speeds from 130 to 1800
km/h, and drift angles - from 0 to 450 at altitudes up to 15,000 1n

and higher. In thi3 case errors on ground speed lie within
limits from 0.2 to 0.9% and on drift angle within limits from
0.2 to 0.6, and the accuracy of dead reckoning with respect to
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distance and lateral deviation with accuracy of compass course

±0.51 is 1% of the distance.

The operating principle. If from the moving aircraft with

the aid of a radio transmitter we emit electromagnetic

oscillations at angle 0 to the earth's surface, then between the

frequency of these oscillations and the frequency of oscillations,

there will be detected drift reflected from the earth's surface,

received by the aircraft radio receiver. The phenomenon of such

an oscillation frequency drift is called the Doppler effect, and

the difference of frequencies of radiated and receLved oscilla-

tions is called Doppler frequency. This frequency, as applied to

the moving aircraft, is deternmxned thus:

"2WC

where W - relative aircraft speed; X - wave length; 0 - angle

between the direaction of aircraft motion and the direction of

radiation.

The ground speed in the Doppler system is schematically

determined in the following manner:

the aircraft radio transmitter through the antenna, in the

direction coinciding with the longitudinal axis of the aircraft,

emits radio waves with constant frequency of oscillation to the

surface of the ground at a certain angle;

the radio waves, which fall to the earth, change their

frequency in proportion to the ground speed of the aircraft

and, being reflected, partially return to the aircraft, again

changing their frequency; in this way, radio waves return to

the aircraft with frequency changed twice in proportion to the

longitudinal component of the ground speed;
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the difference of transmitted and received radio wave

frequencies is automatically measured with the aid of a special

device, sending this value to a digital instrument.

The determining of the drift angle occurs according to a

similar principle, but there is used an antenna directed

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft.

Doppler systems can have single-beam, double-beam, three-

beam and four-beam antennas. However, not the most widely applied

are four-beam antennas (Fig. 54), since they eliminate a number

of errors and increase the accuracy of measurement of the ground

speed and drift angle.

Fig. 541. The radiation of four-beam
antenna.

Usually the Doppler systems (Fig. 55) Include three basic

devices, placed on the aircraft:

1) Doppler speed and drift meter (DISS), continuously

determining the current values of W and US and sending them to the

indicator (Fig. 56), and also to the navigation computer;
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SFig. 55. Schematic
W diagram of the Doppler
W system.

iyc

[ outro ooputer €ourso

Cors

2) course selector;

3) the navigation computer (NV), receiving the current

value of W'• and US from the DISS, and the aircraft course - from

th~e course system, integrating these data and guiding dead reckon-

ing in th~e great circle rectangular coordinate system. The NV

gives the current position of the aircraft to the crew.

Coordinates x (path, passed by the aircraft along the assigned

great circle) and z (linear lateral deviation from the great
circle) are fed to a pointer-type instrument and digit counter.

The NV solves the equation which connects through elements
of aircraft motion (ZPU, OK, W, US) and time the initial coordinates

with the current coordinates of MS, whereupon the ZPU is
introduced into the computer manually, OK - from the course

system and US - from the DISS.
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The basis for calculation is the determining of the

difference between the actual and assigned OPU, i.e., lateral

deviation

BU OK . (j US)- ZPU.

The distance, passed along great circle x, and the linear

lateral deviation are obtained by integration of components Wx

and W with respect to time:Z

W• "cos BU (t)df;

z - "shi, BU (t)!TI,

since

W, -1 13W ; B U ': W -Vsi BU.

The greatest error, which determines the accuracy of NV, is

the error of the course selectors - course systems. Errors of

"the measurement and setting of the OK, and also the errors of

determining W and US of the DISS have smaller value.

Navigatlon computers of type NI-50 accomplish dead reckoning

according to the W and US being issued by DISS, but can also be

used with manual introduction of the speed and wind direction.

These computers similar to the NI-50 have a two-pointer x and

z coordinate counter (pointers "S" and "V"), grivation reference

input element and the wind controller. The navigation computers,

entering the Doppler systems, ensure the operation of the system

in the "Memory" mode (the storage of parameters of aircraft

motion in cases of flight over calm water spaces or at large

banks), when entry into the system of Doppler frequencies is not

observed. In this case while maintaining the airspeed and heading

the dead reckoning will be carried out with permissible errors

for 15-20 min.

Upon transition to the "Memory" system operating mode it
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is advisable to place the "DISS - ANU" switch in the "ANU" position

and with change in the airspeed or heading on the wind controller

manually set the wind parameters and the grivation, since in this

case the flight made was disturbed (W and US were changed with

respect to those which the navigation computer "remembered"). In

this case the values of the airspeed components along the axes

of coordinates are added to the values of wind components along

the same axes. Now with change of ZPU and setting of the new

* grivation the wind component is automatically redistributed.

The navigator's preflight action with the use of the Doppler

system is performed in accordance with the requirements of the

manual for the navigation service with respect to flight with

great circle track angles. It is necessary to remember that the

accuracy of air navigation depends upon the accuracy of calculation

of the assigned great circle track angles and distances.

Consequently, during preflight it is best to compute these data

analytically, without resorting to measurements on the map.

Formulas for the calculation of great circle track angle and

great circle distance are given in the section "Aviation

cartography".

besides the precomputations of OPU and SOPT' during prepara-

tion of the flight map it is necessary to:

mark along the route the radar reference landmarks every

150-200 km depending on the excent of the route and the aircraft

speed, calculate analytically or measure the rectangular coordinates

x and z of these reference points, write them with the map and

connect the reference point with the LZP by a straight line,

perpendicular to the LZP (or to its continuation);

do the same for the points of installation of ground

beacons of the azimuth and range system;
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for each PPM write the value of the angle of turn (UR) for

approach to the LZP of the following leg.

These additional operations are necessary for:

a) ensuring precise flight over the IPM or fine adjustment
on the counter of initial coordinates relative to the LZP laid

on the map;

b) correction of MS without measurements on the map with

the aid of the panoramic radar or azimuth and range system;

c) the precise determination of flight past the points

necessary to us (KO, PPM, KPM) without measurements on the map.

The complete set of controls and the indicator of the Doppler

system includes:

1) the drift angle and ground speed indicator (see Fig. 56);

2) the grivation setting mechanism (assigned OPU);

3) the wind setting mechanism (for establishing the wind

velocity and direction, when the DISS is not operating);

4) the counter of coordinates x (pointer "S") and z (pointer
•" •'I V"t);

5) the control penel of the system in flight (Fig. 57),

which has two signal lamps and two switches.

- Fig. 57. Control panel.
INA() (3 IVA' KEY: (1) On; (2) Mem.; (3) Sea;

1 (1),1. P.,(S . ' , (4) Ck. 1, CK. 2; (5) Dry land;
""'. 1 01 ' '' (6) Off; (7) High.
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? •The first switch has four polsitions:

"O-ff" - the power supply of low voltage is turned off;

"On" - power supply of low voltage is turned on and the

green (left) signal lamp with the label "On" lights upý

"Mem" - transfer of the system to the "memory" operating

mode.

"High" - the power supply of high voltage is turned on and
the '•d (right) signal lamp lights up.

The second switch also has four positions:

"Dry land" - position during flight over dry land;

"Sea" - position during flight over the sea;

"Ck. 1" and "Ck. 2" - position when checking the calibration

of the system;

U) switch "DISS - ANU", making it possible to use the

navigation computer (ANU, NI-50) in the case of failurA of the

DISS. In this case it is switched from the "DISS" position to
Ithe "ANU" position and the ANU conducts dead reckoning as the

S~NI-50

7) the "Counter" switch, designed for turning the

coordlaitV counter on and off. At the mc...ent of its transfer

to the "On" position the navigation computer of the AMjU performs

calculation and feeds coordinates x and z to the counter. With

,etttng of the switch in the "Off" position the pointers "S"

and "V" do not move.
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If it is proposed to u-e the Doppler system in flight, then

before takeoff the navigator must:

1) on the control panel set the left switch in the "Off"

position, and the right - in the "Dry land" position;

2) place toggle switch "DISS - ANU" in the "DISS" position;

S3) check that the "Counter" switch stands in the "Off"

position and the pointers of the dead reckoner are in the zero
position;

4) on the grivation setting mechanism establish the

assigned great circle track angle of the first leg, after which
on the control panel transfer the left switch to the "On" position

(the green signal lamp with the label "c.," should light up);

5) in the air (not earlier than 2 min after turning on)
set the left switch on the cont-rol panel in the "High" position

(the red signal lamp should light up).

In 3 min it is possible to use the Doppler system, taking

into account that the pointers of the dead re.ckoner will be in
the zero position until the "Counter" switch stands on "Off",

whereas the ground speed and drift angle indicator is in the

operating position.

Despite the fact that the Doppler sy3tem in essence ensures
the complete monitoring of the path, in view of the errors
inherent in it basically because of the poor acq-uracy of determining

the course, it is necessary for the crew in flight as precise as

possible to exhibit the initial coordinates of MS, at the proper
time by the navigational flight plan to correct the readings of
the system with the aid of other electronic means and to operation-

ally accnmplish the transfer to the new leg.
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Initial coordinates of MS can be considered either the

coordinates of the place of departure, if after takeoff a

circle is performed over the airfield, or the coordinates of the

IPM - any point at some distance from the airfield, the precise

flight past which is easy to "fix" with the aid of airborne radar,

homing stations or azimuth and range system. In all cases it

is desirable with the greatest possible accuracy at the moment

of flight past the planned point to turn on the coordinate

counter; if this for some reason is impossible, then visually or

with the aid of elecronic means determine the MS in rectangular

orthodromic coordinates x and z, set them on the counter and turn

it on, having established at the same time on the grivation setting

mechanism the value of OPU and having corrected the KS from the

reference meridian. From the IPM to the first correction point

accomplish flight with OK = ZPU - US, striving to hold the

pointer of counter "V" (coordinates z) in the zero position.

Active correction of the readings of the navigation

computer in flight is accomplished with the aid of the aircraft

panoramic radar or, the azimuth and range system. For correction

it io necessary to determine the actual position of the aircraft

in orth-dromic rectangular coordinates.

The formulas for determining the actual MS with the aid of

radar and the azimuth and range system in essence are identical.

When using the locating sight:

,,.c.,p.o-Dcos PP;

ZM.C=Zp.o-Dsir PP,

when kisinr the "Svod" system:

'-, ', , D,"-.. PP;

, , . D PP,

where PP - track bearing; D - the distance of the radar reference

point or rrourd-basel radio beacon of "Svod", and the difference
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in signs is the consequence of the fact that in the first case

there is taken the direction from the aircraft to the reference

point, and in the second - from the beacon to the aircraft.

Activation and preparation of the s stem for operation. On

the aircraft the Dopler equipment is turned on by the navigator.

For• turning on the equipment it is necessary:

1) on the control patiel of the system to place the left

switch in the "Off" position, and the right switch in the "Dry

landY' position;

2) to place the switch on the navigator's control panel

with the label "DISS-ANU" in the "DISS" position;

3, to place the switch with the label "Counter", located

near the dead reckoner, in tlhe "Off" position;

4) to check that the pointer itself of the dead reckoner

is in the zero position.

Having checkedi tit.o't-11 togg.le switches and switches are in

the indicated position t,, the grivation setting mechanism

establish the as, .1 great circle track angle of the first

leg and transfer t 6ft switch on the control panel to the "On"

position: (on the control panel the green signal lamp with the

label "On" should light up).

In 1-2 min. after turning on the system (after takeoff) the

left switch on the control panel should be transferred to the

"High" position, with this the red signal lamp with the sign-l/
will light up.

After turning on the high voltage not earlier than in 3 min
the system will be in working order and can be used for air

navigation.
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Since the "Counter" toggle switch is in the "Off" position,
the dead reckoner does not operate and its pointers before

turning on will stand on zero. The drift angle and ground speed

indicators are in working order and issue the value of US and W.

Note: 1. When testing engines on the ground and in flight

at altitude up to 200 m the "Routd' equipment operates
unstably.

2. Do riot turr. on high voltage on the ground in the "Dry

land - Sea" mode.

AZIMUTH AND RANGE SYSTEM

The azimuth and range short-range navigation system continuously

sends the current polar coordinates of the aircraft relative to
the ground beacon of the system to indicator instruments.

Th: polar coordinates of the aircraft:

Azimuth., or true bearing of the aircraft (IPS) - angle between

the n•;.rtnern direction of the true meridian, passing through

the point of installation of the ground radio beacon, and the

direction of the aircraft; the azimuth is projected to within

0.250;

"range, or the distance from the beacon to the aircraft;
measurement accuracy of range ±200 in.

2Ine system solves the following problems with high accuracy:

a) continuou3 reading of the value of the azimuth to the

aircraft and the range;

b) air navig3tion alono the as.sirncd route;
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c) determination of navigational elements in flight:

d) guiding the aircraft to any assigned point and the

signaling of its flight past;

e) ground observation, identification, determination of
coordinates of the aircraft and control of its movement.

The operating principle. The azimuth is assigned by the

time interval between the initial time of reading, identical for

all aircraft located in the zone of coverage of the beacon and

equipped with the corresponding equipment, and the moment of

reception of the azimuth signal by each of these aircraft. The

ground beacon of the system includes a trA •smitting azimuth

antenna with narrow-beam radiation pattern (in horizontal

plant), rotating at a speed of 100 rpm, and antenna of reference

signals with omnidirectional radiation pattern. The northern

reference signal is transmitted by this antenna at the moment

of passage of zero azimuth by the azimuth antenna (northern

-direction of true meridian).

Thus the azimuth on the aircraft is determined by the time

interval between the receivings of the northern reference signal

of the omnidirectional antenna and the signal from the rotating

azimuth antenna by the aircraft at the moment when it has been

directed to the aircraft.

The ranging is accomplished according to the "interrogation -

response" principle by means of measurement of the total pro-

pagation time of the interrogation signal from the aircraft to

the ground and the response signal from the ground to the aircraft.

This time is converted into the measured distance with sufficient

aaccuracy, since the propagation velocity of electromagnetic energy

is constant.



ji
The ground beacon of the system has a plan-position indicator

(IKO) to obtain on the cathode-ray tube face the marks of the I
aircraft, which perform flight-in the zone of coverage of the

beacon and are equipped with thc. equipment system. The IKO0

together with the command radio station added to it can be remote

and be installea at the control tower.

The operating region of the system. The system operates
in the UHF range and therefore its operating region is determined

by the flight altitu(_ and by the nonoperating funnel with radius

equal to tic flight altitude, located directly over the ground

ýOtation.

The range of action of the stations, located on flat and
olip'htly-broken terrain at the angles of coverage 0.5-1, is

calculated by formulas:

'ion, : lac-3 hp: h0~,1 - - Il,.

where fOTH - the flight altitude relative to the average height
above the rerrain (hp); h - the altitude of the antenna of the

p OTH
beacon k'elative to the average height above th, cerrain (h )

i atic jxindt6c - the flight altitude and beacr" antenna height
relative to Jea level.

The controls of the sy.stem or, the aircraft consists of three

cont',•l panel,:

main control panel (ShchU);

pilot's panel (ShehP);

control unit of cromputer device (FU SRP).
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Furthermore, there is a switch for transfer from the

navigation mode to the landing mode. It has three positions, one

of which corresponds to operation of the null instrument in flight

along the route, and two others - during landing approaches using

SP-50 and "Svod" systems.

The main control panel of the system (ShchU) is usually placed

in the navigator's compartment. On it are arranged (Fig. 58):

two handles (switches) 1 for setting the channel of the

ground beacon, in the working zone of which at a given time the

aircraft is located;

the function selector 3, which has seven positions: "Off

KPP", "Azimuth to". "Azimuth from", "Orbit right", "Orbit left",

"SRP" and "Landing". During the landing approach, besides setting

the function selector to the "Landing" position, the special

switch, which has three positions, is placed in the position

"SP-50" either "Course-M" depending on how approach is performed

using the system "SP-50" or "Svod";

handle 8 and scale 4 with the label "Azimuth" for setting

the assigned value of azimuth (true bearing);

handle 7 and digital drum indicator with the label "Orbit"

setting the assigned range 6 (to PPM, KPM or any reference point

on the LZP);

two buttons 5 with the label "monitor", "Azimuth", "range"

and'Uuration of strobe" for checking the operation of the system

on the channels of azimuth, range and control of the strobe

duration.

Pilot's panel (ShchP) is used when the appropriate beacons

are installed at airfields.
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* ( 0.l.. ,
(a)~ "'. I - ýjI

SI 7 • Landing

0' 0tOn to
/•#break AZIMUTH ORBIT,,clOUd3

Fig. 58. The main control panel (ShchU): 1 -ground, beacon
channel setting switch; 2 - "Landing" lamp; 3 - selector
switch of the kind of operations; 4 - scale of the azimuth
setting mechanism (true bearing); 5 - buttons for checking

the azimuth, range and dration of strobe; 6 - scale of the
range setting mechanism (orbit); 7 - handle of the range
setting mechanism (orbit); 8 - handle of the azimuth setting
mechanism (true bearing); 9 - toggle switch "On to break
clouds."

KEY: (a) Channels; (b) Off Azimuth; (c) Orbit, Left,
Right, SHP, Landing; (d) Zero check for strobe.

"The control uni.t of the computer is also placed in the

navtgator's compartment. On it are located (Pig. 59):

t:andle 1 and a scale with label "ZPU" for setting the value

of the given true course angle relative to the reference meridian,

passing through the point of installation of the ground beacon of

the system (OPU);

handle 6 and a scale with label "Target angle" for setting

the value of the true bearing (azimuth) of the terminal point of

a givn section of the route from the ground beacon;

handle 5 and digital drum indicator 11 with label "Distance

to tar'Ct" for setting the distance from the ground beacon to the

terminal point of the riven section of the ,route.
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~ "le Distance to
ZPU Tavget angle target

6

Fig- 59. Control unit of computer device (BU SRP): 1 -

Handle of the ZIPU setting mechanism; 2 - scale of the
ZIPU setting mechanism, read from the reference meridian;
3 - scale of the setting mechanism of the true bearing
(azimuth) of the target (PPM, KPM, KO, etc.); 4I - scale
of the range from the beacon to the target (PPM, KPM, KO,
etc.); 5 - handle or the setting mechanism of the range
to the target; 6 - handle of the setting mechanism of the
true bearing (azimuth) to the target.

Indicators. On heavy transport planes the following instru-

ments are installed:

1) the navigator's direct-reading range and azimuth

instrument (PPDA-Sh) is located on the navigator's control panel

(Fig. 60). The outside scale, along which the contour pointer

moves, is enumerated every 300 with scale value 100 for the coarse

reading of azimuth, and the inside scale with small pointer -

every 10 with scale value 0.10.

The digital drum indicator of the current range has four

windows and gives reading to within 0.1 kim;

2) the pilot's direct-reading range and azimuth (PPDA-P) is

installed on the pilot's control panel (see Fig. 60a) and has only

an outer scale and a large pointer for coarse reading of the
azimuth;
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3) the combined flight instrument (KPP) combines the

course scale with the pointer of repeater of USh or GPK-52 and

the null instrument, similar to instrument PSP-48, with the only

difference that the vertical and horizontal pointers during all

movements alwayz retain mutual ,perpendicularity (Fig. 61). The
course scale rotates with the aid of rack and pinion in the lower

right corner of tne instrunient.

a) Fill. 60. Uirect-reading azimuth and range
( - t rumcont : a) pilot's (PPDA-P); b)

, - .Igatwr's (PPDA-W); 1 - digital drum
curlvrnt ranue indicator (accuracy of read-

, (41, 0.1 k.m); 2 - azimuth coarse reading
9 pt;ti r- I - azimuth reading scale

taccueu,,y of rtading 20); 4 - azimuth fine
- ,eadln: poin;;er; 5 - outer scale o.' coarse

xveading of the azimuth (accuracy of reading
100); 6 - inner scale of fine reading of
the azlimutii (accuracy of reading 0. 1).

Fig. 61.. Combined flight instr'ument (KPP):
I - vertical and horizontal pointer of null
indicator; 2 -movable scale and pointer of
the course; 3 setting screws of mechanical
zero; 1 - fixed index; 5 - blinkers of course

and Slide path; 6 - rack and pinion of the
course scale.

At tihe top of th~e scale there is a fixed orange triangular
index. 1n thtý upper left corneer of the inttrument are two screws,

desiGnated bý t 1e -lvtter tia of "G" and "hz. Allays before turning

on the equipment, wit th,;•e screw; one snould set the horizontal
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and vertical pointers on. the center of the instrument (mechanical

zero).

-Switch on, adjustment and testing of the airborne equipment:

1. In 5-6 min before the beginning of operation switch on

the aircraft equipment under voltage. Place the switch, which

has three positions ("Svod", "SP-50" and "Course-M"), in the

"1"Svod" position.

2. On the control panel (ShchU) set the channel of the

appropriate ground beacon of the system and check the correctness

of its setting. The construction of beacons provides for the issue

of call signs, but at present these signals are not issued.

3. Set the selected kind of operation on the ShchU ("Azimuth",
'fOrbit" or "SRP"), whereupon by the handles of setting mechanisms

on the appropriate scales set the initial data of the first leg.

If flight will be performed in the "SRP" mode, then on the BU SRP

the initial data are also exhibited.

4. Set the value of the given true course angle (ZIPU-OPU)

with the aid of the rack and pinion opposite the fixed orange

index of KPP instrument.

5. By the blinker of the vertical pointer of the KPP and

by the signal lamps of the azimuth and range channels check the

efficiency of the equipment, taking into account that the "search"

mode lasts up to 5 min and only after "capture" of the signals

of the beacon will the blinker be covered, and the signal lamps

will go out.

6. By the check knobs on the ShU ("Azimuth", "Range" and
"Duration of strobe") check the calibration of the range and

azimuth scales, for which:
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by pressing the check knob of the azimuth rotate the pointer

of the precision dial of the PPDA-Sh. It should stop on the

orange check digit 1"i0";

by pressing the check knob of the range rotate the two right

drums of the counter, whereupon they should stop in the position

"2.0". If this does not occur, then by the turning the pressed

knob uet the orange check figure "0" in the extreme (right)

window of the counter.

7. By the left knob, utilized for calibration of the

azimuth, adjust the strobe duration, for which -ull out the
knob, rotate the azimuth pcinters of Lhe PPDA-Sh. If the pcin•.,
do not stop on the value larger than 40 and less than 50, then

by turning the pulled-out knob bring the pointers to this value.

N Note. Checking the calibration of the azimuth and strobe

duration is accomplished only with the beacon operating.

Air Navigation with the aid of
azimuth and range system

j Flight in the "Azimuth" mode can be performed if the LZP,

or its continuation, passes through the point of installation of

the ground beacon of the system (Fig. 62). In this mode flight

can be performed in two versions: "from the beacon" and "to the

beacon." in the first case the IPS (azimuth) should always be

kept equal to the ZIPU, in the second - ZIPU ±1800. In both

caves the value of the ZIPU with the aid of turning of the course

scale c f the instrument of KPP is exhibited under the fixed orangp

index.

In all cas;es of flight the deflection of the vertical pointer

of the null indicator to the left of the center of the scale

attests to drift of the aircraft to the right of the LZP, and
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deflection of the pointer of the null indicator to the right

signals the left deviation of the aircraft from the LZP. Thus,

the center of the dial face represents the aircraft, and the

vertical pointer - the specified track.

For flight in the "Azimuth to" or "Azimuth from" mode on the
ShchU the selector knob of the kind the operation is placed in

the appropriate position, with the "Azimuth" handle on the scale

we assign the value of A-ZIPU (or ZIPU ±1800), and. by the "orbit"{handle on the setting mechanism we set the distance from the

beacon to the first PPM, or to any point on the LZP necessary to

us. During flight past this point the signaling shou].d operate:

1-1.5 min before flight over on the pilot's panel a green warning

lamp blinks, at the moment of flight over a red signal lamp

flashes.

Flight from beacon:• ZIPU =- IPS

SZ c.PO ZIPPU_= 720
tol

)IPS =2950
Flight to the beacon:

4 =U IIS ±1800

Fig. 62. Azimuth flight.
Designations: Cm = Si = true north; I0N = Yui -

true south.

The path with respect to range is checked by observation of

the current range, its comparison with the range of reference

points and by the ignition of signal lamps.

The drift angle during flight in the "Azimuth" mode will be

equal to the angle between the course pointer of the repeater of

USh (or GPK) of the KPP instrument and the fixed orange index
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I under the condition of keeping the vertical poihter of the null

indicator stricly in the center-of the scale.

The ground speed in this mode is determined in the following

manner:

during flight from the beacon

SD,-Di

during flight to the beacon

Flight in the "Orbit" mode can be performed when the LZP

coincides with the cL.rcumference, the center of which is the point

of installation of the ground beacon (Fig. 63). During flight by

the right orbit the beacon is always located to the right (right

bank), during flight by le.ft orbit - on the left (left bank).

-Orbit Fig. 63. Oruital flight.

True North

\IU= 2,800

I -kTrue $outh

"For flight in this mode on the ShchU the operating mode

S:'lector is plaiced in the "Orbit right" or "Orbit left" position,

the "Orbit" handle on the drum counter of the setting mechanism

-:.ada of the orbit is exhibited, which remains constant for

c* •. extent of the flight in this mode, and by the "Azimuth"
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handle on the scale we set the IPS in the first PPM or at any

point on the assigned orbi-t of interest to us. During the

approach to this point light signaling is activated.

/ Checking of the path with respect to range is accomplished

by comparison of the current IPS with the true bearings of'

reference points and with the aid of light signaling of ap.proach[ and flight past.

During flight along an orbit one should also use a null

indicator, however drift here will be tIe sV.me as the IPU,
constantly changed. The ground speed also is continuously

changed, but for the section of the path being passed it can be

de.termined by formula

A IPS

57,31

where R - radius of orbit, km; AIPS - change of IPS during the

time of measurement, degrees; t - time of measurement, h.

Flight using a computer (SRP) is performed when the LZP

coincides neither with the true bearing line, nor with the orbit.

This -- flight along any st,,aight line within the limits of action

of the ground beacon of the system (Fig. 64).

Fig. 611. Flight wtIth

-~ ~-.</ .~jthe aid of SRP.

S ..... .. -#y

. •' K.

f- P //
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In this case on the main control panel (ShchU) the operating

mode selector knob is placed in the "SRP" position, and for

piloting according to the null indicator all the data are already

set on the control unit of the SRP (BU SRP).

On the BU SRP we set the following data:

by the handle "ZPU" on the appropriate scale we set the

given true course angle (ZIPU), read from the true (reference)

meridian, passing through the point of installation of the

ground beacon of the system;

by the "Target angle" handle on the appropriate scale we

assign the true bearing (azimuth) of the terminal point of the

given section of route;
4

by the "Distance to target" handle we assign the range of

the terminal point of the given section of the route from the

ground beacon.

Under the fixed orange index of the KPP instrument by the

rack and pinion we supply the value of ZIPU and with retention

of the vertica] pointer of the instrument in the center of the

scale the aircraft follows the LZP. The behavior of the pointer

with deviation of the aircraft to the right and to the left of

the LZP will be the same as during flight along azimuth or orbit.

The drift angle is determined by the same method as during

flirlht along an azimuth.

For checking the path with respect to the range and for

determining tae ground speed the entire route is broken down into

check sections. Around the marks are recorded their polar

coordinates (azimuth and range) and, by accurately timing the

flight past the selected base, we determine W by formula
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where t t t 2  t1.

For the activation of s~ignaling during flight by SRP on the

main control panel (ShchU) one should also set: by the "Azimuth"

handle.- the true bearing of the terminal point of the given

section of route (or any other KO on the LZP), and by the "Orbit"

handle - the di tance from the beacon to this point. Since flight

using the SRP i,, accomplished with somewhat lower accuwzacy than

flight in the "Azimuth" or "Orbit" mode, only the signal of

approach to the "target" can operate, the flash of the red signal

lamp may not follow. In this case it is necesscry to determine

4 the magnItude of' BU with the aid of PPDA and introduce the

appropriate correction to the flight course.

If as the "target" we take the reference point (the traverse

point of the beacon being flown over), flight is accomplished in

the following manner:

1. On the main control panel (ShchU), besides the channel

of the ground beacon and The operating mode (SRP), there is

installed the "Orbit" arn. "Azimuth" of the final or turning point

of the route (or any reference point on the route, the flight

past which is desirable to determine).

2. On the BU SRP on the selector "Target angle" there is

exhibited the true bearing of the reference point (the target

angle is equal to ZIPU ±900), on the selector "Distance to target"-

the distance from the ground beecon to the reference point and on

the selector "ZPU" - the given true course angle relative to

the meridian, p[assing through thp point of installation of the

beacon.

3. On th.- KUP instrument ,',Lth the aid of rack and pinion

opposite the triamgular index we set the value of the ZPU.
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The approach to the specified track is performed identically,

regardless of which point is taken as the target in the given

flight.

1. In order to bring the small circle of the course pointer

of the KPP instrument to the upper edge of the vertical lath of

the instrument, it is necessary to turn the aircraft toward the

LZP it is advantageous to bring the course pointer to the position

perpendicular to the qertical lath of the instrument, for faster

approach to the LZP.

2. Hold the upper end of the vertical lath of the instru-

ment in the small circle of the course pointer until its

coincidence with the triangular index.

3. On the arrival of the vertical lath to the center of the

scale, while continuing flight, hold it in the center, without

paying attention to the small circle of the course pointer. The

position of the lath in the center of the scale indicates that

the aircraft is located on the LZP, and deflection of the course

pointer to the right or left shows the amount and sign of drift.

4. While continuing to hold the vertical lath in the

certer of the scale, mark the average flight course of the air-

craft and with the aid of the rack and pinion bring it to the

triangular index.

5. Fly the aircraft by the course pointer, observing the

behavior of the vertical lath. If the vertical lath ex~ceeds

the sa.all black circle, by turning the aircraft again bring it

to the cente-r of the scale and refine the earlier taken flight,

course.

6. Perform further flying by the course pointer with

continuous monitorlnc of the path in termo of range and directinn.
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Since during flight in arbitrary direction the range and

azimuth continuously change, for range and azimuth monitoring

of the path it is convenient to have preplanned reference points,

the ranges and azimuths in which are already measured. In this

case depending on the convenience in each concrete case it is

possible to use two methods:

1. With agreement of the current azimuth with check, come:are

the current range with the check.

2. With conformity of the current range to check read the

current azimuth and compare it with calculated.

Flight by SRP with the method of setting the coordinates of

the reference point, as the "target" coordinates, on the BU SR[

has a number of advantages with .2andor., or intentional deviation

from the LZP.

1. The linear lateral deviation is determined by rotating

tVic know "Distance to target" until the vertical lath of the KPP

arrives at the center of the scale. The difference of the read

distance and the distance to the reference point, established

earlier, will be the desired LBU. After determining the LBU for

approach the necessary point on the BU SRP one should set the

coordinates of this point and, by rotating the "ZPU" knob till

the arrival nf the vertical pointer of KPP at the center of the

scale, from the "ZPU" selector compute the value of the true

track angle for the further following of it to the selected point,

while holding the lath on the scale zero.

2. If there is given the instruction to follow parallel to

the LZP at a certain d±stance from it, it is sufficient to only

increase or decrease by the assigned value the distance to the

reference point exhibited on the setting mechanism of BU SRP and

to contlnue f'light in the usual order. This is eapecially
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convenient for the purposes of lateral separation of aircraft

following at one altitude.

3. If during tracking to the beacon (mode of operation

"Azimuth to") there appeared the necessity or there was received

the instruction to fly past the radio beacon at a prescribed

distance from it (flight along rectangular route, etc.), on the

BU SRP one should set the given true course angle, equal to the

azimuth changed 1800, set on the ShchU during beacon trackdng,

on BU SRP - "Target Erngle", equal to exhibited ZPU ±900, on BU SRP-

"Distance to target", equal to the prescribed distance from the

beacon. On the ShchU move the operating mode selector handle from

the "Azinuth to" position to the "SRP" position and further follow

in the usual order, using the null indicator and coordinates of

the point set on the ShchU selectors, the signal about flight past

wnich is necessary for accomplishing the maneuver.

re•1i it Action with the use of the
Azimuth and Range System

The azimuth and range system should be used in flight in the

set t-t the other autonomous and nonautonomous systems and means

of air navigation. Therefore its use does not exclude the usual

established order of the preflight action. If for flight along

the planned route the crew does not have available the tables with

prepared data (Tablc. 23), in order to more fully use the

poo, ilbilitli,-, being given by the use of the system, the following

additio•al operation should be completed for ir:

* :,) through tihe points of installaticn of all the ground

Lbe'.cons pLoned for use draw the true (reference) meridians;

)) in the zone of coverage of every beacon mark off the

LZP in greatI ircle tracu> anries relative to the reference

meridian of this ;:unr ;
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lable 23. Moscow- Sochi flignt route.

00

LC 3flBeacon and oper,,in ,

/nec i-n of routnk mod'

I "Tupino-Venev Vnukovo S. 5 152

Venev-Zadonsk Vnukovo SRI' 167 6>5 37.
.I ~ Venfv-7adonsk Voronezh Azimuin to - 3t;q

I Zidonsk-Voronezh Voronezh Azimuth to - 349

4 Voronezh-Petrovskoye Voraoiezh Azimuth rrom - 90
•, t Zadonsk-Petrovskoye Voronezh 0ShP 130 90 72

[5 Potrovskoe-Krasnovka Voronezh 3iRP 180.5 1(8 .330]

:lote. For the convenience o,* use of tables for evjry section they include
only tne data being established on the appropriate setting mechanisms of the

main jhU or BU SHP for flying by the null Indicitor or KPP-M. Therefore the
coordinates or all the other points on the LZP, signals of flight past which

art, desirable to obtain, should be recorded on the back of the tible.

in the table by the same number there are given the sectiv.,ns trv'ineo
zmultinooualy in the coverage zones of two or more beacon.. If tn such a

sv.ction there arises doubt of the reliability of operation of the utilized
.ttacon, it it possible to easily change to the operation with another. In the
table3 can also be a section which has two numbers (for enample sec±tion 3, 4).

This means that the given section is the rectifying one for seetk7ns 5 and 4.

c) around all reference landmarks, PPM, etc. write the

values of the azimuth and range relative to the beacon, in zone

of whict, the given section of the route will lie;

cd) divide the LZP into 50- or l00-kilomneter check

sections with the plotting of their, polar coordinates at the mark3

in order tu always have the capability of .3electing' any base Cor

j4eter.rifiinC the -round speed.

St ij recommended to make these additional writings and noteo

en tLn map for the adjoining working zones of two rround beaconw

witn India ink of various colors.

i
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FOREIGN ELECTRONIC SHORT-RANGE

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

General Knowledge

As the basic means of short-range navigation in the ICAO

org'anization there are accepted VOR, VOR/DME, VORTAC and TACAN
-iystunms. Theese systems operate in the VHF range and provide
determination of the azimuth, range or both these magnitudes
:;imultaneously for aircraft relative to a ground omnidirectional

beacon.

Below are given the data of aircraft radio equipment, which

erisures the reception of signals of the VOR omnidirectional
beacon. Usually these radio receivers provide not only the

reception of signals of the VOR beacon, but also the signais of
the course beacon of' the ILS landing system.

hecently on foreign aircraft the DME range finders are being

rejp.laced by the range-finding units of TACAN equipment, since
l:ie range-finding part of the TACAN system gives high accuracy
as compared with the DME system. In such an assembly the system
obtained the name VORTAC. Furthermore, the TACAN system gives
high accuracy in azimuth in comparison with the VOR beacon, and
also in the TACAN system there is provided a transmission line

of data from the aircraft to the ground and back. This system

is gradually replacing the VORTAC system.

VOR' RADIO SYSTEM

The 3ircraft equipment VOR - ILS, SR-32 or SR-34/35 provides

air navigation by VOR ground beacons and the execution of landing

approach using the ILS system.

'The chapter is written by V. A. Belyatakiy.
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During operation in the "VOR" mode this equipment makes it

possible to solve the following navigational protbenrs:

determine the magnetic bearing of the gr'ound VOR radio
beacon';

execute flight along the ZMP of the ground radio beacon;

determine the aircraft position according by the maCnetic

bearings of two VOR radio beacons;

determine the drift angle in flight.

The range of the VOR system (beacons with power 200 W) i.3

within limits, kin:

when H.= 300 in ....... 60-90

when H 1500 in ...... 130-170

when H = 6000 in ...... 280-320

when 1 = 9000 in ..... 330-370

Maximum range - during flights over flat terrain ani sea. T'Ne

accuracy of determining the bearings of VOR radio l:eacons with thc

aid of airborne equipment is characterized, as a rule, by error

2-3'. During flights in mountain regions tho errors. can reach
5-6°

During operation in the ILS modes the airborne equipment

makes it possible t,, execute the landing approach by signals of

the course and glide-path radio beacons of the IL, Lysterp with the

aid of a course and glide-path indicator.

The range of the ILS system on the course channel at flight

'The magnetic bearing of the beacon Is always read from the
meridian of the place of installation of tLhe beacon.
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altitude H = 600 m is not less than 45 kin, on the glide p.th

channel at H = 100 m - not less than 18 km.

Equipment SR = 32 and SR = 34/35 operates at frequencies

108-117.9 MHz and has 100 channels, which are divided between the

VOR and ILS systems in the following manner:

the odd frequencies in the range 108.1-111.9 MHz for course

beacons of the ILS system;

even frequencies in the range 108.0-112.0 MHz - for beacons

of the VOR system;

all frequencies in the range 112.0-117.9 MHz - only for

beacons of the VOR system.

At prasent the VOR beacon frequencies, as a rule, are

established from frequency 112.0 MHz and higher. With setting of

the frequency of the course beacon of the ILS system the airborne

C2ide-path receiver of SR-32 and SR-34/35 equipment is simulta-

neously turned

Ground equipment of the VOR system - is a VHF- oninidirectional

radio beacon.

Ther(: are two types of radio beacons:

I,) VOR radio beacons with power 200 W (power input 7 kVA)

to ,rovldQ., flljit.3 alorng airways;

2) .l'Aio '1 acons fi' reduced power - 50 W (power input 5 kVA),

desivned rloe ' a1Jat~o, at airports.

The onire n<d VOR beacon c-mits a signal, which consists,

of carrier (in thei i'-anowe from 1.08 to 118 MHz) frequency,
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modulated by two low-frequency signals (30 liz). The phinsi

difference of modulating frequencies, measured at any [,oint ýf

the operating zone of the radio beacon, is proporuional to the

aircraft azimuth relative to the given (reference) dJecti on.

Usually as reference direction we take the direction to ncrth;

along this direction both modulating frequencles ae in phase.

During aircraft motion clockwise relative to the polint of

"installation of the" beacon the phase of one of the modulating

frequencies changes, whereas the phase of another, which is

referrence, remains unchanged. This is attained by separate

emi.ssion of carrier and side frequencies, whereupon the signals

ofi side frequencies of the reference phase create a nondirectional

pattern in horizontal plane, and the signals of side frequencies

,f variable phase in horizontal plane create a directed diagram

in Vi'e figure-eight form.

All radio beacons of the VOR system operate automatically and

are rem;M-e controlled.

Ar, present VOR beacons with high--altitude warke•i; are inotalled,

which, because of signaling, transmitted aboad the aircraft,

make it possible to more accurately , termine the moment of

flight over the beacon. In order to distinguish one radio

beacon from another, each of them are given its own call si-gnals,

which are two or three letters of the Latin alphabet, tran.slitted

by telegraphic code. The listening of these signals• aboardi Lhe

aircraft is conducted through the SPU.

The ground equipment of the ILS system consist., of thie course

and glide-path radio beacons and three radio marker beacons:

outer, middle and inner (at present the inner marker ir not

installed at all airports). In some airports for the formation

of a maneuver during landing approach on the outer marker point

or out,;ide it (in the alignment of '-he axis of the cours.e zone of

the 1LS system) a homing station io installed.
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IThere are two versions of the placement of ground equiprment:

1) radio-ranCr ueacon is arraneed on the axis of the,

runway;

2) wi-n th, rtadio-.ange beacon is arranged to thie left or
right of thce .xis -:f the runway so that the axis of the course

zone passes throarn the middle or inner marker point at 2-81

* angle to the contlnuation of the runway axis. At any airpcrt- tot

outer marker point o the ILS system is installed at a distauc-
of 7400 m, the middle mar,:er point - 4000 m, and inner - 1050, ,

fCrcyim the beginning of the vunway.

The control units and indicating instruments of SR-32 c,_:2 -

ment, For ýtdj u•tn en , t•' equipment and the taking of read',.s'zr in flight The cvev.: use,; tiv f'ollowing instruments:

cn ro ...,, . oR--P•(F' 65);

J radlcat~ r-•e1 t J ir: •hu,, Lm of the radio bvacon bearin,(,
kSR-32) (•i ''

twc cos a 11d o-path ndicators (null indicato-rs)

S(FiL;. 67).

30

PiF . L'. i gGr.tr . 24

aircraft a! -,r, ,5 2:- , P

electronic cl i,,-. •

. 66. The indIcator-scit.ngf
,r:chant:;rn of the radic bcacon

2,.ai~g(R3)
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- Fig. 67. Course and glide-path indicator
0 0 (null Indicator): (.- (urzo pointee;

2 - glide-path pointer.

Note.. On some Tu-lO11 aircraft due to the ojera~ticei of glide-

path r-eceivers SR-32 and GRP-2 from one ante-nna there has been

provided an antenna relay switch with the label "SP-5C - ILS."

The control panel of SR-32 equipment and the bearing indicator-

setting mechanism are located at the navigator's workjin; po.3ition.

The control panel has two handles for setting the value ,l' VUR Qr

ILS frequencies. When setting the appropriate frequency on the

pilot's instrument panel one of the signal lamps with the

designation ilVO" or "ILS" lights up. The cour.se and giide-path

Indicatorm are located on the instrument panels of tl,& aireiaft

commander and the right pilot. On some aircraft tlty aisuve air-

craft handling not only by the signals of VOR and ULS bcaconis,

but also make it possible to land by the SP-50 system.

The set of VOR - ILS, SR-34/35 airborne equipment. ThIe VOR -

ILS, SR.-311/35 airborne equipment; intitalled at present haa the

following control units and indicators:

SR-34/35 control panel (Fig. 68);

azimuth selectot. (Fig. 69);

radiomagnetic indicator (Fig. 70);

two course and glide-path indicators (null Indieat'-.) (•ez

Fig. 67).



0.0

Sto

Fig. 68. Control panel of SR- Fig. 69. AzImuth seileu'Aor.
311/35.

Control panel of V0R-ILS caulpment, as in the SR-32 equip-

ment has two handles foi' th. setting the fixed "VOR" or "ILS"'

frequencies.

ThE azimuth selector instrument serves for setting reading

the values of the given magnetic bearing of the beacon (or ZMPU),

and the pointer "TO - FROM" indicates the position of the

aircrafk. r•elative to the beacon:

position "TO" - flight to the VOR beacon;

Position "FROM" - flight from the VOR beacon.

For flight along the ,pecified track on the azimuth selector

there Is manually set the value of the ZMPU and if the vertical

pointer of the course and glide-path indicator is held in the

center, it. is possible to consider that the aircraft is on the

;oeci'ied track. Flight past the beacon is noted by the pointer
"TI2O-FROW. The reading, of this pointer depend only upon the

setting of the valvt of the Z14PU and the position of the aircraft

relative to the beacQn and do not depend upon the magnetic course

of the aircraft. With s,,itching of the value of the ZMPU the

readings of the vertic-il pointtir of the course and glide-path

indicator are chan--od to the opposite.
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1hd!Iomagnetic Indicator (RI-1I) indicatez tne voutue, uf 1,PR

relativ!: to riue place of installation of the bea(c•r .U:' 0 to

360'). Simultaneously on this instrumenL it i1 p&7ib to read

the ma.netic course of the aircraft and the VOiR radio txacon

hnt , The reagnetic course of the aircraft is rc_7id on vlovable

scale re-laTive to a fixed index. This cobi7ned in-itrument f"s

convenient for flying, since the pointer, indioatJ,,n th, 4PT

velotve tD the movable scale., simultaneously shows LhC radio

beacon t,,hýadin& on the fixtýd scalee \see Fig. 7U). On the `1 a"t•

t.uo combined pointers, witch show the values of thv MI-t: froe,. w•uo of

V1h equl p,:1ent on the aircraTt.

figr. 70. Radiomagnetic i dmicalor
CRMI): i - £ManAntio course in-
dicator; 2 - ITdleatins- p•c ter of
the radio beacon heaidlnt7 an:d the
magnetic bearing of the radio)
beacon; 3 - polter, which indicates
magnetic bearinm;, and h'-ading• ,
working from the ,,cond sct of
34/35 equipment.

Wh'Yenie setting up the two sets of VOR-ILS, 33/35 airborne

equip:,erit there are installod two control pancls, two axzimuth

electort;, two radiomagnetic indicators, two course and rlde-

path indicatkr3 (for the first and second pilot respectively),

The Uit of V(IR.-LS Equipment in
Flight

Ground preparation. For the use of VOR-ILS equipment in

flight It is necessary to knot. the precise coordinates, trequencies

and call signs of ground radio beacons, their location relative

to the assJ.ned track (individual sectiono of the route).
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For making it easier to determine and plot bearings on the

map we place the azimuth circles with center at the place of

installation of the radio beacon with scale value 50. The scale

zero of these circles is matched with the northern direction of

the magnetic meridian of the radio beacon. At the circle there

should be labels (Fig. 71) with indication of the name of the

point, place of location of the radio beacon, frequency of its

operation and call sign (with letters of telegraphic code).

Fig. 71. Map symbol of VOR beacon
(azimuth circle), applied on the""30c map.

0 K

For determininC in flight the magnetic bearing of the VOR

radio beacon relative to the aircraft position (Fig. 72) it is

necessary to complete the following operation:

turn on the VOR-.tLS equipment and wait 2-3 min, until it is

warr.med up thoroughly;

zet the radio beacon frequency on the control panel;

listen to the call -sign of the radio beacon;

by rotatinC, the rmck and pinion on the bearing indicator -

setting mechanion 31-32, match the double pointer with the singlu,
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Swi'th tht. the sine pointer should be located >,evt:een t.,e cojr-

,r.e:-ntj of' %.e double pointer and be parallel to ,:

che.•h whether the course pointer of th• coi. * .onm glide-

patn indicateo, is located in the center of the &-.a face and if

nec-,szxa'y set it in the center of the siviall b!,aý-k cirkcle, by

rota-tln the rack and pinion on the bearing :nCator-scttir4g
c chanism;

take the reading of the magnetic b,.ar1; of th.- radio beacon

in the -.,indo'.. of the counter of the bearin,.. c n1 c;.tor-set• lr

mechanism and lay the line of the taken MPF _u the map.

,C. ,. Fi. 72. Tfie posit-in C'f the pointers(if SR-32 '.•ndicax v.,hen takii a r•ead-
i ~inr of the radi• ;,co• be•,"ix'

tlhu \ih p I
Note I. n flusing the S-31/35 equipment the nagnetic 4ar't"

ream bv the RMI or, by cranking the settinb to the ZraiPeU on thepo
azimuth selector, the set~tings of th.• verti[cal pointer on zero

are attai,• I oin the course and glide•-path i~ndicait~n; then in the

window. ,,f thi• azimuth selector it is r~s.•-ible to read t~he 4Pr% if

thu "TO-Ff~uW' pointer Is in the "TO" posit~on.

!Iore. ~in flight using the VOR system it is niecessary to

vemembt.r that the bearing to the radio beaco,, does not depend upon

the aircraft course. This distinguishes the VOR system from the
"radio compass - homing station" system, during the operation

with which the bearing is obtained as the sum of the course and

angle of approach of the radio station.
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Flight to VCR radio beacon along a given magnetic bearing.

Afijer takeoff the crew must:

turn on the equipment, set the radio beacon frequency on the

control panel and listen to its call sign;

,set the value of given MPR on the bearing indicator-setting

mechanism (SR-32) or on the azimuth selector instrument (SR 31!/35);

if tak•.•,,ff was n t perfovined in the direction to the radio

beacon, then execute the maneuver for approach to the line of'

the given magtetic bearing of the radio beacon.

With the approach of tnh aircraft to the line of MPR the
single pointer of thf, bearinfg indl1cator-setting mechanism will.

approach the double pointer (when using SR-32 equipment).

For precise apprIoach to the line of the given MPR the crew

should turn the aircraft at an advance point of the turn. When

the aircraft will fly strictly along the line of the given MPR,

the course pointer of the course and glide-path indicator will be

l.ocated in the center of the instrument, and the single pointer

will be set between the double pointer and will be parallel to

it (when using airborne equipment SR-32).

Determining the moment of flight over the VOR radio beacon.

During approach of the aircraft to the VOR radio beacon periodic

failing of the blinker is noted. The cou:'se pointer of the
course and glide-path indicator becomes more sensitive even with

insignificant deviations of the aircraft from the specified track.

The single pointer of the bearing indicator-setting mechanism

also fluctuates from ±5 to ±100 to both sides.

When after flight over the beacon there is provided for

following a route with th,- same course, 15-20 kin frcm t *1 moil ,.t
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S" •'.-. pLtk the radico beacon it is advantageous to maintain

.., tr• :ur: pt.riter of the cour.e and glide-path

.' ( t•,e G " ( COL,:';,Ž :3y-tera In the GPK mode)

. IW. of f.ijrt over the beacor. i.ý noted by the rota-

..,ner, which indicates the PfR, to 1801. This

" .:•.Kn (on tne altitude and f1litnt speed of the air-

Fligiht frum the VOR radio beacon. PFr accomplishing the

S. ,qV in the ,-vern iireAI(icn freil thc- radio beacon

o I 'I. " I" I e 1"31

S. ',:. •,: fI• •{ d "~rack, on the map•

1h valut, ," the rucr! taa;retic beari ng of the

•. oi t, c~har'actcrzistic ro'ference points,

* .:. ', (:,:w h ". Ut. , *l.ml tL; of the rane of th- radio

"01 th Mi1

.. .. a,., f tu1r' on h t VOR >,.,iipeniot , set the racl~o

V :. .~... ;ten t. I L call Aign;

:' v./_e of" argle MPR + 180" on the indicator of the

:. moeohnism (SR-32) or on the azimuth selector

•,;tr.o Fit ( ",-;-> /35)

)& .adi ng on the takeoff direction with respect to the
.c{qsg 2i-'n 5* beacon perform the maneuver for approach-to the

line tA' the given MPR (the track), which is noted by the arrival

of the vertical pointer of the course and glide-path indicator to

the vertical position.
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Perform flight along the+ specified track by the course and

giid-'path indicator,. monitoring the value of tha ZMPU by the
readings of the single pointer of the indicator :of the bearing
setting mechanism (SR-32) or by the RMI (SR-34/35).

An example of flight to the beacon and from the beacon with
SR-34/35 equipmeht is given on Fig. 73.

:I

Fig. 73. Flights with SR-34/35 relative to VOR

beacon.

Determi~ning the ~aitcraft position by the magnetic bearin~gs
of two VOR radio beacons is e~ne with the 'greatest accuracy whenI
fl~ght Is fulfilled "From" or "To" the 'beacon, a Ind the second

radio beacon is located abeam the right and left side of the
aircraft. In this case t* bear.ngs of' two radio beacons com-

prise an angle close to. 900.

For determining the aircraft position it isý necessary to:

t-ake the exact readI~ng of' the bearing of the radio beacon,
which i~s lined Up with the line of the given track, and plot it
on the map;o"
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.by the GPK, tiriu: to the beacon located

" 2 •:j.,( c" : rc:,aft -M i:ht, and take the bearing

. .: :,. i .... ,;r, te ::•t d ,..: Jio beacon; the points of

- t. :, r,.; '[IA. !,": tt1i .Lhe "l 'craft position, if

•~~~~~~~~~~~ I r:., iss,,: a' ' ,(. ,_ 't •"I t "l 1 I't rti- th e

.. .'" *O b h~ etw,_"en the mairks

-. {.'-•: , , r VX'OR r'a1.1d .o bo.:?eon.",

I" is I ".:o ounld u-'A.:d

, • . ft ,nqfle ..- qlit :iurni the line of
-- . ': i'" , " u ,"!r,•T1'' It) I..- done

"-I !- - q.5.

" ' ., t, ; ' c",IK.
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by the method of' normal blind turn or turning to the calculated

angle.'

The simplest maneuver of descent and entry into the zone of

the radio-range beacon of the ILS ;system is executed when the.

VOR radio beacon is lined up with the line of landing.

In the case of straight-in approach with descent on the

approach course to the airport the crew flies 'the aircraft ushng

the signals of the VOR radio 'beacon by the course pointer of

course and glide-path indicator until entry into the zone of

coverage of the radio-range beacon of the ILS system.

During landing approach on the control panel instead of the,

VOR radio beacon frequency there is set the frequency of the ILS

radio-range beacon. The entry into the zone of the ILS beacon

is monitored by the lighting of the signal lamp with the label

"ILS" and by operation of the blinker.

During landing approach along a large rectangular route

by readings of the instruments of the VOR-ILS equipment the

crew determines the moments of turns and entry into the zone of

the ILS radio-range beacon. For this in the descent and landing

approach procedure the values of the MPR of the reference points

are calculated in advance. With agreement of the calculated

and actual values of the MPR, taken from the bearing• indicator,

the moment Of flight over these reference points is noted.
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TACAN ELECTRONIC SYSTEM

The operation of the TACAN system is different from the VOR

system. The azimuth is determined by the TACAN system by means

of radiation of a nondirectional signal and a rotating directed

signal, the phase difference of which is proportional to the

azimuth relative to the direction toward north. The carrier part

of the TACAN system lies in the frequency range of order 1000 Hz.

A rotating directed signal with variable phase is obtained by

means of the mechanical rotation of the elements of the antenna.

Furthermore, cardioid with variable phase, rotating with

frequency 15 Hz, is modulated additionally by a signal with

frequency 135 Hz, whose phase is also compared with the signal

of standard phase.

The result of this comparison makes it possible to obtainA

a ninefold increase in the azimuth measurement accuracy.

The TACAN system consists of AN/URN-3 ground equipment and

AN/ARN-21 aircraft device, allows continuously and automatically I
determining the aircraft polar coordinates (azimuth and range)
aboard ote aircraft. The polar coordinates of the location of

the aircraft are determined aboard it with high accuracy, which

makes it'possible to use them for introduction into special computers

and the solution of various navi'gational problems, such as, for

example, the flight of aircraft along any rectilinear routes,

along orbits, eta.

Basic performance data of the system
Operating range of frequencies,

MHz ........... .................... 962-1213
Accuracy:

with respect to azimuth ........... 1-20
(operational)

with respect to range .............. 180 m + 0.25%
the di3tance
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The range of action depends upon the flight altitude of the

aircraft and lies ,within the direct geometric visibility.

The "'dead" funnel •with respect to the azimuth has a magnitude

on the order of 95-100°.

The influence of terrain features on the accuracy of the

system it cdnsiderably ?reducad as compared with the VOR beaconf

because of the use of decimeter- wave band, pulsed operating con-

dctions, and also a special nine-lobe radiation pattern of

the antena in horizontal plane. The ranging of the aircraft from

TACAN groL~ad installation proceeds in the usual way, by the

"interrogation-response& principle, based on 'timing the propagation

of the pulse radiated fy the aircraft interr6gator, and by its

return back to the aircraft receiver from the ground Installation

3f AN/URN-3, equipment.

T,--i.ission of azimuth information to the aircraft is

acco~~tzed because of the presence of a special antenna in the

ground installation, cre.ating a radiation pattern in horizontal

piane in the form of a cardioid, rotating with constant frequency

151: Hz. As a result of the rotation of this cardioid the pulses

raaiated by the ground device on the aircraft undergo space

amplitude modulation with frequency 15 Hz, whereupon the phase of

this modulating frequency, which is the envelope of the received

signals, will be proportional to the aircraft azimuth.

By measuring with the aid of the aircraft device the phases

N of modulating frequency 15 Hz with respect to the phase of

the reference signal, we obtain data about the aircraft azimuth.

As reference signals there are used pulses radiated by the

ground device at the moment when the maximum of the radiation

pattern (cardioids) of its antenna systenm passes through north,

in connection with which the reference signals are frequently

called "northern" reference signals.
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The method of measurement of the azimuth, expounded above,,

is used only in the so-called coarse channel of the azimuth. For

t*he achievement of higher •measurement accuracy of the azimuth Qrqi

the order of 1i the cardioid directional characteristic of the

ground beacon antenna With the aid oi' additional modulation with

frequency 135 Hz is converted into a nine-lobe carioid, which

ensures the obtaining of a second precise channel of measurement

of the azimuth.

VORTAC ELECTRONIC SYSTEM

The name VORTAC is formed by the unification of the two names

VOR (VHF omnidirectional radio beacon),and TACAN (tactical air

navigation). The indicated combination provides azimuth determina-

tion accor,'ng to VOR beacons on VHF and using the TACAN system

on' UHF.

The range is determined by the TACAN system on UHF.

DME AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

The airborne DME equipment, designed for ranging from the

aircraft to the ground radio beacon (in miles), during flight

to the beacon and from it makes it possible to directly determine

the ground speed of the aircraft (in knots), and during operation

together with VOR, VORTAC and TACAN radio beacons provides the

determination of the aircraft position.

The operating principle of the system (Fig'. 74) is based

on measurement of the time interval between the moments of sending

the interrogationpulse from the aircraft and of obtaining the

response pulse from the ground radio beacon. This time is directly

proportional to the distance from the aircraft to the radio

beacon.
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Fig. 74. Operating principle

pit[ ,O.tW of the DME system.
)!-:-• KEY: (1) Measurement circuit;

L_' _ __IC .OtNUI (5, (2) Range indicator; (3)
"Receiver; (4) Transmitter; (5)
Aircraft interrogator; (6)

( 6IHA F-':--- Ground radio beacon
rIIG IAsII; IEI(

Basic performance data of the syst,-m

The operatinrg range of
the syster .. .......... 6 nautical miles

Number o'f ruannels ............ 00

Measurement accuracy .......... 0.2 nautical miles,
or 0.4% of the
range

Receiver sensitivity, dB., 90 (minimum)

The frequency range of the
transmitter, MHz ............ i0o41-1150

The frequency range of the
receiver, MHz ............... 987-1213

Time of channel selection ..... not more than 3

Memory time ........ ........... range readings are
retained 8-12 s
after loss of the

Stahdby mode...ý .............. equipment automati-
cally goes to stand-
by mode with drop
of power of the
radio beacon signals

Self-checking mode............ functional test.
When pressing the
knob on the front
panel of the inter-
rogator equipment
the range, equal to
196.1 nautical miles
should work

Synchronization and tracking... the equipment follows
changes in range at
speeds up to
800 knots
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Identification signals ........ with frequency It
1.350 Hz are fed to
the telephone outlet
with volume control
on the control unit j

Blanking ...................... on the front panel
of the interrogator
thert is a Jack,
through which goes
the supply of "To"
and "From" blanking
pulses of the dis-
patcher's
interrogator-
responder i

Range resolution .............. +0.1 nautical mile

The airborne equipment includes:

the interrogator, which includes the transmitter, receiver

and range measuring circuit. On the front panel of the inter-
rogator there is a knob for functional checking of the equipment;

the transceiving antenna, which is placed, as a rule, on the

bottom of the aircraft fuselage;

the control unit is designed for turning on the equipment,

setting of frequency, which corresponds to the channel number,
operating mode switch and volume control of the call sign of the

beacon.

On the panel of the unit (Fig. 75) are arranged:

digital counter i with the labC 1f11I,"* intended for setting

the frequency, corresponding to the cý:_i,el number, on which the

selected beacon operates;

*[Translator's note: Original document has both D!/E and DMI,

but believe they are referring to the same thing].
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thitee' coaxial knobs (small 3, medium 4 and I rge 5), designed

for turning oi the equipment and volume control of the call signals

of ground beacons. Small knob 3

with the label "VOR'V serves for

turning on the equipment and for LIL.--. '

volume control of the call signals. - :

Medium 4 and large 5 knobs are

intended for setting the fre- • TBY

quency on the digital counter 7-j

1;

the function selector 6, Fig. 75. Control unit of the

which has two positions: airborne equipment of DME.

"STBY" - standby and "DMI" -

ranging.

With setting of the switch in the "STBY" position the equipment

is turned on and r-ady for operation, but the mechanism for the

range indicator does not rotate and the rrd flag covers the numerals

of the three-digit counter (Fig. 76).

WIlth setting of the switch in the "DME" position the equip-

ment goes into the operating state, the red flag of the digit

counter is moved away and in the

openings of the counter the current

20. •range to the beacon in nautical

miles is read.
IV

Range and ground-speed in-
I DD 5, dicator. On the face of the in-

dicator (see Fig. 76) are arranged:

Pig. 76. Range andi ground- knob I for setting on scale

speed indicator. 2 the distance to the beacon or

to any selcted reference point
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when determining the remainring flight time to this po:int (or

beacon ):; 
j

scale 2 for reading the range, set by knob 1; the scale

is ienumerated ii nautical miles; scale value - 10 nautical miles;

three-digit counter 3, which shows the current value of

range to the ground beacon in nautical miles; scale graduation -

0.2 nautical miles; with the equipment turned. off or in search

the counter is covered by a red flag;

inner fixed scale 4, serving for reading the ground speed,

measured relative to the ground beacon within limits of from 80

to 600 knots (from 1118 to 1112 km/h); scale graduation - 10 knots;

reading - opposite the pointer tip;

outer slide scale 5 for reading the remaining flight time to

the ground beacon or to any selected reference point; it is also

read opposite thle pointer tip of the ground-speed indicator; range of

read off time from 6 to 20 mrin - in I rmin, from 20 to 100 min -

in 5 min.

On the same panel, on which the control unit and indicator

are located, there is placed a switch (Fig. 77), which has two

,positions: "ARK, SVOD, VOR"

and "DME." It is designated for U1I (4)

commutation of the telephone out- (3)

lets to the SPU when listening Fig. 77. Switch of call signals.
KEY: (1) ARK; (2) SVOD; (3)

to the call signals of beacons. VOR; (11) DME.

Preparation of the Equipment for
Operation

1. On the AZS panel place the switch with the label "DM1E"

in the "On" position.
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2. Turn clockwise the small k.nob 3 (see Fig. 75) on the

control unit and after the click place it in the intermediate

position.

3. On the control unit by knobs 4 and 5 set che frequency

which corresponds to the number of the channel of the beacon,
in the working zone of which the aircraft is located.

4. Place switch 6 on the control unit in the "DME" position.

In 1-2 min the equipment goes to search. With this the drums

of the digital indicator begin to whirl rapidly, but the red

flag of the failure indicator signal covers the apertures of -the

indicator. With adjustment of the precise value of range on the

indicator the equipment goes into the tracking mode and the flag

of the failure indicator signal covers the numerals, which

slowly pass in the apertures as the range changes. The duration

of the search cycle is about 5 s.

The equipment does not leave the tracking mode during brief

disappearances of response signals, but goes into the "memory,"

mode lasting about 10 s, retaining during this the last value

of range. If after 10 s the signal is not located, the flag of

the failure signaling covers the numerals of the counter and the

equipment goes to search. In this case, if there is a useful

signal, the digital drums under the flag whirl rapidly. With

the absence of useful signal the numerals of the range indicator

under the flag remain stationary and the equipment automatically

goes to standby mode.

5. In order to check the correctness of selection of the

ground beacon by listening to its call signals, it is necessary

to:

place tle call signal switch (see Fig. 77) in the "DME"

position;
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place the switch on the subscriber's SPU set in the extreme

left position "ARK, SVOD."

After this in the'telephones the call signals of the beacon,
transmitted by international code with interval of approximately
30 s should be heard. After hearing the call signals of the

beacon the switch of the call signals must be placed in the

"ARK, SVOD, VOR" position.

With the appearance of doubt of the reliability of

operation of the system it is necessary to check its efficiency

by pressing the built-in monitoring knob on the front ,panel of

the interrogator. With the equipment operable on the indicator

will be worked out the range, equal to 196.1 nautical miles.

The equipment is shut off by counterclockwise rotation of

the small knob with label "VOR" to the click on the control unit

and by switching the AZS of the "DME" on the pilot's AZS panel

to the "Off" position.

Working with the DME Equipment in
Flight

In connection with the instailation of KURS-MP-l equipment

on civil aviation aircraft, working with the VOR azimuth beacon,

th,. use of the DME system should be considered in conjunction with

the equipment indicated above.

For working with VOR-DMEand VORTAC azimuth and range systems,

and also with the TACAN system, which ensures only the delivery

of the azimuth to obtain the MS, it is necessary on the control

units of the DME system and KUPS-MP-1 equipment to set the

frequency (channel) of operation of these beacons. In this

case to the radiomagnetic indicator (RMI) the KURS-MP-l will

send the magnetic radio bearing to the beacon, and to the 'DME

range indicator - the slant range to it.
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When the aircraft is at a great distance from the beacon,

the difference between the slant and ground range is very sihall,

but as the aircraft approaches the beacon this difference

increases. When the aircraft is located above the beacon, the

ground range will be equal to zero, and slant - to the flight

altitude shown in nautical mi<'les. Since the ground speed is

determined by measurement of the slant, and not ground range,

the error in determining the ground speed is proportional to the

error in determining the ground range.

In the set with the azimuth systems the DME equipment provides,

the solution of the following problems:

determining the aircraft position;

determining the ground speed and remaining flight time to

the radio beacon or to any selected reference point;

approach to given point for descent;

flight in the holding area;

orbital flight;

bypass of dangerous zones.

Determining the aircraft position. For determining the air-

craft position from the radiomagnetic indicator (RMI) of

KURS-MP-l equipment it is necessary to take magnetic bearings of

aircraft (MPS) from the ground beacon, read on the inner dial

face opposite the blunt pointer tip. Having introduced correc-

tion to the MPS, equal to the magnetic declination of' the point

of location of the ground beacon, determine the true bearing of

the aircraft (IPS), which is read from the northern direction of

the true meridian, passing through the point of installation of

the beacon.
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The intersection of the plotted line of the true bearing arnd

the cirdumference, equal to slant range S, gives us the MS

(pig. 1'8~).

In order to decrease the errors in determining the MS by

the VOR-DME, VORTAK or TACAN system, by the last reading from two

magnitudes (range or MPS) one

NN. should take the one which for the

same time unit undergoes a large

change.

A

In view of the..number of errors

permissible by RMI in the readings
L of the bearing, in determining the

MS by this method considerable

errors are also possible. There-
Fig. 78. Determining the MS fore for the most precise taking

by the VOR-DME. of the reading of magnetic bear-

ing of the aircraft one should

use the azimuth selector of KURS-MP-1. This is executed' in the
following order: with the aid of a handle and flag, located on

the azimuth selector of the KURS-,MP-I, we set the value of the

MPS, taken fr'om the RMI. While continuing to rotate the knob on
the selecýpor, we set the vertical (course) lath of the null

instrument in the center of the cross-hairs and on the azimuth

selector we read the precise value of the magnetic bearing of

the aircraft (MPS).

Determining the ground speed and the remaining flight time
to the radio beacon or any selected reference point. During

flight to the beacon and from it the ground speed is calculated

automatically in the DME equipment and is indicated by a

pointer on the range indicator on scale 11 (see Fig. 76) in

nautical miles per hour (in knots). For determining the remain-

ing flight time to the beacon it is necessary on scale 2 by knob 1
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to, set, the dis,tance, equali t-o rthe s,-1ant range to the beacon,,,

takeih. frPomr digital cdunter 3,. bpposite the ground, speed, polhter

-on-the outer scale 5 ofý the -range indicator take 'the reading

off-the remaining fl.ght tifm to the, beacon.

On scale 2 it -is possible to set, the distance to any reference

pointj, arranged on the rQute or abeam It,, and', with respect to

'these dist6aices and there is rýead the time remaining to flight,

past the ýreter@nc6 point.

Apporach. to a §gJveqfi pin't for ,the beginning of descent,

entry intbo;prelan'ding maneuver or for some .other purpose is

ens~ured by, the repe~ated',determining ýof MS, ,by, correction of the

'diredti'on arid, flight conditions, a cc6rding to the obtained data.

-Fight in the holding -area is applied in very rare cases

mainly 'because of the overloading of the airfield Zone by other

aircraft. Usually this is .a maneuver in -the corridor of the air

route, leading: to the landing airfield'. The dimensions of the

maneuver are ,assigned by the, minimum permitted range of airport

'approach and by the maximum permitted di-sLance from it (taking

into account the Hn~agnitude of turning radii):.

Most often this maneuver is exe'cuted either directly above

the VOR (or OPRS) beacon, or in it,. -immediate vicinity

(Fig,. 79),.

In this case flight along the first straight line until the

turn is executed to the beacon or

from it according to the nul'l_ -7
instrument,. The radio bearing of MPR

the beacon. in this case is set on

the azimuth selector of the

KURS-MP-l. The range reading at Fig. 79. Flight in the holding

the as.sigped distance from the area.
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beacon is performed by the DME r~ange indicator. After turning

1800 the aircraft follows the MPU, opposite that which it held

on the first straight line, takihg into account the wind,

specified earlier.

In the case when the holding -area is moved, away from the VOR

beacon to a considerable distance,, flights along both straight

lines can be performed by the null instrument in the modes to the

beacon and from it, since with this the nonparallelism of

both straight lines will be low enough to disregard it. Thus,

at a distance of 57 km the IPU on both straight lines will

differ by only 10 + 1800.

Orbital flights around the beacon are used• for dispersal of

the aircraft in the airfield zone, when awaiting instructions

about the accomplishing of the landing approach maneuver.

In this case the aircraft follows the beacon along the established

corridor of the. air zone and with approach to the beacon at a

distance equal to the assigned orbit taking into account the LUR

executes a turn and enters the orbit. Further, while maintaining

the assigned distance to the beacon by the range indicator of the

DME the aircraft performs orbital flight. Usually from considera-

tions of safety each aircraft is assigned its own orbit

(Fig. 80).

Bypass of dangerous zones. For bypass of zones of thunder-

storm activity and other dangerous meteorological phenomena it is

necessary to know their location relative to the route, the

direction of their movement and to determine th'e boundary of

safe flight.

Bypass is performed along an orbit, while monitoring the

distance by the range indicator (in flight to the beacon). Dur-

ing orbital flight on the azimuth selector of the KURS-MP-l

equipment the navigator sets the magnetic radio bearing of the
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beacon, which one should fly along after bypass of the dangerous

zone. After scaling of the course pointer by, the null

instrument one should perform :a turn with approach to the assigned
bearing.

B Fig. 80. Orbital flight.
2 KEY: (a) Miles.

-A

VRM-5 AND "CONSOL" SYSTEMS'

In the countries of the northern. part of the Atlantic Ocean,

on the shore of the Ba.ents Sea sector beacons of the "Consol"

and VRM-5 (USSR) system have been installed and continuously

operate. For the reception of signals :f VRM-5 and "Consol" radio

beacons the installation of additional equipment on the aircraft

is not necessary. The signals of the radio beacons can be

received with the aid of a medium-wave ,1eceiver or radio compass.

The signals of radio beacons can be usedl An flight only with the

presence of special airborne maps with ptiplotted lines of bear-

ings from the place of installation of tte radio beacon.

The service range of the radio beacons, which operate on

medium waves (200-400 kHz), depends upon ..he power of the ground

radio beacon, the receiver sensitivity and the time of day.

Antenna output of the operating radio beacon, s is from 1.5 to

5 kW, which makes it possible to pick up s81nals in the daytime

with a receiver of medium sensitivity at a 1'stance up to 1500 km.

'Chapter is written by V. A. Belyatskly
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At night the range o) radio beacons i dncrease~d because of the

effect of reflection.of the radio waves f~om the upper layers of

the atmosphere, in this case the maximum rarnge of signal reception

reaches 2500 km. In these cases the accuracy of direction finding

is lowered (Table 24).

Table 24. The range -of radio beacons at
different time of day.

Time of

day Path of radio waves Range, km Mean error, deg

Day Straight line 500 Less than 0.5
" 1500 1

Twilight Straight line 70 Less than 0.5
"and reflected 600 From.3 to 5

Reflected 2500 From 0.5 to 3

Night Straight line 100 Less than 0.5
"and reflected 600 From 3 to 5

Reflected 2500 From 0.5 to 3

The beacons emit unmodulated signals in the form of a certain

combination of dots and dashes. For reading the true bearing of

the aircraft it is necessary during the direction-finding cycle

(1 min) to compute the quantity of dots and dashes heard in the

certain sector, and by the quantity of these signals on a map

find the line of position of the aircraft. The radiation pattern

of VRM-5 and "Consol" system radio beacons is given in

Fig. 81.

The cycle of operation of VRM-5 radio beacon

Identification signal of beacon
(two letters), s ..................... 8

SPause, s .. . . . . .* . . . . . . .2

Nondirectional radiation ("long" dash),
s ......................... .. . .... 10
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The cycle of opeation of VRM-5 radio beacon
(Cont'd.).

Pause, s .............. 5
Direction-finding mode, s ............. 30

Pause, s .............................. 5

Total ........ 60 s

. Dash zone
• ~~Esuisignal. -

zones

z/ns-:-/ Dot zone

' •~~~~~ase or' a"ioS -X- i'
beacon /2 Atens.% %

Fig. 81. Radiation pattern of radio i
beacons of the VRM-5 and the "Consol"
system. •-
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I
In -radio beacons of the "Consol" system there is- established

a similar or reduced cycle of operation for 410 s. In the latter

case nondirectional radiation is absent and the pauses are some-

what decreased. The direction-finding mode in all beacons is

established at 30 s The. beacons of the "Consol"' sy.tn are

identified by two or three lette,ýs of the Latin alphave6t. During

operation of the beacon in the nondirectional radiatio., mode

("long" dash) it is possible to measure the KUP by an ordlnary

aircraft radio compass.

Determination of the bearing of the radio beacon is per.a.

formed in the following manner.

1. On special radio navigation charts we mark those beacons

which are heard during flight only in the sectors of reliable

bearings.

2. We tune the receiver., identify the call signals of the

radio beacon and the initial signals of the direction-finding mode

(dots or dashes, radiated up to the equisignal zone).

3. By dead-reckoning position or approximate radio bearing

of the IPS we determine the sector, within which the aircraft is

located at a given period of time (permissible error of d%-termining

the bearing is +100).

4. We check that the initial signals of the direction-

finding mode (dots or dashes, heard up to the equisignal zone)

correspond to the signals designating the identified sector on

the map.

5. During the direction-finding mode we listen to the

quantity of dots or dashes of the equisignal zone (i.e., till the

moment of disappearance of signals) and after the equisignal zone. j

The total amount of dots and dashes In every operating cycle should

be equal to 60.
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6, At the moment of hearing the equisignal zone we record

the time of direction finding.

7. With the loss of a certain quantity of signs in the cycle

both to the computed quantity of dots and to the computed quantity

of dashes We separately add the half--sum of the quantity' of lost

signals.

Example. Before hearing the equisignal zone there are

counted 18 dashes, and afte-,? the equisignal zone - 36 dots.

The total amount of received signals 18 + 36 = 54.

60 -5The half-sum of the lost signals 2- 3 .

h = 3.
The corrected quantity of dashes will be 18 + 3 21.

The corrected quantity of dots will be 36 + 3 = 39.

The total corrected signals 21 + 39 = 60.

8. The radio bearing is plotted on the map with respect

to the quan*tty of corrected signals (dots or dashes), heard

up to the equisignal zone, by means of linear interpolation

between the multiple lines of radio bearings depicted on the map.

- For the given example the lines of the bearing correspond to

21 dashes and it should be drawn in the sector of dashes between

lines 20 and 25 (Fig. 82).

The aircraft bearing can be determined by the measurement

of the ind-ividual periods of the direction-finding mode of the

radio beacon by a stop watch. lf we designate nI - number of

signals to the equisignal zone, and n 2 - number of signals after

the equisignal zone, tnen

I
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where - the listening time of the, ral-io beacon signals to the
equisignal zone, during which nI signas are emitted (dots or,

I1
dashes);

S- 'the listening time of the equisignal zone;P
T2 - the listening time of the signal zone, during which n2

signals are emitted (dots and dashes),

whereupon

S-Tp-T,1=30 S

na-.÷nz=6o signals.

%t
Fig. 82. Determining
the aircraft position.J \

Using this method, it is possible to determine the aircraft

bearing without listening to the entire direction-finding mode,
since the quantity of lost signals is determined with the time

of listening to the equisignal zone.

The order of measurements is the following:

1) at the moment of the beginning of the direction finding

mode activate the otop watch;
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2) at the moment of' signal fading note the time in seconds;

3) at the moment of the beginning of hearing the other

signals stop the stop watch;

4) by the conducted readings of time find T1 and T and from

them - the quantity of signals of the radio beacon to the equisignal

zone nI1 .

Table 25. Data of VRM-5 and "Consol" radio beacons.

Coordinates V Air route, on which
___ _ S o signals are heard

No. Radio Place of e -4 0 CO' in the daytime
beacon Installatim longitude latitude I0 , n

r..~ .

1 Kanin P-ov Kanin 203 KN 60 Murmansk -

;(USSR) Petrozavodsk.
Vologda -

Arkhangel sk -

Nar'yan - Mar

2 Rybachly P-ov 363 RB 60 Barent Sea

Hybach 1

(USSIO
3 Stavanger Stavanger 0 503 8 1 E. 58038, S. 319 LEC 66 Copenhagen-

(Norway) Long. Lat. London North sea
"4 Bushmills Bushmills 060233 w. 550121 S. 266 NwN 40 Amsterdam - London -

(N. Long. Lat. ReykJavik

Ireland)

5 Plonets Ploneis 1401111 W. 1180Ol' S. 257 TRQ 40 London - Paris -

(Pranwe)• Long. Lat. Brussels

6 Lugo Lugo 07023 WI. 430143 S. 285 LG -

(Spain) Long. Lat.

7 Seville Seville 060021 W. 370313 S. 315 Sb --

(Spain) Long. Lat.

8 tNantucket* South of 700091 W. 410,63 s. 194 TUK - New York - Greenland
Boston Long. Lat.
(USA)

9 Atlantic Atlantic 740463 W. 390073 S. 516 ALY - New York - Greenland
City* City (USA) long. Lat.

* Station of the "Consol" system.

Example. The listening time of the dots of the beacon T-

= 12 s. The listening time of the equisignal zone, i.e., the
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time from the moment of disappearance of dots to the moment of

beginning of hearing the dashes, T 4 s.

The corrected quantity of dots will be equal to

S•,-12i24-m dots.

By this magnitude in the zone of dots it is possible to

read the true bearing of the aircraft (IPS).

BASIC FEATURES AND PURPOSE OF ELECTRONIC
DIFFERENCE-RANGING NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

The differential ranging systems of long-range navigation

belong to the systems which measure the propagation time of

radio waves from two fixed points on the earth's surface -

ground stations of the system - to the aircraft. By the measured

difference of radiowave propagation there is determined the

difference of distances to ground stations and the line of

position of the aircraft.

With the presence of two pairs of ground stations there are

determined two lines of position, the intersection of which is

the aircraft position (MS).

Pulsed differential ranging systems make it possible to solve

the following navigational problems:

a) monitor the Path by determining the line of position or

aircraft position;

b) guide the aircraft to the assigned area;

c) determine the navigational elements of flight.
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In the examined systems the lines of position of the aircraft

are two hyperbolas and therefore the systems also carry the

name of hyperbolic systems.

It is natural, that to obtain two lines of position it is

necessary to have two pairs of transmitting stations. However,

the ground equipment of the hyperbolic system can consist

altogether of only three stations, of which one A is the master

station for both pairs (A-B and A-C), and the two others (B

and C) - slave (Fig. 83).

Three ground stations A, B and C form two bases AB and AC.

The bases,, arranged in such a version of mutual orientation, are

called combined bases.

Other versions of mutual P' ,

orientation of bases are

oossible. Bases can be spaced / "

(Fig. 84a), intersecting -

(Fig. 84b),, combined in twos and Fig. 83. Line of position

threes (Fig. 84c, d) or arranged of hyperbolic system.

in a chain (Fig. 84e), in which

several stations are master.

The operating principle of the ihyperbolJi' system is reduced

to the determination of the time interval A, between the reception

of pulses on the aircraft, which the master ground station A and

one of the slave stations - B or, C emit (see Fig. 83). To this

time difference corresponds the completely determinate difference

of the distances from stations A and B (or C):

AR A:c.

where c - the speed of light.
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a) b)

A, AsAS~d)

o Fig. 84. Versions of
mutual orientation of
bases.

e) "

-7

The hyperbola is a locus, the difference of distances of

which from the focuses of hyperbolas is a constant value. The
hyperbola, in the focuses of which are located the ground stations

of the system, is the line of position. It is determined with the

aid of a receiving-indicating device, which is located on the

aircraft with respect to the measured time difference AT. The

second line of position is determined from a second pair of

stations.

Navigational problems are solved on a special map with

lattices of hyperbolas, plotted with respect to points calculated

with the aid of geodesic formulas.

With movement of the aircraft in space along some lines of

position the measured time difference of arrival of pulses at

the aircraft from master and slave stations AT remains constant.
If air navigation is accomplished at comparatively short

distances within 1000 km, then the curvature of the earth's

surfaces does not have considerable influence on the character

of the lines of position and it can be disregarded. In this case

the lines of position will be the family of hyperbolas.
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The points of arrangement of ground-stations at points A

and B are focuses, and the measured differences, of distances -

real axes. If both stations A and B
,i •, emit signals simultaneously, then the

7, line of position, on which AT 0 will

" 1 0 be the hyperbola,-degenerated into a
straight line, perpendicular to the base

8i "t./ in its. middle (Fig. 85).

With departure of 'the aircraft from

Fig.v 85.. Change of this straight line - "zero" hyperbola to
value AT.

the left - the pulses from station A

will enter the receiving-indicating

device of the aircraft earlier than the pulses being sent by

station B, whereas with movement of the aircraft to the right

of the "zero" hyperbola the pulses from station B reach it

earlier than pulses from station A. If with deviation of the

aircraft to the left the measured interval is considered positive,

and with deviation to the right - negative, then naturally

interval AT will reach the greatest absolute value when the

aircraft is located on the straight line, being a continuation of

the base, beyond station A or beyond station B. Under the condi-

tion that to the left of the "zero" hyperbola the measured

time difference AT is considered positive, and to the right -

negative, on the continuation of the base to the left of point

A and to the right of point B

AT _t •B .- --. ,
C

where tAB - the time of passage of base AB by the radio waves;

d - base of the station; c - propagation velocity of radiv waves.

Since the measured interval AT can be changed from +tAB to

-t and the pulses of station A and B do not differ from oneAB
another at all, the reading is obtained ambiguous and there is noj
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possibility of determining whether the aircraft is located to the

right or to the left of the "zero" hyperbola, for example, on

hyperbola I or on hyperbola II.

In order to avoid this ambiguity of reading, the pulses

of one of the stations should be emitted with delay relative to

the moment of radiation of pulses by another station to some time

interval (tAB). Then at all rAnts of the operating region of

the system the pulses of the first station will be received

earlier than the pulses of the second station and the niagnitude

AT will always be positive (with the exception of points on the

continuation of the base after station B, where AT = 0). After

station A AT will be greatest:

ATM31 *=21AS =2.
C

In order to make the numbering of hyperbolas convenient in

practical operation, especially when accomplishing interpolation

between hyperbolas, at the slave stations there are introduced

delays (t 0 ), which supplement readings according to the applied

hyperbolas up to, values, multiples of ten.

Furthermore, at slave stations there are introduced additional

so-called code, delays which increase the reading by magnitude

t.

This magnitude (t K) is considered automatically in the air-

craft receiver-indicator of the system.

The matching of operation of the stations is accomplished

in the following manner: master station A controls the operation

of slave station B, which emits pulses after the reception

of signals from the master station, i.e., with delay equal to

t AB. By this the synchronous operation of both stations is

attained. However, the slave station does not emit signals
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•pricsely at the moment of the arrival of pulses from the master

station, but with some delay. This delay has two components:,

constant r- and variable tK -code delay. The first is introduced

so that with reception on the aircraft it would be possible

to distinguish the pulses of station A from the pulses of station
B.

The second delay serves for change of the numbering of the

lines of position (hyperbolas) according to certain regulations.

The time interval of reception of signals from stations A

and B, measured on the aircraft, is equal to AT1 =, AT + tO + t

where AT, varies from 0 to magnitude &%nax = 2 tAB*

Thus, a system consisting of one pair of stations does
not make it possible to determine the MS, since by one base

there is determined only one line of position.

For determining the MS it is necessary to use two pairs of

stations (or three stations, of which one is overall master),

arranged in such a way that the lines of position of the first

and the second pairs would intersect (see Fig. 83).

On the reading mechanisms of the aircraft receiver-indicator

there is read the numbers of hyperbolas - the lines of position.

The aircraft position can be determined on the entire area,

where the signals of ground stations are heard, with the exception

of the nonworking zones, which are arranged on a focal' axis,

beginning from focuses in the direction opposite the "zero"

hyperbola. The nonworking zones are limited by the first

branches of the hyperbolas of a given family.

In practice the accuracy of the system is different in

different directions. Near the perpendicular, drawn through
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the middle of the base, the accuracy is the greatest, but it

drops in proportion to the distance from this perpendicular and

near the line, which is a continuation of the base, it is so low

that the system here cannot be used in practice.

Generally differential ranging radio navigation systems provide

high accuracy of determining the position of a moving-object and

at "the same time with rationally selected wave band have long
range. In connection with this the given systems are used

basically as long-range navigation means.

The version of the arrangement of the system, at which the

stations form a chain, stretched along the coast line, facilitates

navigation in the area of a laivge water b'asin. Therefore the

Shyperbolic systems received, wide distribution during the develop-

ment of transoceanic flights.

Another advantage of these systems is the unlimited capacity

and the absence of a transmitting device on the aircraft.

Deficiencies of the system can be considered the complexity

and the unwieldiness of ground equipment, and also the necessity

of strict maintaining of synchronism of operation of the stations.

PRECISION HYPERBOLIC LONG-RANGE NAVIGATION
SYSTEM "CYTAC" ("LORAN-C")

In the international organization ICAO as a standard means
of long-range navigation the "Loran" system of long-range naviga-

tion was accepted a long time, ensuring the coverage of long
distances, especially the air lines which lie over sea spaces.

The "CYTAC" system (development of USA) is a further develop-
ment of the "Loran" system and facilitates determining the
aircraft position with even considerably greater accuracy. The *
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high accuracy is avtaine'd because of the phase method of comparison,

of the transit time• of signals from ground stations. In the

"Loran" system the pulse traii is transmitted with standard

repetition frequency (fram 20 to 60 Hz), while in receiver the

t."me is measured between the ireception of the impulses of

separate stations. To obtain the greatest accuVacy in determining

the time interval between the pulses,, incoming from the separate

stations of the chain, in the receiving equipment of "CYTAC"

("Loran-C") there is adiitionally perforimed comparison of high-

frequency duty factor of the pulse train of master and slave.

stations. The accuracy of the "CYTAC" system therefore is many

times higher than "Loran." The range of the "CYTAC" system is

also considerably greater than the "Loran" system.

The operation of the "CYTAC" system is similar to the "Loran"

system. The first ground station, called master, transmits the

pulse, following which in a definite and known time interval

(interval T) follows the second pulse, transmitved from the

second ground station, located at some d.,stance from thi- first.

Both the signals from these stations will be accepted by the

aircraft receiver with the same interval if the stations are

located at equal distances from it. If the aircraft is closer

to the first station, then the time interval will be greater by

magnitude AT (T + AT). If it is closer to the second station,

then the interval between pulses will be smaller by magnitude

AT (T - AT). By measuring the interval between the two pulses

and comparing it with a known intei.val, the airborne receiver
4!

determines the line passing through the point of location of the

aircraft. This line is a hyperbola, the focus points of which

are the points of location of the two transmitting stations.

If a pair of similar pulses is transmitted by a pair of

different, differently arranged stations, one of' which can be a

part of the first pair, then the interval between the reception
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of these two pulses makes it possible to establish the second
hyperbola. The intersection of hyperbolas on the Loran-CYTAC chart

will determine the MS.

If the third pair of stations operates, then the hyperbola

obtained with their aid will serve for checking ai.d refining the

previous constructions-. In actualfity, in the chains of the

"Loran" and "CYTAC" systems. the master stations have two or
three slave, with each of which these master stations operate on

one frequency in turn and in a certain sequence,.

For operation of the "CYTAC" ("Loran-C") system it is

necessary that besides strict synchronization of the moments of

radiation of pulses of the master and slave stations there

would be synchronization of the phase of high-frequency duty
factor of pulses. This is accomplished by the transmission

of the appropriate signals by the master station on the

carrier wave. Rough timing between pulses is pe-',fqrmed just
as in the "Loran" system, which makes it possible in 'the future
to eliminate ambiguity during the precise determination of dis-
tances by the comparison method of phases of the high-frequency

duty of pulses. Ambiguity can appear during the comparison of

the phase of the first pulse of the master station with the
second pulse of the slave station. Such a method makes it

possible to measure the pulse separations to within 0.02-0.03 Ps.
The resulting error in the measurement of the time interval of

the "Loran-C" system is 0.1 ps instead of 1 ps of the "Loran"

system.

The operating experience showed that with the aid of this

system the aircraft position can be determined in 25% of the cases
with accuracy on the order of 250 m at distances about 1500 km

from one of the three transmitters of the system.
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When using a direct wave the system provides precise

determination of the coordinates at a distance up to 2500 km

in the daytime and up to 1800 km at night; when using an indirect

wave the system can be' used at distances up to .3200 km in the

daytime and up to 4200 km at night With error on the order

of 4-5.5 km.

THE DECCA-DECTRA SYSTEM'

Among the radio navigation systems used for air navigation,

the phase long-wave hyperbolic system "DECCA" occupies a special

place. The system provides sufficient accuracy of position

finding for flights along air routes. It should be noted that

the system is not free from electrostatic interferences and the

quality of its operation in clouds, precipitation and in areas

of thunderstorm activity is considerably lowered.

The areas served by the system are continuously expanded

because of the actuation of new chains on the main international

sea and air lines.

In the zone of coverage of one chain of the "DECCA" system

there is located one master station and three slave. The slave

stations are installed at an angle of approximately 1200 and

are called green, red and purple.

In the countries of Western Europe more than eight chains

of the system are operating, serving about 2 million sq. miles.

The chains of the system are installed on the territories of

England, D- irk, West Germany, France, Spain and Italy. In

North America and Canada more than four chains operate. Two

chains of the system are used in India and on the coast of the

Persian Gulf.

'Chapter written by V. A. Belyatskiy.
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SThe "IDE'CCA" radio navigaLion 'system is a further development

of the "DECTRIA" [sic] system (Fig. 86). In it are used the ground

equipment and rnece.ver-indicator of the "DECCA." The "DECTRA"

system is intended for use in tratisoceanic: air ancdi sea navigation

along certain routes..

Fig. 86. The section of' the chart
of the "DECCA" plotting board:
1 - marks in nautical miles; 2 4

station frequency; 3 - key of the
Z*/ A \ ' \ .: i cILart section;, 4- readings

corresponding to the indications

6 -- hyperbolas of zone boundaries,

A• .- point of setting of stylus on the
" \ -section of the route; 7 - boundary

of route4 8 - assigned route; 9 -

track angle; 10 " mark of the
termination of recording on the

_. chart and change of the chart key;
11 - key of the follow'ing section ofS•_,__.31•-the chart ; 12 point of setting4.. 0of stylus after replacement of

"7'ILES " thleWe 1 chart for the EKB key; 13 - hyper-jJZI'I'2̀! ' key of
Ll A _I !I _ 'Vl1 __,,4 the rollowlhg section of the chart;

15 - mark of termination of record-
I A •r11 ing on the chart and change of

16.". charkey; 16 - point of initial
. ... __-_ settIng of th- stylus for the EKD

key; 17 - nwt ek of change of the
key and setting of stylus.

The operating principle of the system. Electromagnetic

oscillations are characterized by amplitude, period T and frequency

f' = l/T, or angular velocity w = 2if and phase wt. The phase

difference depends upon the differencu of the time of passage of

signals to the radio receiver. The airuiaft receiver of the

"DECCA" system compares the phases of' the signals of the master

station with the phases of the signals of the slave stations.

For the chain of the "DECCA" system there are calculated the

lines of different phase differences, which are hyperbolas,
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conditionally designated on th•e chart by red-, green and purple

lines of position;,

With the range of the "DECCA" system about 400 km the

accuracy of determining the aircrPft position lies from 100 in

to 2-5 km. The range of action of the "DECTRA" system is 4

approximately 2500 kin, and the accuracy of determining the MS

lies from 1.5 to 20 km.

Application of the system. The chains of the ground stations,

which have certain frequencies given to them, are designated by

a number and letter. For example, stations of the "DECTRA"

system, serving the transatlahtic line, aile given the letctr A,

the group of European "DECCA" stations - the letter B, and

American - C.

The airborne aircraft equipment includes:

"DECCA" and "DECTRA" receivers;

control panels of receiver and ground-position indicator;

indicators-decameters, "DECTRA" indicator;

ground-position indicator (FLIGHT LOG), unique for the

"DECCA" and "DECTRA" systems.

computer unit, auxiliary units, antennas.

On the "green," "red" and "purple" decameters the numbers

of the lines of position, plotted on a special chart in the form

of green, red and purple hyperbolas, are read automatically. The

point of intersection of two or three hyperbolas corresponds to the

aircraft position,
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ir. ý,he "DECTRA" system special indicators give the

direction to the master station and the distance to it, and the

accuracy of the readings of the current range depends upon the

correctness of establishment of the initial range. The initial

range is determined with the aid of any other nagivational system.

If the aircraft is located in the range of the "DECCA" system,.

then for determining the initial range it is also possible to

use the readings of this system.

The ground-position indicator considerably simplifies air

navigation, by giving a visual representation of the aircraft

position relative to the specified track,

The flight route will be plotted on a special route chart-

plan, which moves on rollers of the plotting board of the ground-

position indicator,

The route charts for the separate sections of the route are

made with variable scales depending on the region of the working

zone of the system, in which the given section of route lies, and

on the selection of two pairs of hyperbolas, the intersection

of which is close to 900.

The track is triced on the route chart automatically by

the moving stylus. F*,r change of sheets of the chart and the

correct installation of the stylus on the new sheet for each

section of the sheet of the chart of the set of special keys it

is necessary to select the necessary key, which is put into the

computer.

On the chart there is faintly plotted the minimum

geographical load (coastline, largest rivers and cities).

Special load includes:
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given track angle;

hyperbolic grid;

the keys of the route sections;

the readings• which .correspond to the indications of

decamet'ers;

the place of initial setting of the stylus for the new

key;

marks of termination of recording and change of the chart

key.

INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Inertial systems do not require external sources of informa-

tion (ground stations, beacons, radar reference points, etc.).

The systems themselves also emit no energy. Furthermore, they

are not disturbed by any interference. Therefore they are the

most self-contained systems.

The components of the inertial systefts (Fig. 87) are such

well known devices as accelerometers, gyroscopes, servomechanisms,

computers. However, under conditions of large temperature drops,

shocks, vibrations and considerable accelerations the use of these

systems for navigation purposes became possible only when

technology was able to provide for the highest accuracy of their

manufacture and control, and consequently, the preservation of

assigned parameters by them.

Principle of action. Mechanical energy of all bodies and

parts, making up the aircraft, in flight is continuously changed
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depending on c anges in flight conditions, effects of the
environment, etc. By determining the ehanges in mechanical

energy by a special instrument, converting and recording them,
it is possible to calculate the aircraft speed and the path
being passed by it.

Fig. 87. Diagram of the inertial naviga-
tion system of the aircraft: 1 - air-
position indicator (integrator); 2 -

lateral accelerometer; 3 - longitudinal
accelerometer.
KEY: (a) Integrator.

Any body obtains acceleration under the action of force,

whereupon the obtained acceleration is proportional to force

affectinC the body

F x rni

where F - force; m - mass; a - acceleration.

The acceleration meters are nalled accelerometers. The

simplest accelerometer is a weight with mass m, spring-mounted.

If we place such a meter on a carriage, and to its weight attach
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the slide of the potentiometer, fastened on this carriage, then

with the carriage fixed the slide will stand motionlessly in the

middle of the potentiometer and no potential difference will be

observed. If to the carriage we apply force F, it will begin to

move and weight m acquires acceleration a, as a result of which it-

Wi!2 begin to shift relative to the platform (potentiometer)

until force is counterbalanced by compression and elongation

of the springs.

It is obvious that the amount of displacement of the weight

(and the potentiometer slide) will be proportional to force F,

and consequently, to acceleration a and the appearing potential

difference, the sign of which depends upon the direction of

acceleration.

If at the moment of application of force the speed of the

carriage was equal to zero, then, by knowing the acceleration

(according to the accelerometer), it is possible to calculate the

speed acquired by the carriage in a certain time, and the path

being passed by it during this time. For this integration is

used.

Accleration is the velocity increment in a unit of time:

dV
dt

If we integrate the acceleration from the beginning of

motion to moment t, then we will obtain the velocity of this

moment. And by integrating the velocity, we will obtain the

distance being passed by the carriage during this time:

*

V~3fujl

S Idi.

Having placed on the same carriage (or aircraft) another
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accelerometer with a small weight, moving not in the direction of

motion, but perpendicular to it, it is easy to measure the

acceleration which acts on the body in lateral direction.

By this acceleration we analogically calculate the lateral
deviation of the body ('aircraft).

Thus, it is possible in the orthodromic coordinate system
with origin at the take off point of the aircraft to indicate

its position relative to th,ý LZP. For this to the pairs of
integratlor,; it is necessary to electrically connect the
longitudinal and lateral accelerometers with sweep indicator,
by which it is possible at anr .iament to read the magnitude of thce
track from the moment of start and the linear deviation from

the given direction of notion.

Accelerometers. In the inertial systems basically linear

accelerometers are used, intended for the measurement of linear
accelerations affecting the body, i.e., the effects of only
those forces which are directed along the measuring axis of

the inotru -eant. The action of the simplest of such a-veelerometers

is based on the measurement of displacement of a cushioned mass.

Difficulties in the development of new accelerometers for

air navigatton purposes are connected with the range of
acceleratlons (ratios of maximum and mini.mum accelerations). This
ratio should be on the order of 100,000. For the accelerometer

with cuohioned mass with such a ratio of maximum and minimum
measured accelerations in the case of low acceleration the

operation of the instrument will be affected by friction forces,

and with high accelerations errors will arise because of the

dead zone and hysteresis of the slastic suspension. Even if the

dead zone is 0.001 dyne, the error in dead reckoning per hour of
flight will reach magnitudes up to 7G kin.
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One of the solutions to this problem is the use of an
"electric spring." This device is based on motion of the mass of

II

the accelerometer rod in a solenoid. During aircraft motion with

acceleration to the amplifier input is supplied current of a

certain voltage, which after amplification in proportion to

the output value of amplifier current is supplied to the solenoid

for counteraction to the movement of mass. After the initial

acceleration during the motion of mass in the opposite direction

there appears restoring current also of reversed direction.

Thus, each movement of mass can be measured by voltage at the

amplifier input or by the force of restoring current, which

,enters the solenoid.

Similar type accelerometers satisfy their sensitivity, which

can be increased in almost the entire operating range.

Many similar devices are distinguished from one another

only by the form of kinematic connection with the housing of

the flight vehicle.

Gyrostabilized platform. For holding the platform with

accelerometer or with the unit of accelerometers in horizontal

plane there is used the property of a free gyroscope to maintain

the position of the axis of its rotor constant in inertial space

(relative to the stars).

The gyroscope with three degrees of freedom, not being sub-

jected to the action of any moments of external forces, including

friction forces, is called free. The center of gravity of such

a gyroscope should coincide with the point of' intersection of

the axes of the gimbal.

The basis for the device of the gyrostabilized platform is

the principle of power gyroscopic stabilization. With power
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stabilization the gyroscopic moment compensates the harmful

external moment, i.e., it is unloading only until precission

occurs and the unloading moment of the motor (bearing in mind

that on all three axes of the gyroscope unloading motors have

been installed) reaches the necessary magnitudes. Subsequently
the axis of the gyroscope is even unloaded beacause of the

moment being created by the motor, but not because of the gyro-

scopic moment. The moment of the motor can be made quite large.

The stabilized platform, in this way, embodies the idea of

a gyroscope with nonrotating rotor, which, however, keeps the

position of the rotor axis constant relative to inertial space.

All this makes it possible to usq the power gyroscopic

platform for stabilization of' equipment of inertial navigation,

radar antennas and a number of other devices in the horizontal

plane.

,Flcating integrating gyroscopes. The stabilization of a

platform with accelerometers with the aid of a unit of floating

in•tegrating gyroscopes acquires ever increasing distribution.

While being very sensitive to angular displacements thLc plat-

forms, which Integrate the gyroscopes unlike power stabilization,

while processing, do not create any unloading moment, but only

supply the signals from their sensors to the unloading motors.

Since these signals do not appear simultaneously with the

application of external moment, but only after some deviation

of the platform, there is observed a kind pf fine jitter

(vibration) of the platform about the mid-position. The rotor

axes of the integrating gyroscopes are arranged parallel to the

three axes of stabilization of the platform - in three mutually

perpendicular planes.

The integrating gyroscope - gyroscope with two degrees of

freedom - can be obtained, having eliminated the external frame
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with the fluid damper. The name "integrating" results from the

problem being solved by the gyroscope: during rotation of the

platform keep the angle of turn of the frame proportional to

the angle of rotation of the platform, i.e., to the time

integral from the angular spin rate of the platform.

The floating integrating gyroscope is able to integrate
*angular velocities on the order of 5.10-5 rad/s (CO.V2 rpm),

i.e., it is sensitive to the angular velocity approximately equal

to one revolution in 1.5 days. At the same time it is in a state

to integrate angular velocities greater than 4.5 rad/s, i.e.,

more than 42 rpm. Thus, the ratio of maximum to minimum speed of

measurement is 9104.

Since the integrating gyroscope in pure form is- able to

measure only the small angles of rotation of the platform, for

the measurement of the large angles of rotation of the base it

must be continuously turned with the aid of a servodrive.

Servodrive. In the inertial system the servodrive serves

for providing the assigned geometric stabilization of the plat-

form with any calculated position changes of the aircraft in

air.

Since gyroscopes are capable of perceiving the smallest

rotations around their input axes, and accelerometers - catching

negligible accelerations, the servomechanisms should be very

sensitive to the week signals being sent by these instruments,

and in answer to them turn the platform in the necessary manner.

The speed of actions of the servomechanisms should be extremely

great, and dynamic errors - small.

The components of servodrives, such as electromagnetic

amplifiers, electrical servomotors and their reducers, which
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were used earlier, satisfy the requirements for the necessary

accuracy, linearity, small time constants and good dyanmic

characteristics. A new device, used in servodrives, is the

microsyn.

Microsyn - high-frequency selsyn, capable of being both sensor

and setting mechanism, where the constructicn of microsyns

for both cases of use is invariable. However, the microsyn-sersor

can operate only on alternating current, and the microsyn-

setting mechanism - on alternating and direct current.

The microsyn-sensors have a large advantage over potentiometric

pickups, which consists of the fact that there are no sliding

contacts in them. Besides this, the sensitivity threshold of wire

potentiometer depends upon the wire diameter, and for the

microsyn it is equal ifi practice to zero (1/6000), which with the

rotor diameter about 18 mm corresponds to linear-,displacement of

the rotor pole relative to the stator pole by 0.26 pm. Con-

sequently, when the measured angle is small, the microsyn has

a considerable advantage over the potentiometer, despite the fact

that the weight of the rotor highly exceeds the weight of the

potentiometer brush.

For floating integrating gyroscopes, inside which are

Installed microsyns-serisors and controllers, this fact is riot

important.

Integrators convert the entering input signal into a signal

of another form, described by an integral (most frequently with

respect to time). For example, if electrical voltages U x enters

the integrator input, then at the output voltage is removed from

the terminals

oI
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For navigational inertial systems, where it is necessary

to integrate the acceleration signals in a very large range

(from thousandths to tenths), not only high accuracy is necessary,

but also efficiency over a wide range of measurement of the input

values. This problem is solved by the application of multistage

integrators.

i Adders are devices, algebraically summing up the information

from two or several sources. Any inertial system should sum up

several signals. For example, the signal from the programmed

unit and the feedback signal are algebraically added to the error

measurement signal of coordinates or to the signal of the first

integrator.

The adders consist either of electric circuits, which

include potentiometers, inductances and capacitances, or of

several cascades of electron tubes. Most frequently there are used

adders constructed on the basis of potentiometers, voltage

dividers, control windings of the magnetic amplifier and to

bridge circuits.

Trigonometric devices. In the inertial systems used in

navigation there is frequently performed multiplication of a

measured value, for example speed (in the form of stress), by

the trigonometric function of some angle, let us suppose, track.

To obtain the trigonometric functions of angle sine and cosine
there are used sine-cosine potentiometers, and on alternating

current - rotating transformers.

More complex trigonometric dependences are obtained with the

aid of functional potentiometers.

MultiplyIng devices serve for the multiplication and

division of two or several values. They are created on
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potentiometers using bridge circuits and a magnitoelectric
logometer.

The bridge circuits make it possible to multiply and divide

values with considerably greater accuracy than potentiometric,

since the result of measurement does not depend upon the load

resistance.

Thus, because of the stabilized platform the inertial systems

continuously and automatically, besides their basic function,

incidentally determine the course, roll and pitch angles, i.e.,

the angles which characterize the aircraft position relative

to the meridional planes and horizon.

The knowledge of these values with known speed of flight,

distance and required direction to the point of destination

(KPM, PPM) is necessary for automatic control of the aircraft with

the aid of the autopilot and automation of the power-plant
control.

COURSE AND GLIDE-PATH SYSTEMS

Ground equipment of the ILS system consists of the course

and glide-path beacon and three radio marker beacons (at present

the inner marker is not installed at all airports). At some

airports for construction of the landing approach maneuver on the

outer marker point a homer is installed.

When performing international flights two versions of

the placement of ground equipment can be encountered.

The first version (Fig. 88): the radio-range beacon is

located on the continuation of the RW axis and the axial line of

the course zone coincides with the RW axis, i.e., its occurrence

corresponds to the landing angle (landing course).
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Fig. 88. The first version of placement of J
the ground equipment: 1 - outer marker; 2 -
middle marker; 3 - glide-path beacon; 4 -
runaway localizer.

The second version (Fig. 89): the radio-range beacon is
located not on the RW axis, but aside it - to the right or left of

it so that the axial line of the course zone passes through the

middle marker point at a 2.5.-80 angle to the landing line.

f i
I.-....... -• -. :...i

Fig. 89. The second version: 1 - outer
marker; 2 - middle marker; 3 - glide-path
beacon; 4 - runaway localizer.

The course beacons of the ILS system operate in the circular

version. Recently beacons of the sector version have been )
installed: the angular width of the sector Is 700 on both sides

of the landing line. The basic characteristics of the course 4

and glide-path zones of the ILS are given in the section of
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I
ground equipment of SP-50, since they coincide with the X

appropriate characteristics of SP-50 with new adjustment.

The marker beacons of the ILS system operate on the same

frequency (75 MHz) as in the SP-50 system and emit the following

code signals: inner marker - six dots per second; middle marker -
alternately two dashes and six dots per second; distant marker

(in the ICAO materials - outer marker) - two dashes per second.

Ground equipment of the SP-50 system is placed at the air-

ports of civil aviation accordi.ig to a single standard scheme

(Fig. 90).

'Tp

l'kk

/ 400 _ __ ./ln.3 *

Fig. 90. Ground equipment of SP-50 system:
1 - outer homing station; 2 - inner homing
station; 3 - glide-path beacon; 4 - runaway
local'izer.

As a result of performed adjustment of the equipment of the

SP-50 system in accordance with ICAO standards accepted for the

ILS system, the course and glide-path beacons have the following

technical data.

The runaway localizer zone. The center line of the course

zone coincides with the RW axis (Fig. 91). The linear width of

the zone at a distance of 1350 m from the touchdown point is

equal to 150 m (from 120 to 195 m), which corresponds to the angular
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deviation from the longitudinal axis of the RW not less than 20

and not more than 30.

,.eZ~ 21 7

ID -

Fig. 91. The runaway localizer zone: 1-
runaway localizer; 2- touchdown point; 3-
the point at which the range of the radio
beacon (at 'flight altitude 1000 m) should
be not less than 70 km.
KEY: (1) Center line of course zone.

The rdnge of the beacon provides the reception of signals at

a distancAý of over 70 km from the beginning of the RW at flight

altitude 100'0 m in a sector 100 wide on each side of the RW

axis (see Fig. 91). For the radio range beacon of the ILS the

range is stipulated 45 km at flight altitude 600 m.

The glide-path beacon zone. The optimum glide-path angle

is equal to 2140'. When obstructions are present in the approach

sector the glide-path angle is increased to 30201 and in exceptional

cases can reach 4-50. With optimum glide-path angle .201101 the

aircraft during descent flies over the outer and inner markers

(with their standard arrangement) at altitudes of 200 and 60 m

,respectively.

The angular width of the glide-path zone with its optimum

angle of slope can be within 0. 41.i4', whereupon with increase

in the slope angle the rate of descent grows, ard the width of
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/
the zone is increased for facilitating aircraft handling.

The range of the glide-path beacon provides the reception of

signals at a distance not less than 18 km from it-in sectors 80

to the right and left of the landing line. These sectors, in

which the reception of signals is provided, are limited in

height by the angle above the horizon, equal to 0.3 of the descent

glide-pach angle, and by the angle above the glide path, equal

to 0.8 of the descent glide-path angle (Fig. 92).

1 2
200r

Fig. 92. The glide-path beacon zone: 1 - glide-path
beacon; 2 - inner homing station; 3 - outer homing
station; It - the sector in which the range with de-
viation from the landing line up to 80 should be not
less than 18 km,, With the position of the aircraft
on the upper or lower boundary of the zone the PKP-118
pointer is deflected the whole scale.

Ground equipment of the SP-50M system is intended for its

use during controlled and automatic landing approaches according

to ICAO norms of the ist category of complexity.

The stability of occurrence of the course center line is

ensured by more stringent requirements imposed on the equipment.

The angular width of the course zone is determined by formula

"2-.057,3
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where L - the total distance form the radio range beacon to the

near end of the RW and the length of the RW; 210 n- the

linear width of "corridors" on the side of the landing approach.

In cases when the RW length considerably exceeds optimum,
the width of the couirse zone is established not less than 1075'

(half-zone).

All the remaining paraa•eters of the course and glide-path

beacons are controlled strici-]y in accordance with the

technical standards of the ICGAO.

The System of Command Landing
Approach Control

At present on' civil aviation aircraft with GTD there are

installed command landing approach control system ("homing,"

"path"). These systems are the semi-automatic aircraft control

system during landing approach.

The command' instrument in such systems is the PSP-118 or

KPP-M null indicator.

By semiautomatic control we mean handling the aircraft by

the commanding instrument, the pointers of which during the land-

ing approach from the moment of the beginning of the fourth turn

and on the landing leg must be held on zero. Unlike the ordinary

approach by the SP-50 the null indicator in this case l]oes not

inform the pilot about the position relative to the equlsignal

zones of course and glide-path beacons, but indicates to him which

roll and pitcch angles must be maintained for precise approach to

the equisignal zones and following in them.

The system of command control simplifies piloting by means

of the transformation of navigation and pilotage inLormation about
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the aircraft position in space and its forming into the control

signal, which is indentified on command instruments. The deflec-

tion of the command pointer is a function of several parameters,

which in the ordinary landing approach the pilot considers on

separate instruments: PSP-48 of SP-50 system, gyro-horizon,

compass and rate-of-climb indicator. Therefore the command

pointers are located in the center of the scale not only when
the aircraft strictly follows the equisignal zones of course

and glide patn, but also when correct approach to the equisignal

zones is accomplished.

On tl.e aircraft, which are already in operation, there are

Installed simplified systems of command control, which operate

on tha tasis of existing airborne and ground euqipment: course

Sradio rtceiver KRP-F, glidv-path radio recellver GRP-2, navigation

indicatoro •-50O3M or course setting mechanism ZK-2B, master vertical

gyrocope T6GB or gyroscope pickup (AGD, PPS). Furthermore, the

set includes:- calculator, ,oupler with :autopilot when connection

with the autopilut Is present on the aircraft.

TI. laing appiroach maneuver on the aircraft, equipped

with command control system (Fig. 93), is executed in this way:

1. Having obtained permission for entry into the airport

zone, vquipped with SP-50 or I1S system, the crew, acting in

accordance litn the scheme approved for the given airport, guides

the aircrq,! to the point of the beginning of the fourth turn;

with this the crew is obliged:

a) to set the map angle, equal to the landing MPU for the

given direction of landing, on the NI-50BM autonavigator;

b) to set the wind velocity, equal to zero on the NI-50BM

wind setting mechanism;
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c) before turning on the 'power supply on the M-50 panel to

check that the course and glide-path, pointers of the null indicator

are located in the ceinter of the scale, otherwise set them with

respect to the center by a mechanical corrector;
N

d) to place switch "SP-50-ILS" in the position which[l corresponds to the system by which the approach is performed;

e) to set on the SP-50 control panel the appropriate operat-

ing channels of course and glide-path beacons;

f) to turn on the power supply on the M-50 Danel;

g) to turn on the power supply on the control panel of the

command system;

h) to check the operable state of the KRP and GRP by

deflection of the pointers of the null indicator and by the

coverage of flags on their scales (flags are covered after

warming up of the receiver tubes and when signals of ground

beacons exist);

i) during landing approach on the section between the

third and fourth turn with closed flags to check the electrical

zero balance of course bars, by turning the knob of the balance

on the M-50 panel in some direction until the arrival of the

pointer in the center of the scale. Refine the check after approach

of the aircraft to a straight line.

2) the moment of the beginning of the fourth turn can be

determined;

a) with the aid of ARK by the KUR of the outer marker

beacon (..PRM);
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b) by the azimuth and range of the "Svod" azimuth and

range system;

c) by the instruction of the controller, who observes the
aircraft with the aid of ground radar.;

d) by airborne radar;

o) ty the scaling of the course bar of the command instru-

irent.

3. At the moment of the beginning of the fourth turn towarta
the deflection of the course bar of the command instrument create

a bank at wIhich it will be set on the scale zero. During the turn
the p1lot should hold tne pointer of the null indicator in the
center cf the scale, by decreasing or increasing the bank. The
bantk is always created in the direction of deflection of the

pointer.

I .

FiS:. 93. Landing approach with the aid of control instrument: 1 -
between the thJrd and fourth turn both bars are off scale. The
beginnIng of the fourth turn is determined by ARK, "Svod" or by
instruction from the ground; 2 - on the fourth turn with band
course correct in amount and direction the bar is located in the
center oft'he scale; 3 - with drift for some reason from the LZP(on a turn or on a straight line) the course pointer will indicate
the direction and magnitude of the bank necessary for appraoch
to LZP; 41 - as soon as the bank necessary for approach is created
the pointer arrives at the center of the scale. Its further main-
taining in this position Is provided for by approach to LZF; 5 -
when tracking strictly the LZP (in the equisignal zone of course
and glide-path beacons) both bars are intersected in the center of
the instrument.
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In the case of early beginning of the fourth turn for holding

the course pointer in the zero position it will be initially

required to create the 17-200 bank, which subsequently must be

decreased sometimes up to full recovery of the aircraft from the

bank. However, with approach to alignment of the RW the course

pointer of the command instrument will show the necessity for

the creation of the bank required for smooth entry into the

landing line.

With late beginning of the fourth turn there occurs change of

course to an angle greater than 900, and the sign of the bank

is changed. With this the entire maneuver, including calculation

of the drift angle, is treated by the system automatically.

With execution of the fourth turn it is necessary to constantly

see that the course flags are closed on all null indicators.

4. After the execution of the fourth turn and entry into
the equisignal course zone it is necessary to continue flight

without descent, holding by• banks the controller pointer of the

command 'instrument in the center of the scale. In this case it
is necessary to follow the pointer of the glide path, which after

accomplishing the fourth turn will be deflected upward. The

flags of the glide path should be closed.

As soon as the pointer of the command instrument approaches

the small white circle, immediately begin descent, holding the

control pointer of the glide path in the center small black

circle.

5. By the altitude of flight over the outer marker beacon

determine the possibility of continuation of the glide-slope

descent: if over the outer marker beacon with the location of

the glide-path pointer within the small white circle the flight
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altitude will be equal to or exceed that established for the

given airport, then it is possible to further continue glide-slope

descent; if with correct maintaining of the glide path tne air-

craft reached the established flight altitude abova the outer marker

beacon and did not follow the signals of Its actual flight, then

immediately discontinue the glide-slope descent and in the future

after passiro, the outer marker beacon perform descent according

to the rules established for the system of OSP.

6. After passing the iuter marker beacon maintain the command

pointers of the command null indicator in the zero position,

without allowing in this case desoent outside ground visibility

lower than the weather mihimum established for the given airport.

Wiim .:erection of the ground (landing lights) it is

necessar.y to cnan,:o to visual flight and execute the laInin,.

Errors in setting the course on the iJ-I50OBM automatic devicQ,

.e,•ding the sum with the drift angle 15', do not at all make

it possi.~ to execute landing approach using the ccmnirmrn corntrol

system. To avoLd this before the beginning of the fourti, turn the
1navigawor should again check the correctness of the setting of
the "grivation" on the NI-50BR avtonavigator and the correctness

of operation of the course system. With readings of the magnetlc

course ccn~id,-r-;ibly larger than the actual course on the

landing leg, the aircraft will be deflected to the right of the

axis of the !quisilnal zone of the runaway localizer, while with
understated readinC*, - to the left. To provide good accuracy

of operation of the system on the final approach leg at large dlrift

angles the navilgator oshould ensure the operation of the course

system with high accuracy; error should not exceed +20.

Furthermore, the accuracy of bringing the aircraft to the

RW axis and following along it also depends upon the accuracy
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of occurrence of the zone of the runaway localizer and zero ad-

justment of the course pointer by turning the knob on the SP-50

panel.

KURS-MP-l AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT

The KURS-MP-l equipment makes it possible to use the foreign

navigation and landing systems VOR and ILS along with the domestic

"Svod" and SP-50, and also to accomplish air navigation with the

aid of ARK.

For accomplishing these tasks on board there is installed

the following equipment:'

NKP-4 - navigational course instrument;

RMI - radiomagnetic indicator;

panel (selector) for the selection of radio systems;

control unit (panel of adjustment of subassembly);

azimuth selector.

The NKP-4 navigational course instrument is installed on

control panels of the pilot and copilot and is intended for

handling the aircraft in navigation and landing conditions.

Piloting is accomplished by course and glide-path pointers (bars)

S•just as in any null indicator. On the inner movable scale of the

NKP-4 with scale value 20 opposite the fixed triangular index

located at the top of the instrument there is read the aircraft

course. The outer fixed scale, which has 100 divisions, serves

for reading the radio station angles of approach. Since the NKP-4

is connected to the navigatior's indicator (USh), it repeats all

its readings.

'The given description has been made as applied to the Il-18
aircraft. However the assembly and the procedure for the use of
equipment are similar for all the aircraft on which it has been
installed. Only the arrangement of separate units and instruments
in the compartments is changed.
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The instrument has two pointers: yellow (narrow) and white

(wide). The yellow narrow pointer is intended for reading the

KUR only with the aid of ,the one first set of ARK. On some

aircraft this pointer can be inactive. The white wide pointer of

the course selector is driven by a rack-and-pinion gear, located inf

the lower right corner of the NKP-4. The course should be set .4

only when piloting by the command pointers (in the command mode).

rhe center section of the instrument is occupied by a null

indli,.tor with white course and yellow glide-path bars and by their

flags of the appropriate colors.

Air navigation using the VOR system is accomplished using

only the white (course) bar: if the specified track coincides

with tiA,. azimuth line on the VOR beacon, the crew should hold

the course pointer within the small white circle.

During landing approach both pointers are used: coursoe

rncl glide-path.

Radlomagnetic indicator RMI is Jn,;talled on the instrument

panels of both pilots and serves for taking readings of tht-,

magnetic course, bearings (azimuths) and radio station and L, eacon

angles of approach (see Fig. 70).

The RMI instrument also has two scales: inner - movable

with scale value 20 and outer - fixed, on which every 2150 there

are placed trinagular indices or (on the latest issues) points

at four headings: 2110, 290, 70 and 1200.

Since the RMI is connected directly to the gyrounits of

the course system (KS), by the inner slide scale opposite the

fixed trinagular index there is always read the MK of the

aircraft regardless of the position of the switch on the co),trol

panel of the navigator's course system.

14 4
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The narrow and wide pointers of the instrument are intended

for reading the headings and azimuths (bearings) of radio

stations and VOR beacons. In th]• case:

the narrow pointer shows the bearing and heading only of the

first Onain) ARK set, tuned to the homing station, or the first

subassembly of KURS-MP-l, tuned to tne VOR radio beacon;

the wide pointer shows the bearing and heading of only the

second (spare) ARK set or the second subassembly of the KURS-MP-1

device, tuned to the VOR beacon.

Switching the instrument to operation of the first or second

ARK set or KURS-MP-l subassembly by radio station or ground VOR

beacon is accomplished by two flags at the bottom of the

instrument: left - with narrow handle and right - with wide.

The positions of the handles (flags) are fixed by labels in the

viewing windows located under them, respectively: in the left -

"ARKl" and "VORl," in the right -"ARK2" and "VOR2."

Depending on the position of the left narrow switch the i

narrow pointer of the instriment will show either the KUR of the

radio station to which the ARK1 is tuned, or the azimuth of the

VOR beacon, working with the first KURS-MP-! subassembly. Depend-

ing on the position of the right wide switch the wide pointer ]
will show the KUR of the radio station to which the ARK2 is tuned

or the azimuth of the VOR beacon, working with the second sub-

assembly of the KURS-MP-l equipment.

The radio-systemh selection panel is designed for the selection

of the radio systems, by which air navigation and piloting will 4
be accomplished in navigation and landing conditions (RSBH, VOR.,

ILS and SP-50).
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On 11-18 aircraft the panel is located over the middle
instrument panel in the cockpit and has three switches. In the

upper left corner of the instrument panel there is a switch, which
determines the system by which the landing approach is per-

formed. It has two positions: "ILS" and "SP-50." In the upper

right corner of the instrument panel there is ihstalled the marker
switch, which in route flight must be placed in the "landing"

position.

In the bottom of the panel is a switch with five fixed

positions: "

1) "RSBN" - to the pilot and copilot NKP-4 instruments are

fed signals from the "Svod" system;,

2) RSBN/"SP-50" - to the aircraft commander's NKP--4 are
fed signals only from the "Svod" equipment, and to the copilot's
NKP-4 only from the SP-50 system of the first KURS-MP-l subassembly.
With malfunction of the first subassembly of KURS-MP-1 equip-

ment the copilot's NKP-4 instrument is automatically switched to
the second subassembly (for this it is necessary on both

subassemblies to set the frequency of the SP-50 of the landing

airfield);

3) the "1" positinn.- on the aircraft commander's and

copilot's NKP-4 only the first subassembly operates. In the case
of its failure the second subassembly is automatically connected.

This operating condition of KURS-MP-l equipment is the main I

one during landing approach using ILS and SP-50 systems;

4) the "combined" position - the signals proceed to the
aircraft commander's NKP-4 only from the first subassembly, and

to the copilot's NKP-4 - only from the second subassembly. In
this position redundancy is not provided.
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5) position "2" - signals proceed to both NKP-4 only from
the second subassembly. In this position the second subassembly

is not reserved automatically by the first, since it has been

provided in case of breakdown of the first subassembly and the

automation of switchovers.

A control unit is located in each subassembly and is designed

for tuning this subassembly tc the operating frequencies of VOR,

SP-50 and ILS ground beacons.

Beacon frequencies in the 108-118 MHz range are established

with the aid of a drum and flag. When setting odd frequencies in

the 108.1-111.9 MHz range the ILS mode is automatically turned

on, and when setting the 112.0-117.9 MHz range and even

frequencies in the 108.2-111.8 M11z range - VOR mode.

The azimuth selector is in both KURS-MP-l subassemblies and

serves to facilitate flight in a certain direction (azimuth),

strictly oriented in space relative to the ground beacon of the

VOR system. This is accomplished by setting the value of this

azimuth on the selector.

Its second purpose is determining the precise value of the

azimuth of the VOR beacon during the solution of navigational

problems.

At the top of the selector are located two light signal

panels: on the left - "To," and on the right - "From." On the

lighting of one of them it is possible to judge the heading to the

beacon or from it. In the center of the selector is a window,

behind which is located a drum, numbered from 1 to 3600 with scale

value 10. In the lower right corner of the selector is located

a handle, with the aid of which there Is set the given value of

the azimuth, along which flight is accomplished by the null
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indicator, while in the left lower corner - a flag for change of

azimuth to 1800 with simultaneous phase transfer..

Automatic phase transfer occurs during flight past the VOR

beacon. This provides the correct readings of the pointer of the

NKP-4 null indicator with further holding of the aircraft on the

LSP (pointer on the rig'kt - LZP to the right, pointer on the left -

LZP on the left). Consequently, at the moment of flight past the

beacon it suffices with the aid of the right lower handle to only

refine the value of the new azimuth, by which further flight of

the aircraft will be performed.

The manual transfer of the flag and change of the value, of

the azimuth 1800 are performed only when the aircraft, without

flying to the beacon, made a turn close to .1800 for further flight

in the opposite direction. In all other cases the flag should be

dropped down.

The Operational Capabilities of
KURS-MP-I Equipment

1. Simultaneous operation by two different VOR beacons

basic version during flight along routes equipped with VOR

systems. The indication of azimuths and KUR of both beacons is

accomplished on RMI instruments, and indications 6f azimuths on

the outer scale of the navigator's indicator - only with setting

of the switches (narrow and wide flags) of RMI in the "VORl"

and "VOR2."

2. Simultaneous operation- of one subassembly in the VOR

mode, and the second - in the ILS mode is used in accomplishing the

prelanding maneuver, if the VOR beacon is located near the landing

airfield. In this case it is more expedient to work in the

"Combtned" mode. The first subassembly is tuned to the ILS

beacon, the second - to the VOR beacon. At the moment of entry into

the zone of the ILS course localizer the switch on the radio-system
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selection panel is placed in the position "1" and for reservation

of the landing channel the second subassembly is changed over to

the ILS beacon by setting the frequen'L> at which it operates on
S~the control units.

3. Simultaneous operation of two subassemblies in the mode
T of SP-50 or ILS localizer beacons - main version when

accomplishing the landing approach by the course and glide-path
beacons.

:1' Both subassemblies are tuned to the frequency of the landing

system of the given airfield.,

For reservation of the landing channel the switch on the

radio-systemm selection panel is placed in position "l." To both

* ~NKP-11 navigational course inistruments signals are fed from the

first subassembly of KURS-MP-1 equipment.

The Problems Solved by KURS-MP-I
Equipment in the Navigation Mode

1. Determining the magnetic azimuth (bearing) from the air-

craft position to VOR ground beacon.

2. Flight along the equisignal zone of the given magnetic

azimuth of the ground beacon (with its agreement with the LZP)

with the use of the null indicator.

3. Determining the aircraft position from the magnetic azimuth

of two VOR beacons and determining the navigational elements during

steady-state aircraft flight.

I4. If the aircraft is equipped with "Svod" equipment, then

the solution oP all problems provid.d by this system is possible.

In this case, with the establiohment of mode "RSBN" "SP-50,"
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on the radio-system -selection panel, the aircraft commander's

NKP-41 will operate similar to the KPP-M of the "Svod" system.

Turning on the KURS-MP-1 equipment and determining its

readiness for operation:

1. Turn on the power supply of the equipment with the five

AZZ on the navigator'"s TsRSh: "KURS-MP signal," "KURS-MP-1,"

and "KU1RS-MP-II," "RMI,,." and "RMI-II." It is necessary to

remember that the equipment should- be turned on 5-10 min before

the beginning of operation for warming up its elements, staoiliza-

tion of operation and final adjustment of servomechanisms in

-`'ie initial position.

_ . Place the function selector on the radio-system selection

panel in position of the system selected for use, and also place

the "iL.>-SP-50" switches and "Route-Landing" marker in the

appropriate positions.

•. On the control units set tie frequency of the selected
VOE., 21-5 or ILS beacon.

11. .TI the azir:.uth on the selector.

5. I 3ace the switches on the aircraft commander and copilot

RM,1 in th% -'t, -rq) ritate position: "ARKl," "VORl," ARK2," "VOR2."

6. F'Fr iht: tav.gator set the switch "ARK1," "VOIh." and

"ARK2," "V,.F,,Ž" in the necessary position.

The readinwss of the subassemblies of the equipment for

operation In the navigation mode is determined by:

the course ("K") signal lamps going out on the radio-system

selection panel (left - the first subassembly, right - the

second);
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coverage of the white course blinkers on NKP-4 instruments.

The readiness of the subassemblies of the equipment for

operation in the "Landing" mode is determined by:

the course ("K") and glide-path ("G") signal lamps going out

on the radio-system selection panel;

by coverage of tae white co.rse, and yellow glide-path

indicators on NKP-4 instruments.

In the "Navigation" and "Landing" modes on the signal panel

located on the pilot's and copilot's control panels the signaling

of the selected operating mode should light up: VOR, SP-50

or ILS. !

j The Use of KURS-MP-l System

During flights by VOR beacons:

1. Check the connection of the power supply of the equipment.

2. Set the frequency of the selected VOR beacon on the

control unit. In the commander's and copilot's light signal panel

the label VOR will appear.

3. Listen to the call sign of the VOR beacon, having placed

the switch of the subscriber's set of the SPU in the "RKI"1

position for the first subassembly and in the "RK2" position

for the second, and set switches "ARK1, VORl" and "ARK2, VOR2" in

the "VORl" and VOR2" positions. In this case on the KUR scale of

the USh it is possible to read the azimuths of VOR beacons,

indicated by the ARK pointers.
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11. On the radio-system selection panel set the operating

mode of the equipment ("1," "Combined," "2").

5. Place the RMI flags in the "VORI" and "VOR2" positions.

6. For flight to the VOR beacon or from it on the selector

Sthe magnetic a:imuth taken from the chart. In this case
the label "To" or "From" respectively should light up.

1-n all cases. regardless of whether flight to the beacon or
from it is accomplished, the magnetic azimuth will be close to

the magnetic course and be different from it only by thef rajnitude of convergence of meridians, by the difference of magnpntLc
declinations of the aircraft position and the installation point
of th• ,beacon,, drift angle and error in the course system.

After setting the given azimuth by the position of the course

bar of the NP-11 the aircraft position is determined relative to

the LZP, approach to it is performed and it is followed with the
alu of the null indicator in the usual order. With this the
rotn ter.• • the RMI during the entire flight show the azimuth of

trie VOR beacon, to which the subassemblies of KURS-MP-1 equipment
have been tuned.

Approach to the 'VOR beacon is P- .ed in the following
manner: thiere Ls takei the MK, equt, t'o the azimuth taken from

the RMN, IL i.• set on the a .auth selector and the aircraft is

piloted by the course •ba• the NKP-41.

When taking the a.,ith to the VOR beacon by the outer fixed
scale of the USh opposite the sharp ends of indicator pointers it
is necessary to place the switches "ARKI-VORI" and "ARK2-VOR2"
in the "VORI" and VOR2" positions.
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Landing by the ILS system:

1. Before switching on the power supply of the equipment

check that the NKP-4 bars are in the cross-hairs of the scales,

if not, then set them in this position with the mechanical

correctors. One should remember that with power supply of

equipment connected the indicated correction is forbidden,

since this will lead to distortion of the NKP-4 readings.

2. Connect the power supply of KURS-MP-1 equipment.

3. On the control units of both subassemblies set the

operating frequency of the ILS beacon.

4. On the control units of both sub-assemblies the operating

frequency of the ILS beacon.

5. Place the switches on the RMI in the "ARK " and ARK2"

or "VORI" and "VOR2" positions depending on which radio aids will

be used in the prelanding maneuver.

The readiness of the subassemblies of KURS-MP-1 equipment

for operation with ILS beacons is determined by:

a) the course ("K") and glide-path ("G") signal lamps

going out on the radio-system selection panel.;

b) coverage of course (white) and glide-path (yellow)

blinkers on NKP- 11 instruments.

Landing by the SP-50 system:

1. Correction of the null indicator is performed exactly

as when landing using the ILS system. One should remember that

here correction is also forbidden with the power supply of
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elttpmentn, cneUILcted, inl order to avoidc incorX'ect rteadingrS of

2. Cunriecr the power' supply of the equipment.

3. On the radio-system selec;tion panel place the swiit~che:3,

in the "S3P-5J"' positions, "Landing" and "1" positions.

-i. CQo trn- c-.),trol units vf* bcth subas~semblies jet che

op~-a~Irg~fz~~ne u1th~ 2&~3Obeaon f the landing a1Virt'i1d.

1)n tio.! RMI LL~c tn, witche.; in the "ARKI " arnd "ARK2 t

~. ~ the tr~ e( ýýtrt.;al ziul of equipment.

The a om trunrrder Should chieck, tne placemcant of' the s-witlch

lev-r., on z.he YadIvi u-yot.ýYr _-Pectlon panel -In the IISP-50" and

F-mition aind nrovs; the "Balance-f"I knob on the balance board.

t! Ao eas~e the cour'5e bar of the NKP-1 4 is not placed '111 tile

~en w< ~~-uul-dicto .~caethnby f'otatilrrg 1,4. 300(

"ba~larice-ll" I~nub Y;c the right and left set the bar' in ';he ce-ýntk

o~f the cros-oo-Irir.. , then release the knob.

WI th tiie "Balanec-111" knob do the same operations fov

se.~rd db --''i. .y of etluIplent, havtnp2 prelintin.-ri ly placed Iho

u3wi tch, on ! "Al otloio pmjel irn the It"" pu.-ttl-)n T

It Is ~jc.rryto rt~meirber ,hac the electrical null oari I

checked con 'y tLi 1, 2 zont, of coverage of thel SP-50 radio rm-rti,

bovnwltiW deIloc-ted corebavs, Aignal lamps out and ~I~

blinker's clooed.

The readliness oV the subaý;eiu.blies of KURS-MP-1 equilie-mnt.

for cp.ýratlon aith 0`f-P)0 be-3cons; is determined by:



a) course ("K") and glide-path ("G") signal lamps out on

the radio-system selection panel;

b) coverage of course and glide-path blinkers on NKP-4

instruments.

During piloting with the NKP-4 on the last straight line using

both the SP-50 and ILS systems the usual procedure for landing

approach by the course and glide-path systems is used.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM BSU-ZP

The BSU-ZP airborne control system consists of the following

main parts:

1. Flight system "Put'-4MPA," providing:

a) aircraft control by the command pointers of the PP-lPM

flight instruments during landing approach from the beginning of

the 4th turn;

b) sending of command signals to the autopilot AP-6YeM-ZP

through BS-3 coupler;

c) ind!iation of the basic aircraft location parameters.

2. The AP-6YeM-ZP autopilot, which accomrL.Vshes:

a) stabilization of center of gravity of the aircraft

relative to a given trajectory, using the signals of the altitude

corrector and "Put'-4MPA" system;

b) stabilization of the angular positions of the aircraft

around the center of gravity under all operating conditions, start-

ing with altitude 200 m, including during acceleration and braking.
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During stick control "Turn" or "Descent-Climb" the pilot can

maneuver in horizontal and vertical planes, namely: go into a turn

wIth bank up to 220 or change the pitch up to 100.

3. Automatic trim control AT-2, which provides indication and

automatic removal of forces by the elevator in the control system,

Which appear with change in the flight mode and the center of

gravity position of the aircraft. The automatic trim control is

turned on simultaneously with actuation of the longitudinal channel

of the autopilot and it operates throughout the flight under the

autopilot. When accomplishing automatic landing approach it is

switched off simultaneously with cutoff of the autopilot by the

rapid cutoff knob. 4

The BSU-ZP system solves the following problems:

aut 9atic and command aircraft control during landing approach

by the signals of radio beacons of the SP-50M system or ILS

system up to altitude 60 m (from the beginning of the 'fourth turn

on course; and by the longitudinal cnannel - from the moment of

entry into the glide path);

the automatic stabilization of the angular position of the

aircraft in space and the barometric flight alitude, and also

the aircraft control through the autopilot in all ranges of

operational altitudes, beginning with an alitutde of 200 m.

Furthermore, the BSU-ZP system makes it possible to accomplish

combined aircraft control during the landing approach:

a) on course - automatically, on the glide path - on a

directional pointer;

b) on course - on a directional pointer, on the glide

path - automatically.
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Also possible is a combination of automatic control on one

of the channels with piloting on position strips on another channel.

Action of the Crew in the Case of

Failures of the BSU-ZP

In the casc of failures of the BSU-ZP the crew has to turn

off the autopilot or to discontinue piloting by command pointers,

the signaling of failures of the BSU-ZP operates;

the bank of the aircraft when using the crank "Turn" is more

than 250;

the deviation of the aircraft from the course and glide

path zones exceeds the permissible limits when passing the outer

marker beacon and the inner marker beacon;

after inscription into the equisignal sector of the course

the banks exceed 100;

after inscription into the zone of the glide path the

vertical rate of descent is greater than 6 m/s;

jerks or twitchings of the controls appear;

vertical overload changes by more than +0.5.

In the absence of visual orientation in the mode of autcmatic

or command landing approach, having detected the failure of the

BSU-ZP, it is necessary to turn off the autopilot by the rapid

disconnect button and switch to manual piloting. If the auto-

pilot is not switched off by the rapid disconnect button it is
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necessary to immediately turn off consecutively the switches
"AP podg," "Transverse," and "Longitudinal."

In the case of failure of the BSU-zP the action of the

crew should be the following.

In the mode of automatic landing approach:
i

1. The triggering of signal panel "TsGV" with the simultaneous

triggering of signal panel "AP lat." or AP long." and signal

panel "Path lat." and "Path long." in the case of diconnection

of the appropriate channel of the automatic machine with the

delivery of sound signaling indicates the failure of one of the

TsGV.

With the triggering of the signal panel "TsGV" the crew

has to:

disconnect the autopilot by the rapid disconnect button;

compare the readings of the PP-lPM instruments with the

AGD-1 and EUP-53, determine if th. PP-lPM i operable, i.e.,

the TsGV is operable and change over the switch key on it;

turn off the switches "AP podg," "Transverse," and

"Longitudinal," whereupon the siren and signal panel cease to

operate;

in forward flight correct course system:

in the condition of manual control for working with the

PP-lPM and AGD-1 complete the landing approach.

On aircraft which have the BKG-l approach is solved in an

automatic mode in the event of failure of one of the TsGV.
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2. The triggering of the signal panel "AP lat." or "AP long."

with the delivery of sound signaling attests to failure and

disrepair of the appropriate channel of the autopilot. In this

case the actions of the crew are the following:

disconnect the autopilot by the rapid disconnect button;

compare the readings of the instruments of the PP-lPM with

the AGD-I and EUP-53, being certain of their s'oundness;

be certain of the soundness of the KS.

Repeated connection of the autopilot is permitted only if

there is confidence that thE disconnection was false, as

occurs during the control from the cranks "Turn" and the

"Descent-Climb" or during the lowering of flaps. It there is a

repeated signas response of failure on the •same channel it cannot

be used and it is necessary to switch to manual piloting.

3. The prolonged (more than 6 s) burning of the AT-2

warning lamp with the simultaneous presence of non-trimmed forces

in the elevator channel (on indicator UAT-3) altests to the

failure of the automatic trimmer. On aircraft with an improved

system in this case the signal panel "Automatic trimmer" and the

tube for indication of forces burn. In this case it is A

necessary:

to turn off the longitudinal channel of the autopilot by

the switch "Long." on the control panel while holding the

control wheel by hand;

to remove the forces from the elevator by the mechanical

trim tab;
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to complete approach in the command mode of control, on the

longitudinral channel (at the moment of the entry intQ the glide

path 'press and release the "Glide-path" button-lamp).

.4. The triggering of the signal, panel "Path lat." or

"IPath long." indicates a breakdown of the command system. The

crew should disconnect the appropriate channel of the autopilot

and through this channel carry out the landing approach using the

strip of position NKP-4.

Thie repeated connection' of the autopilot is permitted if there

is confidence that the signal response was false.

5. The triggering of the war:ning lamps "KRP" or "GRP" (in

"the modified system - by the signal panel "KRP," "GRP") and the

dropping out of the appropriate indicators on the NKP- 11

indIcates the Ca• lure of boych assemblies of KURS-MP-1 or the failure

,of ground beacons.

With this failure the appropriate channel of the autopilot

Y • is switched off and the crew performs the landing approach using

the OSP and RSP systems [Translator's note: PSP - expansion

unknown].

In the mode of command landing approach:

"i. The triggering of the signal panel "TsGV" with the

*, simultaneous triggering Df the signal panel "Path lat." or

"Path long." indicates the failure of one of tie T .V. In this

case it ic nvcessary:

to ciscontinup piloting or, '- and pointers;

to compare the r.dtngs of the PP-lPM with tiie AGD-1 and

g,?3



EUP-53, determine the operable TsGV, and set the TsGV switch

on it;

in forward flight to correct the course system;

to set the "STU" switch in the "Off" position;

on the working PP-lPM and AGD-1 to complete the landing

approach.

2. The triggering of the signal panel "Path lat." or

"Path long." indicates disrepair of the command system. In this

case the crew must:

discontinue piloting on command pointers;,

set the "STU" switch in. the "Off" position;

be convinced of the FP-lPM, having compared their readings

with the readings of the AGD-1 and EUP-53;

complete the landing approach on the KGG, OSP, and RSP.

3. The triggering of the warning lamps "KRPii and "GRP" and

the f•'l.ing out of the appropriate drops on the NKP-4 attests to

the f~ailure o0 both KURS-MP-I assemblies or the ground beacons.

With this failure the crew should make the landing approach using

the OSP, RSP and the working channel of the KGG'.

In the mode of automatic stabilization and aircraft control

through the autoS.Jot:

1. The triggering of the signal panel- "TsGV" with the

simultaneous triggering also of the signal panel "AP lat." o,:
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"" AP long.!' and the disconnection o0' the corresponding channel of

the autopilot with the delivery of sound signaling indicates the

failure of one of the TsGV.

Having seen the triggering of the signal panel "TsGV" the

crew is obliged;

to disconnect the autopilot by the rapid disconnect button;

by a comparison of' the readings of the PP-lPM with the

AGD-1 and EUP-53 to determine the operable TsGV and to set on

it the switch "TsGV";

to tur.n off the switch "AP podg." having thus terminating

the signaling of the siren and signal panel;

in forward flight to conrrect the KS;

if on the aircraft there is a BKG-1, to again connect

the automatic machine. In the absence of BKG-I repeated starting

of the autopilot is forbidden.

2. The triggering of the signal panel "AP lat." or "AP long."

with the delivery of sound signaling attests to disconnection
Sand disrepair of the corresponding channel of the autopilot.

The crew should:

turn off the appropriate switch "transverse" or "long.";

compare the readings of the PP-lPM with the AGD-1 and EUP-53

and be certain of their soundness;

be convinoed of the soundness of the course system.
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If the crew if confident that the signal response of failure

was false, reptated connection of the autopilot is permitted, but

without its use in the event of a secondary sig. al resnonse.

3. Prolonged, more than 6 s, burning of AT-2 warning lamps

with the simultaneous presence of untrimmed forces in the

elevator channel (based on the UAT-3) indicates the failure of the

automatic trimmer. If on the aircraft the system has been

modified, then in the event of failure the signal panel of the

"Autotrimmer" and the tube for indication of forces light up.

In the event of fai-.re of the automatic trimmer the crew
must:

turn off the longitudinal channel of the autopilot while

holding the steering control manually;

remove the force from the steering contol by the mechanical

elevator trim tab;

turn off the AZS-AT-2;

tI

again turn on the longitudinal channel of the autopilot;

After this acceleration and uraking are carried out with the

longixudi~nal channel of the autopilot turned off.

In 1-1.5 h switch the autopilot off and on, thus removing

t~e forces from the elevator control and the mechanical trim tab.

' NAVIGATION COMPUTER

The navigation computer is intended for automatic air

navigation on route and in the zones of airports for departure
Sand landing. It ensures:
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the continuous automatic determining of the pre.:,-nt- •

position data of aircraft in the main or particular coordinate

system by the method of dead reckoning;

the conversion of calculated coordinates of the aircraft;

a) in flight in the main orthodrome - relative to the intro-

* duced coordinates of the intermediate points of the route;

b) in flight in a particular orthodrome - relative to the

following section of route;

flight by the shortest distance to any point of the route.

the correction of calculated coordinates according to the

radio equipment of the RSBN system (automatically) and based on

I radar reference points using the RPSN radar (semi-automatic); I
the interpretation of radar unidentified reference point

according to data from the RPSN*

j the determining and display of wind velocity and wind

direction;

the delivery of ZPU signals to the NPP and USh-3 indicators;

forming and delivery into the automatic device of the ready

signals of the lateral deviation and course angle of the OZPU.

In calculator the digital method is used for the indication
of all parameters, except the values of IZPU, OZPU, U and 6,

which are counted off on the sliding scales of master indicators.

The calculator ensures the motor insztallation, automatic input,

and indication of the following parameters:
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the coordinates of the aircraTt X and Y - on the

calculator-indicators of units P-2-1 and P-3-1;

current calculated particular orthodromic coordinates Z and,

S relative to assigned course - on counters on which the lamps

with the symbols "Z" and "S" are lit up;

the current orthodrorric coordinates of aiocraft X and Y in

the main orthodromic coordinate system,- on the counters with

display lamps "X" and "Y";

tht current particular orthodromic converted coordinates
)f the aircraft Z and S relative to the following assigned

np np
course lit- - on counters without the literal signaling of

coordiratL..;

the coordinates of intermediate point X (Z) and Y (S) onn n n ni
counters with display lamps whicn have the appropriate designations;

coordinates Z PC(Zp ), S PC(S p),X PCX p) and Y P(Y ), the beacons
,C P C Pc pPc p

of the RSBN cr the radar reference points relative to the current

assigned track or maLain orthodrome - on counters on which the

display lamps with the appropriate images are lit up;

the given course angle OZPUI of the current specified track

on scale No. 1 and the given course angle OZPU2 of the following

specified track on scale No. 2 of the master-indicator of the

OZPU of unit P-12, true given course angel (IZPU) or the orthodromic

track angle of the meridian (OPUM) on the scale of the IZPU

controller unit P-9;

the velocity and direction of wind - on the scale of the

wind controller (unit NV-2P), the distance which remains to the

PPM, and number of the nearest PPM or TPM on unit P-33.
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i;

The Preparation of Data for

Programming of Flight

For the accomplishing of flight using the navigation computer

the navigator has to prepare the following data:

given course angles;

the middle latit'.de of the sections of route;

the length of the sections of route;

the rectangular coordinates of radio correction aids;

the azimuths of orthodromes relative to the meridians of the

RSBN ground beacons.

The given course angles of the sections of route are

determined from the formulas:

where ZPUJ1 , ZPU2 1 -1 ZPUn the given course angles of sections

* of route;

ao - the total convergency of meridians between the IPM and

KPM;

a - the magnetic declination of the landing airfield;

a - the azimuth of the orthodrome relative to the meridian

of the IPM;
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I,'i
UP1 , UP2 , ... , UP 1 - the angles of turn (Fig. 911).

! I

'e.,

SFig. 911,. The system of turn angles (UP).

Departure from the airfield zone can be accomplished by two

methods. If aircraft before ledving on the IPM (the last point

of the exit corridcr) should pass over several sections of small

length, then the mode of the main orthodrome ("GO") and shortest

distance ("KR") is used. In the remaining cases the mode of

particular orthodrome ("ChO") is used.

Departure of the Aircraft from the
Airfield Zone in the Mode "GO"

"1. Before taxiing out for a takeoff (after turning on the

AZS):

set the "G(.-ChO" switch in the position "lGO";

turn on the toggle switch "Network";

on the Xe and Y indicators set the values X =0 andY =

- 0;

on the master-indicator of the OZPU set the value of the

magnetic heading of takeoff; tI
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,I
on the master-indicator of the PPM coord4ýaates set the

value of PPM coordinates in the zone of' the airfield;

turn on the toggle switch "KR' on the P-14 unit.

On the master-indicator of the OZPU 2 the ZPU on the first

PPM from the center of the RW should be developed.

On the counters of present-position data "Z" and "S" Z = 0
and S should be worked out equal to the distance from the center'
of the RW to the PPM1 . One should compare this value with that

taken from a map and on the master-indicator fcr the coordinate

of correction and IZPU the data for correction is set.

2. After taxiing to the axis of the RW carry ,out the initial

display of the TKS-P gyro-assemblies.

Set the switch "Users" in the position "Counter."

j Place switch "Calculate" in the position "Anal." (during

take-off run).

3. At an altitude of 1000 m connect the calculator.

S4. During approach to the PPM, at a distance of 10-20 km

from it:

turn on the toggle switch "KS" on the P-14 unit;

on the indicators of PPM coordinates set the value of the

next PPM coordinates.

5. After flight over the PPM the toggle switch "KS" is turned

off. The aircraft will follow to the next PPM. The correction

of coordinates according to the RSBN is performed when necessary.
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6. After tufing on the IPM (the last PPM in the zone of

the airfield) switch to the calculation of coordinates in the mode

"ChO," for which:

togýgle switch "KR" on unit P-14 is turned off; I
the switch "GO-ChO" Is set in position "ChO";

oin the master-indicator of the OZPU of unit P-12 set

the ZPU value, and on the PPM set the distance to the IPM.

7. After flight over the IPM on the master--indicator of

the PPM of units P-4 and P-5 set the value Z = 0 and S equal to

the length of the second section of the route.

The order of' operation in the following stages is analogous.

The Departure of an Aj.rcraft from the
Zone of an Airfield and Flight Enroute
in the I.lode "ChO"

As the IPM the center of the RW of the airfield of takeoff

is taken.

1. Before taxiing:

tho switch "LZP-1-LZP-2" is set in the position "LZP-l";

the switch "GO-ChO" - in the position "ChO";

the toggle switch "Network" is turned on;

ton the counters of the present-position data of units P-2

and P-3 set the values Z =0 and S equal to the length of the

first section of route;
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on the master-indicator of unit P-12 set the values of ZPU1

and ZPU 2 ; ,

on the controllers of the PPM coordinates of units P-4 and

P-5 set the values Z = 0 and S equal to the length of the second

section of route;

switch "LZP-l"-"LZP-2" is set in a neubra:' position.

2. Having taxied to the axis of the RW, set the initial

display of the TKS-P gyro-assemblies and set the switch "Users" in,

the position "Contr."

3. During the take-off run in the center of the RW the switch

"Calculate" on unit P-14 is set in the position "Anal." or

A ~"Pulseu."

4. During the climb to 1000 in follow the PPM, having hooked

up the calculator.

On the master-indicator of the OZPU of unit P-12 advance

the value of the ZPU of the next section of the LZP.

On the controllers of PPM coordinates of units P-4 and P-5

set the value Z = 0 and S equal to the length of the next section

of track.

Flight on the Shortest Distance with
Calculation of Coordinates in the Mode
"ChO"

The mode "KR" (shortest distance) is used if necessary for

changing the route and going to a new PPM.

For this it follows:
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on the controllers of the PPM coordinates of units P-4

and P-5 set coordinates Z and S of this PPM relative to the

current track.

the free master-indicator of the OZPU, and on the free counters

of present-position data values Z = 0 and S equal to the distance

to the new PPM should b:2 developed;

, switch "LZP-I-LZP-2" is set in a neutral position.

With this the aircraft will follow the shortest distance

to the new PPM.

Correction of Calculated Coordinates '1

According to the RSBN

On the controllers of correction coordinates of units P-6

and P-7 set >the value of the rectangular coordinates Z and S

relative to the current assigned track.

On the master-indicator of the IZPU of unit P-9 set the

azimuth of the current orthodrome relative to the meridian of the

ground beacon.

Turn on the toggle switch "Plot" (plotting).

If the "plotted" azimuth and distance, projected on the

PPDA-Sh, differ considerably from actual, projected by the RSBN,

it is necessary to make a correction:

turn off toggle switch "Plot";

the "Correction" switch of unit P-14 is set in the position

"RSBN-500."
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On the navigator's signal panel the label "Coord. RSBN"

will light up.

When the signals of the azimuth and distance of the RSBN

are present in 3-5 s the label will go out and the correction

of coordinates calculated in the NV will occur. After this it

is necessary to turn off the correction switch of unit ?P-14.

If after this "plotting" the azimuth and di-stance again differ

considerably from actual, one ought to check the correctness of

the advanced data for correction and with the help of the other

means to determine if there actually is a considerable error

in the NV-PB in determining the present-position data of

aircraft, whereupon correction from the RSBN is carried out.

The ,Correction of Calculated
Coordinates of an Aircraft
According to Airborne Radar

On the controllers of t-he correction coordinates of units

P-6 and P-7 set the rectangular coordinates of the selected radar

reference point relative to the current specified track.

The correction switch of unit P-14 is set in "RLV calc."

On the radar screen an electionic cross will be shaped in the

form of an azimuthal mark and distance ring. The non-coincidence

of the center of the cross with the mark of the selected

reference point will be equal to error in determining the

coordinates of the aircraft. With considerable errors one ought

to make a correction of the coordinates of the aircraft;

the correction switch is set in the position "RLV corr.";

with the control lever of the electronic switch combine the
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center, of the cross with the mark of the radar reference point

on the screen of indicator;

based on the correction performed the correction switch is

set in the "Off" oosition.

Approach to an Airfield with Calculation
'of the Coordinates of the Aircraft in

the) Mode "GO"

1. During approach to the first PPM of the entry corridor

of the landing airfield or to tle KPM at a distane of

on the free scale of the master-indicator of the OZPU of unit

P-12 set the magnetic heating of landing;,

j on the mast'er-indicator of the PPM of units P-11 and P-5

set the rectangular coordinates of the PPM and KPM relative to

the center of the RW of the landing airfield;

the switch "GO-ChO" is set in the position "BO",;

toggle switch "KR" is turned on.

2. During approach to the PPM at a distance of 15-00 km;

the toggle switch I'MS of unit P-14 is turned on;

on the master-indicators of the PPM of inits P-4 and P-5

set the rectangular coordinates of the next PPM i.- the zone of

the airfield;

turn off toggle switch "KS."1
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3. During approach to the first point of the large

rectangular route use the coordinates in the mode "GO" relative
to the center of the RW based on the counters of current

coordinates of units P-2 and P-3, on which the symbols "X" and

't ,,, are lit up.

A THE NAVIGATION SLIDE RULE NL-10m

The purpose of tie scales on the navigation computer

(Fig. 95):

1, 2 - for the calculation of path time, of ground speed,

"for the solution of multiplication and division problems;

la - for the calculation of the parameters of t urn;

11, 5 .- for determining the trigonometric functions of

ang2eo, values of products a sin a and b tg a, for the solution

Of navleational triangle by the theorem of sines, and for the

calculatl(.,n of the radius of turn (roll angle);

C -for squaring, and taking tnt square root (jo-intly with

scale 5 or 1 and 2);

7, 8, 9 - for the recomputation of flight altitude at H <

< 12,000 m;

10, 12, 14, 15 - for the recomoutation of flight altitude at
H! > 12•,000 M;

11, 12, l'4, 15, 26 - for the recomputation of airspeed with

the usual (non-combined) speed indicator

11, 13, 14, 15, 16 - for the recomputation of airspeed with

a combined speed indicator;
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17- for the measurements of distances on a map.

The Solution ot' Basic Problems on
the NL-10m

1. The calculation of horizontal range by height and slant

range. Key - Fig. 96.

Example. Given 1) = 26 km; N = 9 km [Translator's note:

H= ND and H =N].

Find: a = 20.2 and then GD = 211.3 kim.

2. Determining the radius of turn based on angle of bank

and rate of turn. Key - Fig. 97.

© I i R - -- -

o , rot! 1 .go.:1..,4

Pe.. 96. Fig. 97.

Example: Il. Given: V = 500 km/h,; 15 = 1. Find: R1

7.35 km.

2. Given: V = 250 km/h; 6 = 500. Find: R = 415 i.

Note. Using the foregoing keys for the solution of problems,

it is possible to find the value of any magnitude entering into
the g~ven problem based on two known values.

3. Calculation of the corrected altitude of flight accord-

ing to the reading of a pressure altimeter.
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Note. The value of temperature of height of flight taken

from a thermocouple during all calculations of altitude and

velocity must be corrected for the heat absorption of' the

sensitivity of the element of thermocouple according to scale 16

and calculated according to the formula found on the right of

scale 16

tSIcp 1 tr-- np A.

For altitudes up to 12,000 m (Fig. 98).

Example. Given H 2200 m; to= +250; t H +180; V=

- 560 km/h.

We find:

til --- Inp--At" + 18-9= +9%;

S~tv.1,11i = +25+9-=- +34%;

Ifitep = 2270 j.

L4. Ths 2.I6lation of true airspeed according to the iending

of a speed indicator for speed indicators of the type KUS-12,"r

(Pig. 99,) [Translator's note: R1YC = KUS = combined airspeed

indicatorJ.

Q, ,..e ®

Fig. 98. Fig. 99.

Example. Given: t = +5H ; ViiY = 650 km/h; Hn =

S4500 m. We find: t, = +5 - 11 = -60; Vmcnp = 660 km/h.

5. Determining the time of turn and on an angle different

from 360°.
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Example 1 (Fig. 1). Given: V = 500 km/h; R = 300,0 m;

YP= i00. We find: t 3 6 0 = 2 min 17 s; t = 38 s.

Example 2 (Fig., 101). Given: t360= 2 win 17 s; YP = 600..

We find: t = 23 s.
yp

@ ... .. ____________________
I y - ?W

( iD Vn : Io t t3C3" 1.1

Fig. 100. Fig. l0l.

6. Determining the time of turn ,of an aircraft on 3600 from .

the angle of the bank and rate of turn and on an angle different

from 3600.

Example 1 (Fig. 102). Given: V = 600 km/h; B = 200.

We find: t 3 6 0 = 290 s.

Example 2 (Fig. 103). Given: t 3 6 0 = 290 s; YP 1101.

We find:t typ = 89 s.

(, 'a-) ,-,0-

Fig. 102. Fig. 103.
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Determining the relationships between
flight speed and M nUmber with, the help
of the NL-IOM

On Scale- 12 -of the "I-ndicated, al3tiitude- (Ikm)" slide irule a-
graduation line is ;pi&tted Which coi esponds -to t-he fl-ight -altitude
3250 m, the continuation of which is designated by a cri-rac ular
index. When the air- temperat-ure at ti,,e altitude of; fJA&ght accord"
ing to sc-Le 11 "temperature at ýaltltud- for speed" 1-s set against
this reference line, onf scales 14 "Corrected -altitude and speed"
and 15 "Altitude ahd indicated -airspe&-" the relationship -between
air speed in kilometers per hour (scale 141) and M number (scale
15) is automatically calculated. On sca-l-e 15, the Mach number,
equal to a unit, has a corresponding rectangulp)r index with

numbering 1000 (airspeed on scale 14 against this index is equal
to the speed of sound-).

In order to determine the speed- of sQund expressed in meters
per second on scale 15 it is -necessary to ,lot the graduation

mark which corresponds to division 277.5, and dsignale it by
index "a." Opposite this index according -to sca4,e 14 the speed
of sound in meters per second is read off.

At the end of scale 1-4 it is necessary to place a supplementary
designation "1" (true speed), while at the end of scale 15 - the

designation "M. "

Example. Air speed is limited by M number = 0.83, the air
temperature at the flight height -45 0C, determine the inaximnum

value of airspeed.

Solution. Opposite the round- index on scale 12 we set the

air temperature according to scale 11, equal to -456C. M number =

- 0.83 corresponds to an air speed of 900 km/hr. The speed of
sound at this temperature is equal to 1085 km/hr, or 302 m/s.
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Calculation of landing approach on a,
rectangular route with a left-hand
turn in a cross wind from the moment
of passing the outer marker beacon
[DPRM]

1. Determine the Value of the wind angle to the runway

[ RW] (Bnn) - YBnoc using the formula

* B.••8-- MnY:.

[landing (magnetic) track angle [PMPU] (iMlY,)]

2. Determine the value of the lateral component of ,,ilnd

ve±ucity to. the landing strip - 'AU6 (Fig. 104)

AU6= U sinYBnoc.

• Fig., 104,.

us

3. Determine the value of the counter component of wind

velocity to the RW - AU (Fig. 105)

AU = U si (90-YBDoc).

(90-'S)
Fig. 105

4. Det .r-ine the value of the drift angle for a straight

line from the beam of the outer marker 'beacon to the beginning of

the third turn (Fig. 106)

AU6 '

V
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Fig. 106.

5. Determine the value of lead for the beginniig of the

third 'turn (Fig. 107)

A Fl(tip tm)

wherE t - lead time;
ynp

t - flight time from the beam of the outer marker beaconnp in a calm;

t - time for the third turn;pass

W - ground speed from the beam of the outer marker
beacon before the beginning of the third turn
(V + 'V).

6. Determine the time of onset of the third turn using the

formula

7. Determine the value of the drift angle for a straight

line from the third to the fourth turn - US3 [YC 3 ] (Fig. ].08)

8. Determine the value of magnetic course for a straight
line from the third to the fourth turns - MK = MPUI - US

3 3 3 3lY3

9. Determine the KUR for the beginning of-the fourth turn -
KUR4 by the formula

K%*P# K'Peur-1. Yf~s .I

AKUR - is determined on the NL-10 (key see on Fig. 109),

where S - the distance from the beam of the outer marker beacon
to the straight line between the third and fourth turns;
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BU [BY] - (lateral deviation) - the product of the time of turn
(tp ) by the lateral component of wind velocity to
pa98

the landing pattern (AU6 );

AKUR - is taken with the "plus" sign at AU6 incidental and
"minus" - at AU6  counter to the straight line from

the third to the fourth turns.

10. Determine the value of the drift angle for the last

straight line - USnoc (Fig. 110).
noc 6

•CP

11. Determine the value of the magnetic course for the last

straight line - MKnoc using the formula

12. Determine the distance to the RW from the entrance

point to the glide path - S (Fig. 111)

Stsr - ig Y '

[TBF - entrance point to glide path]

where Hxr - altitude of entry to glide path;

UNG [YHF] - angle of tilt of glide path.,

13. Determine the time of flight from the outer marker

beacon to the RW - T (Fig. 112)

14. Determine the vertical rate of descent from the outer

marker beacon to the RW (Pig. 113)
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(D typCI eem-

Fig. 107. Fig. 108.

Fig. 109. Fig. 110.

0 wcp

OD Ymr A,

pig. iii. Fig. 112.

Fig. 113.

NRK-2 NAVIGATIONAL COMPUTER

Purpose and performance data

The NRK-2 navigational computer developed by M. V. Kalashnikov

is a computing instrument intended for making navigational

calculations during preflight operations and in flight.

With the help of the navigational computer the following

problems are solved:
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the ,ca~lculation of drift angl_ý, ground speed, the angle

between course and wind direction, flight course or actual track

course based on the known wind vector;

determining wind from the known angle of drift and ground

sppeed, from two drift angles, and from two ground speeds;

determining the route traversed, speed, and flight time;

determining the radius and time of turn on assigned angle

based on known velopities and ang]e of bank; vnecalculation.of

true speed into instrument ond instrument into true in the

range 6f' O1-2500 km/hr;

determining the M number which corresponds to the assigned

flight speed and vice versa;

de,-rmining the correction for air compressibility into

readings of the wide pointý on the aerodynamic speed indicators;

conversion of tru,' altitude into indi',Ated and indicated into

true In the range p: 160-25,000 in;

deteriiuining the Values of trigonometric functions,

multiplication and division of numbers into the trigonometric

Tfunctions of angles.

F,'rthermore the navigational computer makes it possible to

carry oit some other mathematical calculations,, and also to

convert nautical and English miles into kilometers, feet into

meters, millimeters of mercury column into mil).ibars, degrees

into radiant, and vice versa.

The over-all dimensions of the navigational computer are

130 11 mm.
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Table 29... Scales and nomograms on the NRK-2.

O., Name (purpose) of the Intervals of gradu- Scale value

scale or nomogram ation of the scales Smallest Greatesi

1 Speed' (km/h)...... ...... 1-2,500 km/h 0.1 km/h 50 km/h

2 Tangents of angles ......... 1-850 1 10

3 Percentages:
of relative ground speed 70-130% 1% 1%
of relative windvelocity ................ 4-30% 0.1% iI1%"

4 Rate/velocity ............. 1-2,500 km/h 0.1 km/h 50 km/h

Route ........ .... . ..... i. -2,500 km km km

5 Time:
in seconds and minutes.. 1-100 min (s) 1/6 s 10.5 min
in minutes and hours...-. 1-10 h 1.0 s 0.5 h

Nomograms:
a) concentric circles

for the reading of
relative windI
vectors .............. 0-30% 1% 5%

b) arcs for the readi.hg
of relative vectors
of ground speed ...... 70-130% 1% 5%

c) vertical lines for
the reading of drift
angles ............... 0-170 10 50

d) heading line ......... 70-130% 1% 5%

e) scales for angle
between course and
wind direction
(KUV) ................ 0-3600 100 300

f) scale for wind disk.. 0-30% or m/s 1% (m/s) 5% (m/s)

6 Sines of angles in degrees 6-900 10 10

7 True air speeds ........... 100-2,500 km/h 2 km/h 50 km-h

8 Indicated, equivalent
airspeeds and M numbers... 100-2,500 km/h 2 km/h 50 km/h
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Table 29. Scales and noinogramfi bii the NRK-2. (Continued)

0(w Name (purpose) of the Intervals of gradu- Scale value
scale or nomogram ation of the scales,

Smallest Greatest

9,Correction in the
readings of the
electrical outside-
air temperature gauges:

for TUE ................ 1-1009 20 1i0

for TNV ................ 2-1109 220 200

10 Indicated altitudes ...... 0-11 km 1 km 1 kmi

11 Indicated altitudes ...... 0-25 km 0.5 km 0.5 km

1? IroJicated -altitudes ...... 0-11 km 1 kan 1 km

13.Values of' outside air
temperature .............. Frodi +30 to -80' 100 3.00

14'Correction in speed forj compressibility, of air... 10-170 km/h 10 k;n/h 10 km/h

15 Indicated airspeeds ...... 400-1,300 km/h 100 km/h 100 km/h

16 Indicated altitudes ...... 2-25 km I km 1 km

17 Values of the true dr
corrected barometric
height less than 12,000 in 10:0-12,000 in 100 m 100 i

18 Indicated altitudes ...... 1000-12,000 m 100 m 100 in

19 Indicated altitudes ...... 100-1200 m 10-50 in

20 Sums of the air
temperatures at the
ground and at that
altitude ................. From +80 to -120 0 100

S 21 Air temperature at that
altitude. ................ From -30 to -90' 200 200

22 Values of the true or
corrected altitude
above 12,000 in ........... 12,000-25,000 m I 00 n 200 in

23jValues of indicated

altitude above 12,000 in 12,000-25,000 in 100 m 200 in
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Fig. 1141. Face ovide of teNI3K-2.
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c;j (3)

4. 14

19 14 10, fl,112I

I tFig. 115. Back si~de of the NRK-2.
KE~Y: (1) Altitude; (2) Navigational computer;

()Speed.
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Construction and the principles of
operation

The NRK-2 navigational computer (Fig. 114, 115) consists of'

four disks which rotate around a common axis. The disks have

logarithmic and other scales and a nomogram plotted on them and

also indices and transparent windows for reading the corresponding

scales of assigned or desired values. One disk is the base

navigational computer, scales are plotted on both sides, the

other disks (two - on the face side, one - on the reverse) have

a smaller diameter and are movable. For reading there are

aiming rules (Fig. 116).

On the face side of the navigational computer (see Fig. 114)

on the base and on the two rotating disks there are scales,

nomograms, and indices which form a drift computer and ensure the

graphical solution of the navigational velocity triangle.

The principle of solution of navigational velocity triangle

S on the drift computer of the NRK-2 is based on the fact that the

vectors of air and ground speeds and wind are represented in

relative values. Thus the vector of airspeed V is accepted as

100%, and the vectors of ground speed W arid wind U correspondingly

as

S10 and 100o.

V

Fig. 116. Rules for the rule
(a) and face (b) sides of the
NRK-2

(a) ,

I-. ,-'

(b)
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Signs and indices on the face side
of the computer

- round indices, colored black on a gray movable

*z36 90- disk on scale 2 (tangents) for determining the

-turning time of an aircraft on any angle up to

3600

- triangtular index on scale 5 (time) serves for the
solution of problems connected with determining

the flight time, distance covered, and ground speed.

Corresponds to a division of 60 min or 1 h

(60 s or 1 min)

- triangular index, colored black against a gray
background on scale 2 (tangents), which corresponds
to a division of 450 for the solution of problem

with the trigonometric functions of the tangents of

angles.

- figure index, colored black on scale 2 (tangents),

serving for the solution of problems on the

determinations of radii of turn of the aircraft

rectangular index on scale 5 (time) is used as

the initial prime of the scale

- circular index on scale 5 serves for the conversion

of velocity expressed in km/h into velocity expressed

in m/s. It corresponds to a division of 36 (3.6).

On the back side of the computer

- triangular indices. Upper - on the base of the
V computer, lower - on the gray movable disk on scales

7 and 8. They serve for the designation of decimal
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intervals of the scales and are used during

multiplication and division of numbers

am mm indices on the base of computer on scale 7 for the

conversion of kilometers into English and nautical

miles and vice versa

- index of the relationship of the circumference

length to the radius on scale 7, used when determining

the circumference length

k• - index on scale 7, used for the conversion of feet

/ into meters and vice versa

"a m/s - index on scale 8 f'or determining the speed of sound
in m/s

"a km/h - index on scale 8 which corresponds to M-I number.

Airspeed against this index, equal to the speed of

sound in km/h, is calculated according to scale 7

S - rhombic index on scale 18 which corresponds to a

division of' 11,000 m and serves for determining H

triangular index colored black on scale 19. Is

I installel for reading scale 20, which corresponds
V to the sum of the temperatures at the ground and

at the altitude of flight

9 circular index on scale 21 which corresponds

to temperature at altitude of flight
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-figure index on the base of the computer on

M scale 17, serving for determining of M number
based on assigned airspeed and vice versa

figure index on the base of the computer on, scale

15, serving for determining the correction in

velocity for compressibility

mm Hg cm index on the basis of the computer on scale 7,

serving for the conversion of millibars into mm Hg

and vice versa.

On the rotating disk of the back side, furthermore, there

are formulas, by which the conversion of altitude and speed is

conducted. The upper row of signs in the formulas is used in the

conversion of the indicated values into true, the lower row

during the conversion is conducted with the navigational computers

help.

The order of solution of problems

1. The conversion of speeds expressed in km/h into the

speeds expressed in m/s, and vice versa, and also the calculation

of sweep, speed and flight time is accomplished by the same

rules as on the NL-IOm with the help of scales 4 and 5 (see

Fig. 115).

2. Calculation of the flight course and ground speed based

on the known wind vector.

On the wind computer set the triangular index of time scale

5 on the division of speed scale 4 which corresponds to the
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value of assigned airspeed V km/h. On the scale of percentages1

based on the wind velocity U km/h determine the value of relative

wind velocity U% (or U/V 100)'.

Expand the course dial so that opposite the pointer of the
course line of the nomogram the division of the course scale

which corresponds to the magnetic wind bearing 6 would be set,
and opposite the division of the heading line which corresponds to

U%, on the dial with a pencil place a mark which is the end of

relative wind velocity.

Opposite the pointer of heading line set the value of
given magnetic course angle (ZMPU). On the nomogram opposite the
mark wbich was made count off the value of the drift angle (US).
Determine the assigned heading of the aircraft by the formula

ZMK = ZMPU = US and set it opposite the pointer (or expand the
[ dial on the hour hand - in the case of right drift, opposite the

hour hand - in the case of left by the value of the US). Opposite

the wind mark, using lines a and arcs b of the nomogram, measure
off the refined values of US and relative ground speed 2 W%. (If

the new value of drift angle is different from the first by more

than 10, set the magnetic heading taking this US into account
opposite the pointer of the heading line.)

'The scale of percentages has numbered divisions from 4 to
30, and the divisions which correspond to 7, 8, ... , 13, are
numbered respectively 70, 80, ... , 130 and the intervals between them
are divided into ten parts. Thanks to this with the help of the
scale it is possible to convert the values of relative ground
speed W% (or W/V 100) into absolute values and vice versa within
the limits of 70-130%, and U% within the limits - 1-30% (for
example, opposite the division 100% the velocity which corresponds
to 1 and 10% can be measured off).

2Divisions on the upper part of the heading line of the
nomogram are enumerated 5, 10, ... , 25%, which when reading
values relative to ground speed correspond to 105, 100, ... ,
125%.
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Ha4tng -hecked that the triangular index' of -the time scale

is set at, the value -of airspeed,, from tile Value of W% obtained.

with tthe help of the scale of, percentages determine the Value of

ground speed in km/b.

Example. Given: the V 900 km/h;, 6, = 85; U = 12Q km/h,;

ZMPU = 335". Find: U%'= 13%,, US + 70;ý W% = 95%; W = 885 kflt/h.

M K F`3286.

3. The calculation- &f actual track angle and ground iLpeed

based on a known wind' vector;¾

Set the triangular index of the time scale on the division of

the velocity scale which corresponds to actual airspeed. With the

help of the sdale of percentages oni U kmih determine U%. Opposite

the pointer of the heading line set the dlvision which corresponds-

to the magnetic bearing of the Wind, and,. having noted the end of

the vector of relative windvelcty,o uset the Valuueof egihe average

actual (or caloulated) magnetlc course. Measure off aghinst the

mnark on the nomogram the value of the drift angle in degrees and

the value of relative ground speed, after which with the help

of the scale of percentages determine the value of ground speed

in km/h. The actual (calculated) magnetic course angle is

determined from the formula FMPU = FMK + US. [FMPU = hctual

magnetic course angle].

4. Calculation of' wind according to ground- speed and angle

of drift.

Set the triangular index of the time scale at the value of

airspeed. With the help of the scale of percentages based on

W km/h determine the value of W%. Opposite the pointer of' the

course line set the mean value .of the magnetic flight course and

based on the values of W% and US plot on the course dial a mark

which will be the end of -the vector of relative wind velocity.
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Expand the course dial to agreement of the mark made with

the course line, measure off the values of magnetic- bearing and

relative wind velocity U%,, whereupon with the help of the scale

of percentages determine U km/h.

5. Calculation of wind according to two drift angles measured

P I on two courses.

Set the triangular index of the time scale on the value of

airspeed, and opposite the pointer of course line - the mean value
of the first magnetic heading. Along the line of the nomogram

which corresponds to the value of the first measured US draw a

line with a pencil on the course dial. Having-established the

mean value of the second magnetic heading, draw a line which

corresponds to value of the second US. The pointer of intersection

of the lines is the end of the vector of relative wind velocity.

Direction and wind velbcity km/h are determined just as in p. 4.

6. Calculation of wind according to two ground speeds
determined on two courses.

Sot the triangular index of the time scale on the value of

airspeed and with the help of the scale of percentages based on

known values of W1 and W2 in km/h determine Wl% and W2 %. Opposite

the pointer of the course line set the mean value of the first

magnetic course and on the course dial draw an arc which
corresponds to the value W1 %. Set the mean value of the second

magnetic course and draw an arc which corresponds to the value

W2 %. The point of intersection of arcs is the, end of the vector

of relative wind velocity. Direction and wind velocity in km/h

are determined just as in p. 4.

7. Determining the longitudinal and transverse components

of the wind vector.
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The problem is solved with the help of a rectangular grid

applied on the sector of the aiming rule. 'For this first it is

necessary to Set the triangular index on the value of airspeed and

to plot, as shown in p. 2, on the course dial the vector of

relative wind velocity. Having established the magnetic cournie,.
for which it is necessary to determine the wind component,

combine the movable sector with the sector on the nomogram in

which the wind vector is found. With the help of rectangular

grid determine the wind component in percentages and their

signs. Component wind velocities in km/h are determined with the
help of the scale of percentages.

8. Determining the vector by its longitudinal and transverse

components.

Set the triangular index of the time scale on the value of

airspeed, and opposite the pointer of the course line - the value

of the magnetic course to which the values of wind components

correspond. With the help of the scale of percentages determine

the relative longitudinal and transverse components of wind

velocities. Combine the movable sector with the sector on the

nomogram in accordance with the signs of components; using a

rectangular grid based on the values of relative compon.mts plot

on the sector the mark which is the end of the vector oi, relative

r wind velocity.

The magnitude of relative wind velocity can be detex:aiined

with the help of concentric circles, and the velocity in1km/h -

with the scale of percentages. The wind direction is measured

off on the course scale, having continued with a pencil t'e- ,iind

vector up to the edge of the sector.

9. Determining the correction in the readings of thE.

outside-air temperature gauges of the type TUE and TNV.
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Corrections are measured off on scale 9 (see Fig. 115) against
the values of ;rue airspeed on the scle of velocities, 8.

10'. Calculation of the true flight altitude accordingv to

the readIngs of a barometric altimeter and, on the contrary;

below ]12,000 in.

The account of the systematic error in the altitude indicator

which appears as a result of the nonconformity of th.e actual air

t*emperature at altitude- of flight to the standard value is

conducted just as on the NL-10m. For this scales 17 and 20, 18

and 19 and the triangular index are used.

The formulas, which are applied on the rotating disk, show

the order of solution of problems on the conversion of altitudes

and velocities. The upper row of signs in the formulas is used

in the conversion of indicated values into true (the course of

solution is from left to right), the lower row - in the conversion

of true values into indicated (the course of solution - from

right to left). The designation "NRf" shows that henceforth the

conversion Is conducted ,with the help of the NRK-2.

11. Calculation of the true altitude of flight according

to the readings of a barometric altimeter and, on the contrary,

for altitudes greater than 12,000 m.

Systematic error is considered with the help of scales 3 and

21, 23, and the triangular index, just as on the HL-10m.

The correction AHII, which considers the deviation of the

position of the tropopause from the standard value, equal to

11,000 m, is determined with the help of scales 17, 20, and the

triangular and rhombic indices on scale 18. For this opposite

the triangular index set the value of the sum of the temperatures

at the earth and at altitude"of flight. The rhombic index will

indicate the magnitude and sign of the correction All reckoned
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on the scale H R (17) to the right and to the left from the

division which corresponds to 11,000 m.

12. Calculation of the true flight speed according to the

readings of the airspeed indicator and vice versa,;

The account of the systematic error of the wide pointer of

the speed indicator which appears as a result of the nonconformity

of the actual air temperature at the altitude bf flightto -its

standard value is fulfilled with the help of scales 7 and 11, 8,

13 or 12 on the computer.

If flight is performed at a speed greater than 400 km/h and

altitude above 5000 m, then during the conversion of velocities

it is necessary to consi'der the correction for air compressibil'Iy.

In this case (just as on the NL-10 m) on scale 8 the value of*

equivalent, and not indicated airspeed. is set or measured cff,

i.e., the velocity not allowing for correction for air compress-

ibility.

Correction for air compressibility is devermihed on the

navigational computer the the help of scale 15, the figure

index and scales 14 and 16. For this it is necessary that

opposite the figure index "Hl " the division is set whichrip
corresponds to the indicated flight altitud,®, and opposite the

value of indicated airspeed read off the v-tlue of correction.

The order of calculating the correction is shown by the

formula, applied on the rotating disk.

13. Calculation of the true velocity of flight according

to the readings of the narrow pointer of the KUS and vice versa.

Systematic error is considered with the help of scales 7,

10, 8 and 13 just as on the NL-10 m.
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!I
4 1)4. Determining the M number according to the value of true

flight speed.

The problem is solved with the help of scale 10 and index 13

and scales 8, 13, or 12. For this opposite index "M" 13 set the

value of actual air temperature on scale 13 or indicated altitude

on scale 12. Opposite the division which corrý,sponds to true

airspeed in km/h (on scale 7), read off on scale 8 the value of

M number.

In the same order the true airspeed is determined based on

M number.

15. Determining the radius of turn with an assigned angle

of bank and speed on the turn.

The radius of' turn is determined with the help of scales 1,

4 and the scale of tangents 2. For this Set the value of bank

angle according to the scale of tangents oppoisite the value of

true speed in km/h on scale 2. Opposite index "1R on the distance

scale 4 read off the value of the radius of turn in, kilometers.

Determining tihe bank angle from a known radius and flight
speed on the turn is the reverse problem.

16. Determining the time of turn on ait assigned angle with

assigned bank and speed.

The time of turn on an assigned angle is determined with the

help of scale 4, the scale of tangents 2 and the indices marked

on it. For this the division of the tangent scale which

corresponds to the value of assigned bank is set opposite the value

of airspeed in hundreds of kilometers per hour on scale 1-

Opposile the index which corresponds to the value of the angle of

turn read off the time of turn in seconds or tens of seconds.
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oftu17. It is more convenient to carry out the multiplication

and division of numbers with the help of the logarithmic scales
S~of true and equivalent speeds 7 and 8.

18. The squaring of numbers and extraction of square root

OVrom numbers is possible with the help of scales 1 and 11.

[ 1.9. Determining the values of trigonometric functions,

"multiplication and division of number into trigonometric functions
of angle and the solution of a right triangle is conducted with
the help of the scales of sines and tangents and their adjacent

snales.

20. rhe conversion of nautical and English miles into

kilometers, feet into meters, and millimeters of mercury co'.umn

into millibars and back is carried out with the help of scale 7

and the indices plotted on it and scale 17. For this it is
necessary to set against one of the indices (mm, am, lb, mm Hg)

the division 100 and 1000 of the scale of equivalent airspeeds

Z. In this ca.;e on the lower scale the values expressed, in
miles, feet, or millimeters ig are read, on the upper - respectively
in kilometers, ineters, or millibars.

For the conversion of degrees into radians division 180 is

set opposite the index.

Example of the calculation of actual flight altitude higher

than 12,000 m based on the readings of barometric altimeters.

Given: H1 = 15,000 m; L11• = -150 in; AH +250 i;

np MH ap =+5 n
AHp = +400 m; t = -700; to = -100.

Solution. 1. Into The reading of indicated altitude, taken
from the barometric altimeter, corr ctions are introduced for the

instrument and for the excess of the airfield relative to sea

level:
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H = H = AH + AH = 15,000 + (-150) + (+250) = 15,600
Hn np AiHc asp

m.

2. Into the altitude obtained a systematic correction is

introduced with the help of the navigational computer and a result

of 15,300 m is obtained.

3. Into the altitude obtained a correction is introduced

for the excess of terrain relative to the airport of departure

and the corrected altitude H' is obtained

IIi, " 1,5JfI1-- 41 W1 ... ilj~.

Ji. A supplementary correction 1i is determined £rom the
(•orniu!c9

This correction can be calculated on a navigational computer

and with a great deal of accuracy. For this, having set the

triangular, index of scale 19 on the sum of temperatures on scale

20, on scale 17 one should take a reading Hicn = 10,150 in. Then

correction All,, is fcund. I• will be equal to:

%/,I- I I (k)(), - S 0 1. . )

5. With the introduction of correction All,, into the

resulting altitude H' the value of the desired flight altitude

is obtained,.

II,, sit T l,, $.(- 30) "- 14 9WO.}

".- (--• 4 05)-. 0 14 9OO.
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Calculation of magnetic flight
course, drift angle, ground
speed, and the angle between
course and wind direction
according to a known wind
vector

For the solution of this problem it is .necessary to know the

following data:

V - true airspeed,;

ZMPU - given magnetic course angle;
6,- w!•d direction,;,

U - windvelocity.

When solving the problem with the help of a navigational

computer the following scales are used: 4 - route and velocity,

5 r time, 3 - percentages, &our'se angles of wind disk, nomogram

of the base of the computer, transparent wind disk, and the

triangular index of scale 5.

The order of soulution:

1. By rotatio' of the movable disk the triangular index

of scale 5 is set at the value which corresponds to the

calculated true velocity V km/h according to scale 4. The thread
n

of the aiming rule is set according to scale 4 on a reading equal

to wind velocity U km/h, and opposite this reading, according

to scale 3 (percentages), relative wind velocity is determined

2. The transparent wind disk is turned so that the division

of the course scale of the disk which corresponds to the magnetic

bearing of wind 60 is set opposite the course line of the

nomogram and on the course line of the nomogram, computing on

concentric circumferences a, with a pencil a point is plotted

which determines the end of the vector of relative wind velocitx

LU%.
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3. By rotation of the wind disk the division which

corresponds to assigned magnetic course angle is set opposite the

course line. As a result the point of the end of relative vector

will be misaligned and opposite It on nomogram on straight lines
"b" the drift angle (US) is read off.

!4. The wind disk is turned to the right in the case of' right

drift, to the left - in the case of left drift by the value of the

US obtained. Opposite the course line of the nomnogram the value

of tlt calculated magnetic heading (MKpaC ) is read. Opposite

the end of the relative wind vector the value of the rerined

drift angle is counted off. From the point of the end of relative

wind vector mentally a line is drawn parallel to arcs "b," on the

course line the value of relative ground speed in percentages

(W%) Is read off, and on the scal.e of course angles of the

nomogram - the angle between course and wind direction (KUV).

Opposite the value W% obtained, which is located on scale 3

(percentages), below on scale 11 the desired W km/h is read.

Example.

Givel,: V = 750 km/h; 6 - 1460; ZMPU - 262; U = 130 km/m.

Solution: U% - 17.2%; W% = 91%; U3 = -100%; MKPacti 2720;
W = 680 km/h; KUV 2350; refined US = -90.

Note. A detailed de3cription c, the navigl.ional computer

and a iarrg. number of examples which illustrate the operation

with It i--, o1lvon ini the textbook "Navigational computer NRK-2,"

compiled' uy i . 1:. Baranoxskiy.

NOMOGRAMIS AND CHARITS3'IP'IEIR USE IN
AVIATION

It is convenienu to u-e nomograms when it is necessary to

repeatedly perform a computational operation of one and the same

kind, but each time with different numerical data.
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For addition and subtraction of any physical quantities it

is possible to compile nomograms of two types.

1. If any physical quantities (for example the speed of the

aircraft and the incidental or counter component of wind velocity)

x and y (Fig. 117), measured with the help of some scale, are

plotted on the appropriate coordinate axes, then under the

condition AC = y and AO = x slopes drawn from point C at angles

of 450 toward the x axis will inteicept segments x + y and x - y

on it.

tIf on millimeter graph paper we draw a family of slopes,

then we will obtain a nomogram for addition and subtraction. For

using the nomogram there is no need to draw new lines, but it

suffices with the tip of a pencil to follow those already made.

2. If on two parallel lines 1 and 2 (Fig. 118), beginning

from zero line MN, we olot in the form of segments measured with

the help of the same scale, the value x and y, which are to be

added, then straight line AB will cut off on the third parallel

line, passing in the middle between straight lines I and 2, the

segment LC, equal to x+ Straight line DK, drawn parallel to2
AB, will cut off on scale I a segment equal to x - y. All three

parallel lines are called the scales, and points A, B, and, C -

the adjusted points.

Fig. i1'.
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Fig. 118.

In order to read immediately on straight line LZ the desired

answer x + y, and not X + y it is necessary to take for it a

different scale than for straight lines 1 and 2.

Example. x and y have been plotted to a scale of 1 cm = 20

km/h. If for straight line LZ we take a scale of 40 km/h, then{on it we will immediately have the desired answer.

The first method is called the Grid method, the second - the

method of adjusted points.

Multiplication and division are performed in the following

manner: the values x and y being multiplied are plotted as

usual on the X and Y axes (Fig. 119). From the terminal point of

segment X a perpendicular is erected to axis X and is continued

to its intersection with a horizontal line drawn parallel to axis

X at a distance y = 1. The intersection of the extension of ray

OC with a horizontal line drawn from a point which corresponds

to value y give us the desired xy value.

In addition and subtraction it is possible to operate only

with values given in the same measurements. It is possible to

multiply and divide the values which are measured by heterogeneous

measures,
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Fig. 119.

With the help of the logarithmic operation multiplication

can be reduced to addition, and division - to subtraction. For

this on the scales (see Fig. 118) we plot not the numbers them-

selves, but the so-called "dividing points" which correspond to

the logarithmic values of the numbers. However, at the points of

division obtained in a special manner the logarithms of numbers

are not written but the logarithmized numbers themselves. Such

scales are called functional scales (Fig. 120). If scale LZ
passes strictly along the middle between functional scales 1 and 2,

then, on the strength of the fact that on it the results of the

multiplication of numbers x and y are found, the squares of the

numbers which correspond to the divisions of numbers of scales 1

and 2 lie at the points of intersection of scale LZ with the

horizontal lines which connect the identical divisions of scales

1 and 2. In order to find sum or difference, product or quotient,

when using a prepared nomogram there is no need to draw the

connecting straight line AB, but it is simpler to add a ruler or

a tightly drawn thread.

Since with the help of a nomogram not only the simplest

problems of addition and subtraction, multiplication and division,

r'aising to a power and root extraction are solved, but also the

more complex problems of the graphical solution of numerical

equations with any coefficients, in aviation nomograms have

received wide distribution.
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Fig. 120.

A number of values determined during aircraft tests by

experiment can be plotted on nomograms in the form of a family

of curves. This considerably increases the field of application

of the nomogram. Still more expanded are the possibilities of

their use by the introduction of nomogram with auxiliary scales.

in their daily operation not one crew on a turbojet can

manage without the use of nomograms for determining the takeoff

and landing runs taking into account meteorological conditions,

at various take-off weights, on concrete and on soil, at different

state and gradient of RW, etc. Nomograms are also used for

determining the required distance of a prolonged takeoff (Fig.

121) depending on the takeoff conditions and a number of others.

Examples 1. Initial data: t0 = 00 C (1), P0 = 760 mm Hg

(2), GBSn = 21 T (3), counter wind component W = 4 m/s (4), slope

Y = 0 (5).
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Fig. 121. Nomogram for determining the required distance
for a prolonged takeoff depending on the takeoff conditions
(take-off weight from 2 to 21 T).
KEY: (1) - Atmos. pressure, mm Hg; (2) - Air temperature
at ground; (3) Take-off weight, T.; (4) By an angle;
(5) Under an angle; (6) Head wind m/s; (7) Tail wind;
(8) Required distance for prolonged takeoff.

Answer: Required distance for prolonged takeoff is equal to

1670 11 (6).,

2. Initial data: to 50C (7), P0 - 760 mm lHg (8),

available distance for prolonged takeoff is equal to 1550 m (9),

slope y = 0 (10), head wind W = 6 m/s (11).

Answer: Take-off weight should be no more than 20.5 T (12).

The indicated nomograms are obtained during aircraft tests

and are sent to the operational enterprises of civil aviation.

In proportion to the changes in the characteristics of aircraft in

connection with its refinement and modification in series the

nomograms also undergo changes. Therefore it is not expedient to
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place in a handbook all the nomograms used, especially because

each crew has the capability to use them constantly in airports

during preflight operations and aboard.

In addition to nomograms in civil aviation wide used is also

made of all possible graphic representations. In traff.-c control

rooms they use a movement chart based on the following principle:

along the X axis at the appropriate distances, taken in a specific

scale, will be plotted the intermediate points through which an

aircraft flies during its movement on route. On the Y axis and on
a straight line parallel to it and drawn from a point on the X

axis which corresponds to KPM, also in the necessary scale the

time of day is plotted (most frequently Moscow). Knowing rated

speed or scheduled speed, it is possible to drmw a straight line

between the point which corresponds to the take-off of the aircraft

from the !AM and a point which corresponds to the time of its

arrival at the KPM. Dropping to this line perpendiculars from

points on the X axis which correspond to check points on route,,

and then carrying to axis Y the obtained points of intersection

of the perpendiculars with the straight line of the calculated

movement, we will obtain the calculated time of flying ovar the

KO. Obtaining from the aircraft a report about the time of actual

flight over the KO, the dispatcher can always draw the line of

actual aircraft movement, determine the time oC its actual flight

over subsequent KO's, and introduce corrections to movement as

needed. On such a graphic representation it ts easy to determine

the rendevous of aircraft, the catching up or overtaking of one

by another, and also the time of encounter of the aircraft with

darkness or dawn.

Most widely used by the crews of civil aviation are cruising

charts (Fig. 122) for all types of aircraft. The schemes (keys)

for the solution of problems with the help of such charts are

given on them or are given in the manual of flight operations

for the given type of aircraft.
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Fig. 122. Cruising chart for IL-13 aircraf't wit.h AI-20K
engines.

ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONAL
SYMBOLS USED IN AIR NAVIGATION

Points and lines

MS - aircraft position

I PM - departure point

KPM - flight point of destination
[also can mean route check pooint]

I'ýIOM - initial point of retuirn flight

KE - control stage

KO - refE'rence landinark

LZP - specified track

LFP - actual track

LRP - locus of equal bearings
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LRA - line of equal azimuth
ALP - astronomical line of pos-ition
LRV - line of equal altitudes
RNT - radio navigation point
RVS - radio broadcasting station

PSBN - short-range navigation radio system

Angles and directions

IK, MK, KK - true, magnetic, and compass courses

IPU, MPU, PMPU - true, magnetic and landing (magnetic) track
angles

ZPU, FPU - assigned and actual course angles

A - magnetic declination

A - deviationH
A - variation

A - radio deviationP
PK - aircraft course correction
DP - supplement to correction (for the remaining

distance)

US - drift angle

UV - wind angle

KUR - radio station angle of approach

OK - orthodromic course

OPU - orthodromic course angle

OMPU - orthodromic magnetic course angle

KUR pP - procalculated heading of' RNT

KUO - reference point angle of approach

IPO, MPO, KPO - true, magnetic, and compass bearings of
referen~ce points

OP - supporting meridian

IPR, MPR - true and magnetic bearings vf RNT
IPS, MPS - true and magnetic bearings of' aircraft (from

reference point or RHT)

/r- q - reference landmark (IPM, PPM, IPOM, KPM)

O - target
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MA,• - stationary homer (KM - call sign,
425 - frequency).

I

_-. - mobile homing radio station

I - stationary communications

radio station

- stationary and mobile radio direction

finders (inside is written: K - command:

B - lateral, 0 - without a communications

radio station).

• - stationary and mobile VH1F radio direction

finders

- stationary and mobile

Bll radio beacons

- hyperbolic radar

installation

- - radur detection station

- stationary radio system

• - mobile radio landing system

*... - course or glide path radio

E beacon (inside it is designated by

the lei*'or K or 0)

L - radio ,avker

beacon

- code neon light beacon (transmits
the letters KR)
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"- rotating light beacon (rotation

&- • 5 rpm, operation 1 min, interruption

2 min)

0 - magnetic declination (with its sign)

- altitude mark of locality over

sea level

- mark of excess (+) and decrease (-.) in

the locality of the landing airfield

- track

- line of bearing from the reference

point to aircraft (time 11 h 08 miQ)

- line of bearing from RNT to

Saircraft (time 8 h 36 min)

- line of equal altitudes (astronoriwical

line of aircraft position, time 14 h

05 min)
- calculated and actual time of

passage of reference point

- numerator (S = 150) is distance in the
7u- kilometers between reference points;,

denominator (tn = 0.30) is the flight

time between reference points;

magnetic course angle (MPU = 111t) for the

flight between reference points

BU - lateral deviation in degrees

LBU - course line deviation in kilometers
0o - latitude of station (point)

X0 - longitude of station (point)

60 - correction for the convergence of

meridians (for the maps with a

conical projection)
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YO loxodromic correction (for maps with

an isogonal cylindrical projection)
VU - vertical angle

UR - angle of turn (change of course)

t - time of turnpa3

- angle of a bank

UUR - lead angle of turn

R - radius of turn

LUR - linear lead of turn

w - angular velocity of turn

6 - wind direction (meteorological from

which it blows)

A - instrument correction of altitude indicator

ýHl - correction to barometric altitude on a

pressure change

AH correction for terrain relief
P

AHt - systematic temperature correction of

altitude indicator

X - mark of aircraft position determined by

flight over a reference point or over the

point ZOS (visually or with the help of

instrumnents) [ZOS - ground aids to

navigation]

A - mark of aircraft position obtained by plotting

and by the dead reckoning (including with

help of automatic plotters and calculators)

- mark MS, obtained from the

ground by request of the crew

- normal turn
(left)

- broadca:;ting station with an indication of the

height of the tower
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MKI, K2,' magnetic landing patterns: first, second,

MK3 , MIK4 etc.

Velocity, distance, and altitude

V P - true airspeed
V - indicated airspeed

np

W - ground speed

U - wind velocity

GD - horiZontal range

HD - slant range

S - distance between two points in kilometers

B - base (the distance between RNT)

D - distance on earths surfaces from the place

of the projecuion of aircraft to some point

in km

H - true altitude

N6 - barometric altitude

N0 - relative altitude (the altitude of

aircraft relative to any level)

£'ladc - absolute altitude •the altitude of

aircraft relative to sea level)

N6/760 - safe altitude for a pressure of 760 mm

lig

N/O6  p - safe altitude based on the pressure

at the airfield

N - absolute altitude of point ofp
relief

N - the airfield elevation relative to
a3p

seu level

X" 1- indicated altitude (readings of"np
alt ime ter)

N760 - conditional altitude (vertical separation)
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Elements ofC time

T tle local (civil) time

T -Greenwich time•. rp

ST n local time

T - standard time

t- course time

t - time of flight

u - correction of chronometer (watch)o4

N - number of time zone

w - daily variation of watches

T - time for measurement of astronomical altitude

T®- true solar time
T - mean solar time

Om

n - the equation of time

S - sidereal time

S - sidereal Greenwich timei-p

SM - sidereal local time

D - correction for movement of

aircraft

Elemnents of aviation astronomy

Z - zenith

"Z' - nadir

y - the vernal equinox

K - the point of summer solstice

- tlie autumnal equinox

L - the winter solstice
z - the, zenith distance of a celestial body

ho - the astronomical altitude (measured, corrected)
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h1 - astronomical altitude (measured by

aircraft sextant)

h° - computational altitude (tabular)

hriono - the altitude of Iolaris

A- altitude difference of celestiali body

0A° azimuth of celestial body, navigat'imal

-0 declinatlon of celestial body,

40 - right ascension of celestial body

t - hour anglu of celestial body

(trp - Greenwich, tm - local)

r correctlor 'or refraction of earth's

atm'o '-phere-

,K - dome rtf!raction
+p -parallax

-8 - corre.ction for a dip of the horizon

C - correction for sextant (instrument)

+q correction for rotation of earth

E - correction for movement of aircraft (during

tilt, obzierv;ition of P'olaris it is designated

D1)

Aý noj.- correction for the altitude of Polaris

(it I,, addeJ to the altitude of Polaris

wht-it dOtermlning the latitude of a place)

Meteorological elements

PO - atrttospheric presourv at the earth

p - atmospheric pressure at altitude
pi.

t - the temperature at earth

t - temperature at altitude

t - temperature average

trpaA - vertical temperature gradient.
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INFORMATION ABOUT AIRBORNE RADARS

ýBASIC INFORMATION ON RADAR

Radar is the name of the field of radio engineering which
uses for the detection and position finding of airborne, above-
water, and ground-based objects the phenomenon of the reflection

and radiation of electromagnetic waves by these objects.

Radar Methods

Pulsed radiation. In such a method short-lived signals with

long pauses between them are periodically sent out and then the
reflected signals from the object are received during the periods
between the nexv sending of signals (pulses). Distance to the

object can be calculated from the following formula

C1

where c - the propagation velocity of radio waves; c - the delay

time (passage of the signal from the station to the object and

back).
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The pulsed method is characterized by: the pulse duration

T; the period T or frequency P of pulse repetition; pulse

energy WH; power in pulse P and by average power P
cp-

Distance to distant object should not be more than

d=cT
2

The minimum range of detection for a radar station is

dnIgn.

The energy being transferred by the imoulse of radio waves

is called pulse energy. The power being developed by a trans-

mitter during the pulse duration is called pulse power P

The power in a pulse is connected with pulse energy by the

relationship

'r

The average power of a transmitter is the power which it

would develop wihile working continuously and maintaining the same

energy of radio waves

Pcp = WFu F:= PI, "•F = P11•

Continuous radiation consists of the fact that the transmitter

and receiver work in frequency, whereupon the degree of distinc-

tion depends on the distance to the object. For a decrease in

the influence of transmitter on receiver in similar stations two

antennas are used one for transmission, the other for receiving.
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The Doppler effect amounts to the fact that in the case

of movement of a transmitter relative to a receiver or the

receiver relative to a fixed transmitter the frequency of

vibrations being received by the receivei, does not coincide with

the frequency of the radiated radio waves.

The difference frequency

where vr - the radial velocity of an object in the direction

toward the radar station.

If we express v r in kilometers an hour, and the wavelength

X in centimeters, then

I=bS,6• Hz.

In general the difference frequency

where v - the velocity of the object; c - the angle between the

velocity vector of the object and the direction to the radar

station.

By means of measurement of f it is possible to determine

vr of the discovered object. With the held of this method it

is possible to find only moving objects, but it is not possible

to determine the object distance and the quantity of other

smaller objects found in Jt.

This principle Is used in aircraft radio navigation stations

for determining the ground speed of an aircraft and drift angle.
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The formula for determining the ground speed of an aircraft

from Doppler frequency takes the form:

2 Cos A

where 6 - the angle between the direction of' the vector of

ground speed of the aircraft and the direction of the axil- of

the beam of the station.

The drift angle (US) is determiined by rotation of an antenna

device in a L•orizontal plane relative to the Vertical axis

at constant angle between the left and right beams, attaining

an equality of frequencies of reflected signals.

DETERMINING THE POSITION OF AN AIRCRAFT
AND NAVIGATIONAL ELEMENTS WITH THE
HELP OF AIRBORNE RADARS

Airborne radars make it possible to solve all problems of

air navigation.

It is most conVenient to identify landmarks at scales of

operation of radars which are close to the scales of flight

maos. For example at a screen radius of 55 mm an image scale

of 1:1,000,000 is obtained at a range scale of 55 km in the

radius of the screen.

When using maps with a scale of 1:2,000,000 it is most

convenient to use a radar scale of 110 kin, if it has been

provided for b.y the construction of radar, if it has not been

provided for, then use a scale of 100 km.
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With the help of the selection of contrast by the separate

strengthening of signals of high and low levels, by the selec-

tion of the slope angle of the antenna and luminance of the

scanning beam the clearest isolation of radar reference points

on the screen of radar is attained. A

The position of the aircraft (MS) is determined wi-th the

help of a circular scan radar with a rotating bearirg scale by

plotting on a map the bearing and distance from the reference

point to the aircraft taking into account the correction for

the convergence of meridians, if the difference irl longitudes

of the reference point and MS is considerable.

If Oriboard there is a circular scan radar then the bearing

of aircraft is obtained as a result of the summation of the

heading of the reference point and the course of the aircraft.

Since radar measures not the horizontal, but slant range,

at distances to the reference points less than fivefold the flight

altitude the correction AR should be introduced into the measure-

ments. This correction always has a negative sign. For the

introduction of these corrections it is recommended to use

Table 30.

Table 30. Correction for the slant range (-AR).

- ( 2 ) -',l ., , ,.,% i

*4V Ii I

5 - - -

111 O u o. 1 .5 2 3 1)
5 0o o o . 1 1.5 2 2. 3 4 5 6-"j) 0 0 0 U0.~)5 1 1.5 2 2.5~ 3 JA5 4

.~ 0 0, 0 C ) ( I5~ 1.5 21.1.5 3
i, 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 'U.; 1' 1.5 2.5

'35 0- 0I 0 i0. I) o l 1 ,15 2

4)) U 1 0 1 .0 0 0, 05 1,
soU0 0 0 0 0

KEY: (1) Slant range, kin; (2) Flight altitude,I kmn.
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When the slant range is equal to the flight altitude, then

the horizontal range is equal to zero. This is explained by the

appearance in the center of the radar screen of' a dark spot

with a sharply designated border, the distance of which from

the center of the screen is equal to the actual flight altitude

over the particular locality. Therefore this spot is called

altimetric.

Airborne radar oan serve directlý for determining orthodromic
MS coordinates. For this purpose the bearing scale of the

indicator should be set on the lead angle (UU) of the aircraft

relative to its assigned orhodromic track angle (PU) (Fig. 123).

a) Jun

7ý77 917Fig. 123. The determination
and calculatlon of the track
bearing of the reference
point: a) with a positive

b) ,• US; b) with a negative US.

'4a0 '•2

Examples. 1. If drift is positive and UU -- 15, the

bearing scale is set with the division 31150 opposite the course

line. Then in the case of a heading of 350 for the reference

point its track bearing (PP) will be equal to 200.

2. If drift is negative, UU = +80 and the heading of

the reference point is equal, for example, to 170, then the divi-

sion of 80 on the bearing scale of indicator is set opposite

the course line. Then the PP of the reference point will be

equal to 25*.
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Knowing the orthodromic coordinates of a reference point

relative to the intermediate point of the route (PPM), and also
the track bearing and the distance from the aircraft to the
reference point, on the NL-10 rule it is possible to calculate

the orthodromic coordinates of the aircraft relative to the
last PPM. For this the triangular index of scale 4 (Fig. 124)
is combined with the distance of the reference point from the

aircraft R on scale 5. The aiming hair is combined on scale
3 with the value 900 - PP and on scale 5 the value R sin (900 -

PP) is read; then the hair is combined with the value PP, reading

on scale 5 the value R sin PP. After this the first value

obtained is subtracted from the coordinate of the reference
point x and the second - from z and the x and z of the

aircraft are obtained.

@RSjn (9'-fll) R

Fig. 1211.

This same problem, but considerable simpler and with a

greater deal of' accuracy, is solved during flight over the beam

of a reference point, i.e., when PP = 900. In this case

xMS = X.p, and zMS = Z - R.

Such a particular case of' the solution of the problem is

rarely encountered when using a sector scan radar.

When using a sector scan radar for determining the ortho-
dromic coordinates of an aircraft the track bearing of the
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reference point is calculated according to formula PP = KUO + UU

and the ,problem is solved just as for a circular scan radar.

In this case it is recommended to sight the reference points

with the largest possible headings.

The ground speed and drift angle of aircraft can be deter-

mined most simoly by successive MS, but this method is frequently

insufficiently operative for determination of the US, since it

requires a considerable base for measurements.

It is possible to use several different methods if in the

field of view there are unidentified sighting points which do

not make it possible to determine the MS.

Sighting of a point near the course line. If a sighting

point wbich is very noticeable on theý radar screen is transferred

near the course line, then W and US can be measured by sighting

the run of this point. It is recommended to make such a

sighting within the limits of a distance from 60 to 30 km in

order to avoid altitude errors.

At the moment of intersecti-n by the point of the 60 km

range mark the time is noted and the bearing scale by point

"0" is set opposite the course line, ard the line of sight -

parallel to the movement of the point. When point intersects

the 30 km range mark they again note the time and count off the

time of flight of the base whereupon on the NL-l0 W is determined

while adding to the length of the base the correction for the

flight altitude for a distance of 30 km. The drift angles are

reckoned according to the bearing scale whereupon negative

angles are taken as a supplement up to 3600.

This method is sufficiently precise for the measurement of

drift angle. Ground speed due to a too short of a base of
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measurements is determined with large errors. For example at a

flight speed of 900 km/h the error in the flight time of a base

of 4 s gives an error in measurement of' W up to 30 km/h.

The method of a right triangle. This method is more precise

and convenient than sighting the point near the colurse line and

presents greater possibilities for the selection of reference

points for sighting.

Having set the zero on the bearing scale opposite the

course lire and having measured with the help of the sight the

heading of the reference point, and based on the circular marks

its range, it is necessary to turn on the stop watch. After

this, without changing the position of the sighting device,

it is necessary to follow the movement of the reference point
on the screen up to intersection of this reference point with

the perpendicular line of the sight. At this moment the stop

watch is stopped and again the range of the reference point is

determined based on "'he circumferential marks (Fig. 125).

After this, having introduced into both measured slant ranges the

corrections for flight altitude from a table, the NL-10 is used

to calculate the angle a between the position of the sighting

line and the direction of movement of the reference point (key

see in Fig. 126a), and also the length of the base of measure-

ment S (key see in Fig. 126b); a and S can also be calculated

from the formulas:

R. Rt
t = - ; s (9 -- )

In this case the drift angle is defined as the difference

between the first heading of the reference point and angle a

YC=K KY0 1 -- ,
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and the ground speed as the relationship of the base length to

the time of its flight
'' S

"1KFig. 125. Determining of
navigational elements by
the method of a right
triangle.

I R

" 1• Fig. 126.

The thwofold direction finding of sighting point at equal

slant ranges. This method is most precise when determining US

and' W by the method of sighting, buz requires greater expendi-

ture& of time than the previous one.

In the case of passage by a readily noticeable sighting

point of some circumferential range mark ,n the forward section
of the screen the timer I; turned on and the heading of this

point ,.s measured (Fie. 127).
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-Fig. 127. The twofold direction
finding of sighting point at
equal slant r'anges.

At the moment of the secondary intersection of this sighting

point with the same range ring in the rear end of the field of

view the timer is turned off and for the second time the heading

of the sighting point is determined.

It is evident that if R1 = R2 , then the line of movement of

the sighting point from AI to A2 is perpendicular to the bisector

of the angle between R and R2 and this means that with the

passage of the sighting point more to the right of the course

line of the aircraft

YC",. KYO1-1- !Y•'. _ 90°;

2

in the case of passage of the same sighting point to the left

of the course line

KYO, 4-I Y02  270O9
2

where KUO - reference point angle of approach.

After introduction into the slant range of the correction

for flight altitude the length of the base of measurement is

determined according to the formula
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KYO=--KYO,
S=2R1 3n "- 02

(key see Fig. 128a), and ground speed W - by the usual method

on the NL-1O (key see in Fig. 128o).

HYO,-d 90,!

a)
S .

G w
b) ® ,.

Fig. 128.

Determination of US based on the secondary Doppler effect

by the method of "stopped antenna." In the case of a ceiatain

experience in the selection of strengthening of the receiver

and slope angle of antenna the US can be measured by •this method

in several seconds, especially as some airborne sector scan

radars have for this purpose a, special mode and supplementary

indication. The essence of this method lies in the fact that
during the circular rotation of the antenna the pulsations of

frequencies are not noticeable to the eye, since every flowing

point is passed rapidly by the scan beam and is depicted on the

screen as an individual flash with subsequent afterglow. The

weak visual impression from the secondary Doppler effect remains'
also with a fixed radar antenna in th~e case of considerable

rioncoincidencp of the direction of its radiation with the
direction of movement of the aircraft. In this case the scintilla-

tion of points occurs with a high frequency and it is smoothed

out by the screen afterglow, But if the direction of the
antenna is slow to approach the direction of movement of the

aircraft, then the g3lowint points begin to flash with increasingly

less frequency and with increasing amplitude.
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In this way the most gradual, but the brightest flashing

oP the glowing points on the screen indicates the agreement of

the antenna bearing with the direction of movement of the air-

craft.

The drift angle is defined as the angle between the position

of the sweep trace on screen in the case of maximunm secondary

Doppler effect and the course line.

Note. When determining the US by any of four methods

examined here the bearing' scale can be set not on zero, but on

the aircraft course. In this case in all the calculattons the

KUO is replaced by the bearings of the reference points and as a

result of the solution the US is not obtained, but the actual

course angle (PPU) of the aircraft, (for example, the ortho-

dromic FPU of the aircraft, if the bearing scale is set on the

orthodromic course of the aircraft).

POSSIBLE BREAKDOWNS IN THE OPERATING
CONDITIONS OF THE RBP-1I AND
METHODS FOR THEIR ELIMINA-
TION IN FLIGHT

Disruption of the AFC in rear sector. In operation fairly
often disruption of the AFO is observed in the rear- sector

(170-1800) with the formation of blackout. In this case the

current of the crystal '1Osn.lt in the case of passage of the rear

sector by the antenna falls on zero. This phenomenon is connected

with the intense reflection of ant.enha radiation from the rear

wall of the hatch. With the emergence of the indicated defect

it is necessary to increase the slant of tihe antenna, which

decreases the intensity of irradiation by reflected beams.

[Translators Note: Afml= AFC = automatic frequency control;

OCH. = Osn.
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Periodic d~i.sruption of the AFC. In the case of erratic

operation of the AYF'O-t is necessary to be guided by the follow-

ing:

check the voltage level of the AFC and ascertain that the

voltage is within normal limits;

check the presence of symmetric drops in the currents of

crystals and if necessary attain their symmetricalness witi.

the potentiometer "Napr. AFC" [Hanp AnH].

If the operation of th,, AFC is not restored it is necessary

to switch to manual adjustment, for which the rotation of the

antenna is turned off and adjustment is conducted on the maximum

image brightness on the 100 km scale.

During operation •of the radar on manual adjustment the

switch key "Control" [KOHTPOnb] should remain in that )osition

in which adjustment was carried out. Its changeover requires

supplementary tuning.

Frequent switching off of the transmitter usually occurs

as a result of interelectrode breakdowns in the radio tube

of the GMI modulator, failure of the magnetrons, and a change

in the charging in the transmitter. In the case of frequent

switching off of the transmitter it is necessary to switch to

the 10-70 scale (with a smaller pulse duration).

It must be borne in mind that switching off of the trans-

mitter is observed in the case of insufficient warming up.

Warming up of the set before switching on the transmitter should

take 5-7 min in the summer and no less than 15 min in the

winter.
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The spontaneous misphasing of scan is exhibited outwardly
in the jamming of scan in the lower sector. In this case it 1
is necessary to turn off the circular rotation of the antenna,

and, rotating the antenna in the search mode to both sides to

3600, achieve its smooth rotation.

Sector scanning. The phenomenon of sector scanning consists

of an alternation in the luminance of scanning, as a result of

which during rotation its screen is covered by fan-shaped

sectors. Sector scanning can occur fcr the following reasons:

defects in the circuits for forming the scan;

defects in circuits for strengthening the scan;

misphasing of the selsyn system.

In the emergence of sectoring it is necessary to be certain

which of these three causes caused the sectoring.

In the case of unstable phasing sectoring usually occurs

in the rear sector, and the course line is displaced. In this

case it is necessary to phase the selsyn system. If sectoring

is caused by the other reasons, it is necessary to completely
withdraw the knob "Amplification of receiver" opposite the

hour hand.

When sectoring is caused by the abnormal operation of amplifi-

cation circuits, then it disappears; if the cause is in the

defects of the scan-forming circuit, then sectoring will continue.
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Table 31. TharacterieLtic ,iCns of thp failure of fuses (in the table the
fue': ir.• arrin'ed In tle ro-e order as in the rezulatinc box).

0 O

•J , t NO. of

rotetd unit fuse in Outward signs
4.10 0ri 1. CU

Range unit 115 2 Prl5-1 Scan absent. In the center of the
screen a glowing point.

Synchronizer 115 2 pi5-2 Scan absent. No luminous spots in the

center of screen. No illumination of
indicator scale

Indicator 115 5 PrI5-3 Scan rotates with jamming in the rear
- . _ sector _ __I

Regulated 115 5 Prl5-4 Scan absent. Glowing spot in the center
rectifier of screen, but it is not controlled

in brightness, there are no currents
and +300 and -300 V voltages

Ifi'h-voltacc 115 2 Pr15-5 Scan absent. No luminous spots in
recti fier center. Illumination of indicator

works
Not working - - Prl5-6
Transmitter and 115 10 Pr15-7 No image of terrain. No currents for
modulator crystals and magnetron

Antenna 115 5 Pr-15-8 Scan rotates w•tAh jamming in the rear
.sector and Is"hot phased

Control of 27 15 Pr15-9 Scale marks knocked off. During the
range unit rotation of the delay potentioneter
and panel for altitude the marks do not go into

the center of the screen, but from
the center

Not working - - PrI5-10

Transmitter- 27 15 Vr15-11 Are no currents of crystals and magne-
receiver and tron. When starting the transnitter
modulator on scan there is no sounding pulse

Antenna and 27 10 P,15-12 Scan does not rotate. The indicator
indicator of inclination goes off scale upward

Azlmuth 1 27 1 Prl5-13 No sector fluctuation

A:'|rn'• 2.17 1 r'- 5-11,1 N soctor fluctuation
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The basic causes in the latter case are:

faulty contact in the high-voltage sucking disk on the

tube;

faulty contact in the high-voltage connector of the high-

voltage amplifier;

erratic operation of the system for amplification of scanning.

With faulty contact in the sucking disk the contrast sectors
are observed on the screen and their flare angle is changed with

a change in the luminance of scan.

The same is observed with faulty contact in the connector

of the high-voltage amplifier.

When defect is detected it is necessary to turn off set,

free the wing nut securing the forward section of the housing,

and carefully remove it without damaging the wire for illumina-

tion of the indicator. After this the suction disk is set by

pressure on it. With the correct installation of the suction disk

a distinct click will be audible. If the suction disk has been
installed correctly, and sectioning continues, it is necessary

to check the reliability of connection of the high-voltage

rectifier.

In the case of erratic operation of the scan amplification

system it is necessary to interchange the position of tube 6P3

in the synchronizer.

Sectoring because of the abnormal oteration of the signal

amplification circuits is difficult to eliminate in the air.
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This sectoring will be less, the less the notentiometer
"amplification of receiver" is put in.

In the case of inoperation of stations due to the breakdown

of fuses it is necessary to be guided by Table 31.

In the case of burning out of the general 115 V fuse in the

fuse board of navigator the voltmeter on the control panel will

not show a voltage of 115 V.

The Order of Reolacement of Radio
Tubes in the Units of a Radar Set

I During the replacement of radio tubes in units it is necessary

{ to be guided by the following:

I'ssreplace radio tubes only after testing the soundness of
•{I Ifuses ;

I based on the nature of defect determine in which unit it

is not necessary to replace the radio tube;

unscrew the locks securing the unit; pull out the unit and

open the upper lid;

based on the brightness of the incandescent filaments of

glass radio tubes ascertain that the incandescent filaments

are whole; be convinced by touch that metallic radio tubes are

warm;

check the reliability of installation of radio tubes in

the tube panels;
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when replacing a radio tube it is necessary to take it out

of the panel carefully and to insert the new tube-, having

ascertained preliminarily that the key of tube fell into the

slot.

In the case of failures of radio tubes it is necessary to

be guided by Table 32.

POSSIBLE FAILURES OF THE RPSN-2 MEMBLEM"]
RADAR SET AND METHODS FOR THEIR
ELIMINATION IN FLIGHT

Set not connected. Power not supplied to set. Upon connec-

tion of the disc-type switch key "Control" into the position
"I ll5 V" on the control and regulating panel the dial instrument

does not show N115 V.

It is necessary to check the connection of the following

switches:

on tne panel of the circuit breaker the switch keys "Power

for "Emblem" set" and "Control of "Emblem" set," should be set

in the "On" position;

the switch "ground-based power supply for "Emblem" - power

supply of "Emblem" from SGO-8," located on the radio operator's

panel, should be set in the position "power supply of "Emblem"

from SGO-8";

switch "On-Set-High" on the control and regulating panel

set in the po:iition "Set" (mid-position).

If with the setting of the switches in the indicated positions

the set is not turned on it Is necessary to check the conditions
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of the fuse for the 'vll5 V circuit on the radio operator's

panel and the 1OA fuse in unit No. 9.

Failure of the AFC system. During operation of the set

"in the mode "Scanning" strong sectoring on the indicators appears

and in the dark places of sectors signals are aosent. With the

setting of the "Control" switch in the position "Current of

crystal 1F amplifier" and "Current of crystal AFC" fluctuations

of the instrument pointer appear.

For elimination of the indicated defect it is necessary

that the "AFC-MFC" switch located on the control and regulating

panel be set in the position "MFC." Slowly rotating' the "MF-C"
potentiometer, which is located over the "AFC-MFC" switch strive

for a peak signal of luminance from the earth's surface on the

indicators for the pilot and navigator. In this case the set

should operate in the condition "Scanning" or "Aircraft" and

the antenna should be tilted down by 6-80. [API-PPH = AFC-MFC,
automatic frequency control-manual frequency control].

The "MFC" system should be adjusted after a 20.-minute

warm-up of the set. After adjustment do not rotate the "MFC"

potentiometer.

It is necessary to remember that the optimum signal from

the earth's surface can be obtained in two positions of the

"MFC" potentlometer. These two positions will correspond to the
two different values of crystal current.

It is necessary to select the position of the "MFC" potentiom-
eter which• corresponds to the greater value of crystal current,

equal to 0.11-1 mA (4-10 divisions on the scale).
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Scan absent on indicators. In this case it is necessary

to check the fuses on the fuse and adjustment panel - unit No. 9

to the right of the pilot and on unit No. 5. If fuses are

blown replace them. If the fuses are operable, then check the

presence of scanning on the other scales. If there is a scan

on another scale then it is necessary to work with this scale.

Deviation in the value of the magnetron current from the
norm 14-21 mA. For the elimination of this it is necessary with

the voltage regulator of the second engine, located on the radio
operator's panel, to change the voltage level "I115 V within the
limits of +4%, in order that with a change in voltage '\115 V

to set the magnetron current within the required limits.

Note: It is necessary to remember that in the conditions

"Drift" and "Drift accurately" and at a scale of "50 kin" during

control from the navigator the magnetron current can be different

from the value of current during operation of the set in the

other modes.

Gyrostabilization system does not work. On the navigator

or pilot's indicator periodic illumination of the left and right

edge of the indicator appears. It is necessary to be convinced

of the soundness of the 36 V and 400 Hz frequency fuses on the

radio operator's panel. Replace inoperative fuses.

In the case of nonoperating gyrostabilization switch to the

operation of radar without gyrostabilization. On the RPSN-2

control panel the switch is set in the position "gyrostabilization

off" and in the case of bypassing thunderstorms in climb and descentIimake platforms for the survey of the sphere.

Absence of one of the rectified voltages in the case of

measurement by the dial instrument on unit No. 10. It is necessary

to be convinced of the soundness of fusez in unit No. 8. Replace

inoperative fuses.
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On the screen of the navigator's indicator the sweep length
of one of the scales is considerably decreased. The potentiom-
eters "displacement of X" and "displacement of Y" on the CW

unit are mnaladjusted. Adjust the length of the scan lines on
the navigator's potentiometers "displacement of X" and "displace-
ment of Y" with the help of a screwdriver.

There is no magnetron current and a scale marks of set
synchronization. Fuses blown out in unit No. 3. Check and

replace fuses in unit No. 3.

Note. Replace fuses only 1 time (in all units and by the
appropriate ratings); in the case of repeated blowing out"1 it
is necessary to turn off the radar set.

THE AIRBORNE RADAR "GROZA"

The radar set "Groza" serves for a survey of the terrain

in front of the aircraft for the purpose of navigational orienta-
tion. The radar image on the indicator is close to the image
of the terrain on a map of the appropriate scale.

The bearing sector of survey of the "Groza" radar is ±1000
on both sides from the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. The
division of the azimuthal indicator scale is realized every
100 with numbering every 200. A supplementary graduation every
20 for measurement of drift angle is given in the sector ±200
from the longitudinal axis of the aircraft.

The "Groza" radar, besides the assembly with one transmitter-

receiver and one indicator, exists in other assemblies:
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ii
¶with one transmitter-receiver and two indicators;

with two transmitter-receivers and one indicator;

with two transmitter-receivers and teo indicators.

The cont'ol§ are located on the face panel of the main

indicator (Fig, 129):

1. The on-off keys of the radar. The radar begins to

operate normally in 3-5 min after switching on when its units

and elements are suf•'iciently warmed up. This delay takes place

even T n the case of a temporary disconnection of the radar.

UCIVIA NEW~3~m~

(3 d 115 2C-411

. I-, ýO30

Fig. 129. The face panel
of the main Indicator of the
"Groza"l.
KEY: (1) Frequency; (2) Marks
(3) Antenna scale; (1) Brightness;
(5) Mode; (6) Isolation; (7) Radar
on; (8) Cut off.
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2. The swit-,h key for operating conditions marked by the

label "mode" has the positions: "Ready," "Earth," "Thunderstorm,

"Iso-Echo."

With the setting of the switch key in the "Ready" positioni

if 3-5 min p•ior to this the power s dpply of the locator was

turned on, it is found in a st~ate of readiness for immediate

operation, although the radiation of the radar is absent.

With the setting of the switch in the "Earth" position the

radiation of the locator is turned on and in the antenna the fan

beam which is necessary for surveying the Earth's sarl'ace is

formed. In this position the possibility is ensured for increasing

the contrast of the marks from the necessary ground-based objects

(cities, rivers•, basinsj against the general background of the

earth's surface. This is accomplished with the regulatori "isolation. "

In the position "thunderstorm" a narrow beam is formed in

the antenna and there is a changeover in' the indicator which

ensureo the obtaining of the radar image of thunderstorms without

interference from the earth at flight altitudes greater than

1000 m and with a luminance independent of the distahce to the

thunderstorms. In this mode it is possible to evaluate, from the

viewpoint of safety, the magnitude of excess over the peaks.

In the pooition "Iso-Ecbo" the beam remains narrow, but

because of changeovers in the indicator there is a subtraction

of signals which exceed the assigned value in amplitude. This

m-kes it possible based on the width of the darkened sections

inside thunderstorm exposures to determine on indicator the

probable turbulence.

In the position "Drift" the beam of the locator is fan-shaped,

but the automatic azimuthal antenna rocking is switched off. All.

the necessary movements of the antenna beam in azimuth
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are accomplished by means of pressure on one of the keys located

on the left of the indicator, whereupon the rate of movement of

the antenna beam of the locator can be cnanged with the help of

the regulator "Isolation."

"3. The band switch for scanning is marked "Km" and has

five positions: '130,11 "1503,1 "125," "250," and "400." With thi2

switch key the scale of the radar image on the indicator is changed.

In the first four, positions the scanning for ran,-&e is eugui-

at the moment of radiation of the radar and terminates at tht,

moment of arrival of the radar from the ranges indicated on these

positions. In the fifth pcition scanning, is begun at thtc isoment

of the arrival of reflections from a distance of 200 km from the

aircraft and terminates upon their arrival from a distance of 400

km.

An increase in the observation range of ground echoes and

Sround-based objects while preserving the continuity of image fol

scanning at 250 km in the mode "Earth" is achieved by the

automatic deformation of the antenna bi.am into fan during movement

of tho reflector from the left to rdght and narrow during inovemcnt

from right to left.

At the scanning range "400" in: the mode "Earth" scanning is

accomplished by a narrovi beam, automatically oriented in a

vertical plane in such a way that It overlaps the entire range

of distances being scanned on the indicator. By this an increase

is achieved in the detectlorn range of cities and especially Jorge

industrial and admini ;t.jtiv,-- centers,

11. The ola.it cui_,itrol marI<ed by the label "Slant" makes it

possible to olani; I1i aieonna beam relat ive to ihe plane of the.

horizon in a r;-n. • ot ' n;',I ±1 9)
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5. The brightness control marked by the label "Brightness"

is designed in such a way that a change in brightness does not

require the simultaneous brightness control of the range rings

or the pozition change of the knob "Isolation. " All the

necessary corrections are introduced automatically.

6. The brightness control of "Marks" is used for changing

the brightness of' marks relative to the radar image.

7. The regulator "Isolation" during operation in the mode

"Earth" ensures an increase in the image contrast of the objects

which most interest the observer. An increase in contrast is

attained by means of the elimination of' the Images of small ground-

based objects which do riot yield to or are difficult to identify

from tho general radar image.

In the mode "Drift" this regulator is used to change the rate

of azimuzhal movement of the antenna. An increase in contrast

in the given mode, if in it tnere is no necessity, is automatically

eliminated.

8. The regu..ator "Frequency" serves for a frequency shift in

the local oscillator oP the radar set and ensures the manual

frequency control in the case of failure, of automati, I,,iation,

and al•so if necessary for the input of l'eter'od," frequency into

the zone of' the- capture of the system o' a.it iauion after turning

on of the radrv.

9. The keys for manual control of the azimuthal movement of

the antenna are intended for the measurement of drift angle. They

are arranged or, thu loft of the main indicator symmetrically to

the keys for the turniau, on and off of the radar and are marked

by special marks.

The assembly with two indicators. With installation on the

aircraft of a radar with two indicators all the control of the
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operation of' the set, and al;o, the oeleetiorn of The -p' rUj In .

length aeaccomplished fromr the, main indicatcr,.

Frteindividual control of' radar ima~jo. On the lv l2~Cld

indicator there are tUhree regalators3: "Bifi'ihtze~s;," "Iz-.1atlrn,"

arid "Marks."

The asseuibly with two transmitter-receivers. A up crtz,

transmitter-receiver, if the radla3 has one, arbe iwamwJla!>-ly

put into operation by ;aeaii- ol' c~iang-ovvr- oftU t~e3~~i

"transmitter" "thunderstormi" Iru.fo tipositioi. "I.oe12ve." 1 i

is done in the caoe of ml':ton)f 'hze mzin ti'arn-mitter-

receiver. The supplementar~, vi~~~ ~c-eevrp-ays i.hv nrfr

not only as a hot, resex-ý, hufi uc durinC th,. optxation or'

radar on scan at 1100 kmn, som,-..-tu; inr rt--Iznj- the dettection ranre(:

of objects. in thi-s caSe it,- conn'ýctlon oc,--ur.', tmacty

Witn any of the ao-ciblie's of r-he "rrz"radar on an airor~ft

tho swiitch ke:y "Reoerve-Stab," car. be li-sltalled a-dditlo-tlly.

;'1ith its o t n in the over-head pesicRion i t switches cff the

stabili:zatiori s-ystemr of the anteiýnn9 t'L-rr the airc-raft ffyro horizon

when it goes out of order. Tbio ;,witczh 1-e-y t-W InzZALed moo~t

frequently on the pilots' contirol pancel In the.. artý,a o" theo

arrangement of the bank and pIAtch inr±(.-Iator heaircraft.

Turning on the radar in flight. i?&CM'e turnziing on thtc'

radar the conti-ol~s on the mnain and pplintr ndicutors; should

be In the folloaint, pxxitlions:

the swi tch key "i&c of' the ma-IUn 1Indloator - in the "Ready"

position;

the lieay ~'~Y''~rtu Mi: lcn Iniol(ýtovr InL thc on'!

position clock%-J~

the "11 1 Ynw1cl '' ti ' 4 1-1! !1111 ~.th

mid-posit ion;



the 1"Sl-at" regulator of the main indicator - in the zero

position;

the "tsolation' regulator of botli indicators - in the end

position counter ,lockwise;

the "Marko1I regulator of both indicators - In the mid-position;

the switch key for the scanning length of the main indicator -

in the position 1501 or 1125"

With the radar assembly with two tranminitter-receivers the

switch key "Transmitter "Gv'oza," located in the crews cabin,

should ala•y3 be located in the down rosition.

For turning or, the radar it 1i3 necessary to press to the

detent the kvy "hadar On" on the right from the main indicator,

having preliminarily tkunnci on the circult breaker. The units of
the locater, h,,ivins- warraeI up, will be turn~ed on automaticr'a1.ly in

3-5 min.

In 3-5 min after prt?:.%inj, the keys it .is necessary to set the

lneces:3ary "modes," wheretipon on the screen of' the locator the

range rintro sh,=,hld Lr 11t t 1, If in thl3 case even one of the

indicator,; of tie range ring does not appear, It is necessary to

rotate the "Briglhtness" regulators of the appropriate indicators

to a position in which the riknj.s will appear. In case it is not

possible to obtain the range rings by rotation of the "Brightness"

regulators, t,1, is accomplished by the regulators "Marks" with

the setting of the "'riehtneso" regulators in the mid.-position,

and also by ,Atting the switch key of sweep length of the main

indicator in thI<, p,,oltion "1400" and vice vursa.

The absence of rings at all accepted measures only on one

of the two indicators attests to the breakdown only of this

indicator while the efficivncy of the entire radar as a whole is

maintained.



Further after the appearance of rings it is necessary to

be certain of the normal operation of the locator, for which by

rotation of the regulator "Slant" counter clockwise (antenna

slanted down) an angle is set equal to 70, and the scanning range

equal to "30" - in flight at altitudes of 1,000-3,000 in. During

flights at altitudes 3,000-5,000 in, 5,000-12,000 in, and higher

than 12,000 in ranges "50," "125," and "250" respectively are set.

In case of necessity by rotation of the "Frequency" knob

counter clockwise it io poL3ible to gain the appearance of anf image of the earth's surface ou the indicator.

If after rotation of t> "Frequency" regulator counter clock-
Ur wise up to the detent the lit>' Uoes- not appear, adjust the "mode"l

switch again from the position "Earth" to the position "Ready"

and again set the necessary operatlng conditions, having set the

"Frequency" regulator into the orWginal position. Repeat the

operations described above and after the appearance of an image

unless it is necessary do not touch the "Frequency" regulator.

With sufficient operating experience on tne locator it is possible

for the return of the "Frequency" regulator to the extreme clock-

wise position not to transfer the "Mode" switch into the "Ready"

position and vice versa, but to simply rotate the "Frequency"

regulqtor with a sharp jerk.

If with the help of tflc descrit-ed operations it is not possible

to obtain a radar image it is necessary to increase the angle of

slant of tne antenna to 6-9_ and to repeat the check.

During flights over a calm sea. at altitudes of 5,000 in and

"-gher the obtaining of an image on the indicator may not be

possible, which doe., not always indicate the disrepair of the radar.

Turning on the radar on the ground prior to takeoff. After

starting the aircraft engn• the radar -hould be turned on with

the help of the, "hlatar On" key as this was described earlier. T I
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"Imode"l handle should be mcgved from the "Ready" position to the

"Earth" position only in the absence in an azimuthal sector with

a magnitude of 1000 on both sides from the longitudinal axis of

the aircraft at distances less than 100 m of any large reflecting
objects (hangars, large structures, etc.). Otherwise the radar

can be put out of order.

With the approach of the aircraft toward the end of RW

directly before lift-off the switch key "Mode" should be

K transferred to the position "Earth," the switch key for scanning

duration - into position "30," and by rotation of the "Frequency"

regulator if necessary the frage of large objects in the area of

the airport should be obtained. The inclination of the antenna

is zero.

After this it is possible to begin the inspection of cloud
formations in the area of the proposed trajectory of climb, for

which the antenna is raised upward to an angle equal to the angle

of climb, and the switch key for mode is transferred to the

position "Thunderstorm."

Switching off the radar. During normal operation of the
radar, in the case of the absence of a need for it, but with a

desire to preserve its readiness for operation at any moment, it

is necessary to turn off the transmitter receiver, having set the

mode switch in the "Ready" position. As soon as it is required
to use the radar again it is necessary that this switch be moved

to the required mode and the radar will operate whereupon the

delay for warming up the equipment will not be required.

If the eqiAipment will not be needed for a prolonged period

of time or in the case of its failure it is necessary to turn the
radar off completely, for which the "Off" key on the main

indicator is pressed. Moreover, with the subsequent turning on,
no matter how short the interval between turnings on was a 3-5 min

delay will be required for warming up the equipment and an image

can be obtained on the indicator only after this period.
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AIRBORNE RADAR ROZ-l

The ROZ-1 is a panoramic circular scan radar set which has

four scales of scan: 20, 55, 110, and 200 km. The ROZ-1 has

been provided with a sweep delay relative to the sounding impulses

(30 and 160 km), making it possible to examine radar reference

points at more distance ranges than at a scale of 200 km.

In this way with a delay of 30 km the first 50-km mark will

be 80 km, and with a delay of 160 km - 210 km (Fig. 130).

• . --- /. ,, ,'-,.-.-.f/

Fig. 130. The sweep delay.

Reversible control of antenna rotation ensures the determining

of the drift angle by the method of "Stopped antenna,"

On the right side of the indicator below are the knobs

intended for the control 'of the picture quality (Fig. 131) with

the labels "Isolation" and "Foc." These knobs control the

tonality of the image: dark tone - from a water surface, light -

from terrestrial surface, and bright - from individual objects.

These knobs separate the weak signal against the background of

nosies or strong by retraction of weak, and also emphasize the

signals reflected from a water surface. More to the right is a

knob with label "Illumination of scale."

-,-' Fig. 131. Right side of indicator.
_'_-_ _ KEY: (1) Scale; (2) Isolation;

(3) Background; (14) Illumination
"of scale; (5) Reg. foc.

l., . . .. .
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On the left side of indicator below (Fig. 132) are the

knobs with the labels: "Bright. Screen," "Bright. Mark," a switch

with the label "Azimut. mark," intended for turning on the signal
of the azimuthal mark. On the front of the indicator are: to the
right a knob with the label "Scale" for control of the scale and

1 0on the left - a knob with the label "Sight" for the control of

I the sight of the indicator.

The remaining knobs are intended for operations on the

maintenance of the locator.

Fig. 132. The left side of
S~indicator.

KEY: (1) Regulator W; (2)
Regulator of screen brightness;
(3) Azimuth. mark; (4) Bright. mark;

............ )( ",(5) Bright. screen; (6) Sight.

On control panel (Fig. 133) there are: switch 1 for power

supply of the radar with the label "power supply;" it has two
positions" "On" and "Off;" switch 6 for high voltage of the

transmitter with the label "transmitter;" it has two positions
"on" and "off;" switch 18 of the control device for the control of
operating conditions: the measurement of rectified voltages of
the currents of crystals, the current of the magnetron and

voltage of the pressure sensor in the pressurized section of the
transmitter. On the switch there are the appropriate labels;

switch 15 for scanning scales with the label "Scale" and four
positions: "20," "55," "110," and "200;" switch 11 for delay of

scan with the label "delay" and with three positions: "0," "30,"
and "160;" knob 9 for slant of antenna dish with label "Antenna

slant" and two directions of movement "Up" and "Down." Over this

knob for controlling the setting of the antenna angle is indicator
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4 with the appropriate numbering; switch 10 with the label

"Rotation of antenna" has two positions: "On" and "Manual," Inf

!91 the overhead position of the switch ("On") the antenna has

continuous circulation, while in the down position of the switch

("Manual") 4-ae antenna is stopped and changed over to manual

control; knob 13 of the switch for rotation of the antenna by hand

with the label "Left-right." In this mode the direction of

rotation of the antenna will be determined by the direction of

pressure on the knob; knob 12 for regulating the rate of rotation

of the antenna during the manual control with label "Rate. manual;"

knob 17 for the regulation of receiver amplification with the

label "Amplification of receiver;" knob 8 for the manual tuning
S~of frequency with the label "Tuning;" knob 7 for turning on the

AFC with two labels: "AFO" and "MFC;" knob 16 for turning on the

beacon with the label "Beacon" and two positions' "On" and "Off;"

knob 14 for the brightness control of dial lights with the labe',

"illumination;" monitor 3 with switch 18, intended for the

measurement of the basic supplying voltages and currents with the

appropriate setting of the switch; warning lamps: turning on of

the power supply of station - green 2 - on the left above, the

turning on of high voltage - red 5 - or, the right above and

red dial lights for the face panel.

POWER OilRMN01

Lai

1UEACON AMPLIF. TUNING AFC

ON REEVRANTENNA SLANI'TUNN

I .-- .. ,. r - C DI'

/ CUR. CRYS RLC' p 7
- (W ON.

Oi 
______O. 7-

SCALE LuEVI, WN11U(IT 42 F-DEý .JV

Fig. 133. Control panel of the radar set.
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The turning on and functional
check of the ROZ-l (

Before take-off when connecting to the aircraft electrical
system of the airport power source or after starting the engine

the operation of the ROZ-l is checked in this sequence:

1. The controls before turning on are set in the following
manner: power switch - in the position "Off"; the switch

"transmitter" - in the "Off" position; the switch "Delay" - in

the "0" position; switch "Rot. ant." - in "Manual" position;

switch "Beacon" in the"Off" position; switch "AFC-MFC" - in the

position "MFC;" knob "Amplification of receiver" - in the extreme

left position by counter clockwise rotation; knob for antenna

rotation rate by hand ("Rate. manual") - in extreme left position
L by counter clockwise rotation; knob for "Illumination" of panel -

in extreme left position by counter clockwise rotation; switch

"Azimut. mark" - in the "Off" position; knob "Bright. screen" - in

the extreme left position by counter clockwise rotation; knob
"Background" - in the extreme left position by counter clockwise

rotation; knob "Isolation" - in the extreme left position by

counter clockwise rotation; knob "Illumination" of scale - in the

extreme left position by counter clockwise rotation.

2. After setting the control knobs in the indicated positions

check on the voltmeter the voltages 115 V (400 Hz) and 27 V.

3. Turn on the radar, having placed the switch "power

supply on" in the overhead position. In this case the dial lights

on the face panel and the green warning lamp on it (next to the

toggle switch "power supply on") should be lit up. By rotation

of the knob "Illumination" adjust the illumination of the panel.

4. On the monitor on the control panel check the basic supply

voltages (pointer should be within the limits of the appropriate

sectors).
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5. flegulate the luminance of the brightness of the sweep

trace by clockwise rotation of the knob "Bright. screen."

6. Rotation of the antenna is turned on by setting the

switch "Rotate antenna" in the overhead position. 4

7. For determining the efficiency of the receiving circuit

-."based on noises" on the screen of the radar it is necessary to

set the "background" knob clockwise in the extreme right position

and by the rotation of the knob "amplifir;aU'ion of receiver"

attain the appearance of "noises" on the ½ndicator screen. After

this the knob "Bright. screen" is used to attain such a luminance

of brightness of scan at which "noises" remain still visible on

"the screen.

8. Attain the appearance of scale marks in the form of bright

fine rings by rotation of the knob "Bright. mark" clockwise to the

right.

9. Check the correctness of the range scales. For this t'he

"Scale" knob is set successively in the positions "20," "55," "110".,

and "200." After testing the knob is set inr the "20" position.

10. Change in the slope angle of the antenna dish is checked

by instrument, for which the switch "Antenna slant" is held

successively in the "up" and "down" positions.

11. Check the manual rotation of the antenna, for which the

switch "Rotate antenna" is placed in the position "Manual" and

by pressure on the "right" and "left" be convinced of the rotation

of the antenna. Then the switch "Rotate antenna" is returned to

the "On" position.

12. Check the currents of the crystals of the receiver and

the AFC, fox, which the switch of the control device on the cuntrol

panel is set in the position "Current cryst. receiv" and by
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, • rotation of the "Tuning" knob attain the peak value of the

current of the receiver crystal. After this set switch key in the

position "Current crystal AFC." The pointer of the instrument
should be locatea within the limits of the established sector.

13. Check the current of the magnetron. For this place the

switch "Transmitter on" in the overhead position, whereupon the

switch of the control device is placed in the position "Current

of magnetron." At this its pointer should be located within the

limits of the appropriate sector.

S14. By rotation of the "Tuning' knob attain the appearance

of reflected signals from reference points and maximum luminance

of their brightness.

With the setting of the "AFC-MFC" twitch in the position

"AFC" there should be no deterioration in the brightness of radar
reference points.

15. Check the operation of the video amplifier by means of

setting the "Isolation" knob in the extreme right position by

clockwise rotation. The brightness of the radar image should

increase.

16. Check the presence of scanning at various delays, setting

the "Delay" switch in turn in the positions "30" and "160." On

the termination of testing return the switch to the "0" position.

When taxiing for takeoff from the flight line the navigator

is obliged to set the switch "Rot. antenna" in the dcwn position

and only after the lift-off of the aircraft from the RW to transfer

it to the overhead position for the superstructure.
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Some Breakdowns in the Operation
of the POZ-I Radar in Flight and
Their Elimination

During operation with ROZ-I equipment it must be borne in
mind that:

1. In the AFC system search is absent. In the case cf the
disappearance of display (when Whe current of magnetron, mixers
and noises exists) iu is necessary to set the "MFC-AFC" switch in
the position "MFC," with the "Tuning" knob adjust the radar to
the maximally observed distance based on the background of the
earth, and after this return the switch to the position "AIC."
If with this the image dampens or disappears, then continue the
operation of the radar with the toggle switch in the position

"MFC."

2. On TU-124 and TU-134 aircraft the pressurized part of the
radar is boosted from the pressurized cabin and with a lowering of
pressure in it to less than 500 mm Hg the transmitter should be
turned off to avoid breakdown.

In the cases of disruption of scan on the radar screen and
variations of magnetron current it is necessary to set the control
switch on the control panel in the position "Volt. pressure
sensor." If the pointer of the control device is located left of
the vertical line of the dial face, then this attests to a lowering
of pressure in the pressurized section below 500 mm Hg and the
transmitter should be turned off.

The transmitter can be turned on only when the pointer of
the control device is located to the right of the vertical

graduation mark, i.e., when pressure in the pressurized section
is above 500 nm Hg cm.
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3. In the ROZ-l there is the possibility of the random

blowing out of fuses due to their aging.

Switching Off the Radar

1. Before landing it is necessary to stop the rotation of

the antenna and to turn off the high voltage.

2. After Ihe landing turn oft the power bupply of the

radar.

3. After switching off of the radar all control knobs and

controls should be placed in the original position.

Table 33. Failures in the ROZ-1 in the case of blowing out of
fuses.

The signs of
Number of fuses Circuit, V. Unit failure

Pr-l, 0.25A %115 LTs-6 There is no scan,
the azimuth scale
is not illuminated

Pr-2 IA +27 LTs-21 Set not turned on
'with the power
switches in the "On"
position

Pr-3 2A +27 bIh-l and Sh-)5-5 Slant of antenna
Pr-5 5A +27 LTs-28 does not work.

Azimuth maiL-s
absent on the screen
of the indicator
with the "Azimut.
mark switch turned
on

Pr-6 2A Rll 5 T r-I. Tr-2 On the monitor of
in unit LTs-15 the control panel

all supply voltages
are absent.
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Table 33. Continued
$The signs of

Number of fuses Circuit, V Unit Failure

Pr-7 10A +27 LTs-l, LTs-2-12, Slant of antenna
LTs-21 does not work, the

range scales are
not changed over.,
there is no
illumination of
the scale of unit
LTs--21, theoe is
no high voltage,
transmitter not
turned on

Pr-8 10A n'115 LTs-2-12 There is no
magrnetron current

Pr-9 2A "'15 LTs-I Antenna doe;- not
rtatc alonC
a. . iilmu t h

If after the replacement of a fuse its repeated burnout occur :,
the radar must be turned off.



THE ORDER OF OPERATION WITH A
PERISCOPIC SEXTANT

Using the observations of celestial altitude it is possible

to solve the following navigational problems:

to lay one astronomical line of position (ALP) on the sun

for the control of course for distance or direction during
daylight flight;

to locate the aircraft position (MS) by plotting two ALP
on a chart based on two navigational stars or one star in a
complex with Polaris in flight at night.

In the daytime in flight to the east or ,'iest control of the

course for distance (on the sun) can be accomplished ,n the
morning and evening hours, control of the course for direction -

at noon.

In flight to the north or south, on the contrary, the control

of the course fo- distance is easily accomD!lshed at noon, and

for direction - in the morning or evening h.,.irs.

In cases when ALP oasses to the track at an anple close

to 1150, then it can be ued only in conjunction with some other

position line.

If in night flight the I-IS is determined by the altitude of

the Polar and other navigational stars, then tho second star

should be found in the east or west.

When determining the MS from any another pair of celestial

bodies it is important that their azimuths differ by rn anrle

close to a straight line. The calculation of one ALI tbased on

the sun, moon, or a planet is carried out in a form a. shown irn

Table 38. For this:
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1. Record the time of measurements of the celestial

altitude T.

2. Record the measured celestial altitude h 3 M,

3-4. Record the longitude and latitude of enumerated

point X and •.

5. Determine T according to the formula Tp = T - N.i-p i-p n

6-7. From the AAE (Air Almanac) w,rJte down the star

declination 6 and its westein hour angle t for a whole numberrp
of hours. For the moon also record the parallax.

8. On an interpolation uable find and record the correc-

tion for trp for minutes and seconds Trp.

9. Determine the local hour angle of the celest..al body

t,, and adding the trp correction to it for minutes and seconds
TP and X, in this case increasing or decreasing X of the

enumerated point is attained in order that tM would be expressed

by the whole even number of degree8%.

If the western hour angle is obtained greater than 180,

then a supplement to It up to 3600 is taken and the hour angle

is considered eastern.

10-11. Extract from the [TVA] (TBA) [Tables of altitude

and azimuths of st-ars] the values hB taking into account the

correction for the mlnut'.s of deelination and value A. If the

hour angle iss western, then a-, azimuth assume the supplement

of its tabular value tu 360".
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Table 38. Calculation of one
ALP based on the sun, the moon
or a olanet..

Celestial,•: D a t e
Order of D dat
operation w I.Sny [in

1 T

5 Trp

I-p6 p

8 Correction
Atr

n
9 t(I

3 
pn

7
2 h•3

13 C

14r

q
16 h~c

10 h

17 All

18Ah

11 A
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12. Determ:Ine the course bearing of the celestial bodies:

fn = A - flY.

13-15. Write out on a form the corrections: sextant C,
for refraction r, for the rotation of the earth q.

16. Amend the measared celestial altitude by the extracted

corrections.

17. Calculate Ah' = h - hB.

18. Convert 6h into kilometers.

After the operations conducted plot the ALP on the chart,

for wnich:

plot the enumerated point witi, the corrected longitude;

through the enumerated point plot the azimuth line of the
celestial bodies. If Ah > 0, then olot the segment equal to

Ah in kilometers in the direction from the enumerated point to
the celestial body. If h < 0, then the seg.ment is plotted in

the direction from the celestial body;

through the end of the plotted segment perpendicular to
the azimuth line construct the ALP.

When determining the MS from the intersection of the ALP

from two navigational stars the order of calculation remains

as previous. Exceptions are:

the measurements and recordrnr of the time of reading are

carried out consecutively for two celostial bodies;
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instead of Greenwich and local hour angles t and t

the Greenwich and local sidereal times Srp and SM

instead of the TVA tables the TVAZ tables comrpled on

sidereal time are used. With this the value of azimuth is

always obtained real1 without supolements u' to 3600;

as a result of the time difference in the measurement of

the altitude of the first and second celestial body it is

necessary to introduce the correction E for -movement of the first

ALP during the time between measurements;

[ the position of the aircraft is defined as the Doint of

intersection of the two ALP.

The order of accomplishing the recordings and calculations

is numbered in the first column of Table 39.

Determining the MS by the altItude cof the polar and one

navigational star is most favorable from the point of view of

the effectiveness of astronomical calculations. The order of

calculation is shown in Table 40.

For western or eastern star it almost comoletely coincides
with the order of solution by two navigational stars, while for

polar the number of recordings is reduced.

Correction D for the movement of the aircraft between the

moments of measurements is taken for Polaris baced on the

correction card E, but with a reverse sign, since the altitude
of Polaris is measured later than the altitude of' the first

celestial body.
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Table 39. The calcula-
tion of two ALP based on
on stars for determining
the MS.

(A) . ".

' T I I

5 Trp

6 S

3

12 C
13 -r
14 q

17 Ah
15 Ali"
to A

KEY: (A) Order of
operation; (B) Date;
(C) Celestial. body.

If navigator considers that the course of aircraft during

the operating time of the averager was not changed, then instead

of correction E it is more convenient to take a correction for

the rotation of the earth (in km). In this case the MS should

be shifted by the indicated correction in the northern hemi-

sphere to the right, in the southern - to the left from the

track.
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Table 40. Determining

MS by altitude ofpolar and one naviga-
tional star.

(A))

13'(n • II 1.. . jew. I

S Trl

Iin

•'If IIII c~
18 h ~ I

it; r

21
a I"

22 I h11  i

2 3 A, h
II j A

3
I5 C
17 ---
19 h,,u""0 1 )

i< 24
2.11 I

I i. I
KEY: (A) Order of
operation; (B) Da'4 ;
(C) Celestial, bod:;
(D) Star; (E) Polar.
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ASTRONOMICAL CALCULATION AIDS

The aviation astronomical (AAE annual) is intended for

obtaining the equatorial coordinates of the Sun, Moon, Venus,

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and the brightest stars and for the

calculation of the conditions of natural illumination, and also

the rising, setting, and phases of the moon at assigned points

and enroute. The AAE is put out yearly and consists of excerpt

tables for every day which contain:

the moments of the visible rising and setting of the upoer

solar limb on the meridian of Greenwich for an observer who

is located at sea level and their diurnal variations;

the duration of civil and nautical twilight for an observer

who is located at sea level;

the moments of the visible rising and setting of the upper

limb of the moon on the meridian cf Greenwich for an observer

who is located at sea level and their diurnal variations;

Greenwich hour at les tr for the moon;

quasi-difference T between two successive tabular values

for the Greenwich hour angles of th,. moon;

declination of the moon 6 and difference A between two

successive tabular values of the declination of the mocn;

correction of oarallax p to the measured altitude of the

moon;

the moment of onset of one of the fo~r main phases of the

moon;
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Greenwich sidereal time S" ~rp'

Greenwich hour angles trp, declination 6 and the right

ascension a of the sun;

Greenwich hour angles t and the declination 6 of therp
planets Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

The AAE makes it possible to solve the problems:

determining the moments of rls'ng and 6etting of the sun

and moon;

deterjali.i th'C;.;P.ent2 of onset and termination of twilight;

dett-r-h•,Jti tho_ :,r±3 of a non~etting and nonrising sun;

Sdetc,••' v ,I' V1•cal hour angle t and the declination 6

of the oun, u wa pnrnnit. at an assigned moment;

detet,Žiintrit- tLoe ,rrnt., of culmination of celestial bodies;

determininr of the right ascension a of stars, the sun,

moon, and planets;

determining the position or planets among the stars.

The tables of altitudes and azimuths of celestial bodies

(TVA) and (TVAZ). For the calculation of the altitude and azimuth

of celestial bodies the "Tables of altitudes and azimuths of

the sun, moon, and planets" (TVA) and the "Table of altitudes

and azimuths of stars" (TVAZ) are used.
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The TVA is published in three books: TVA-l - for latitudes

from 0 to ±30, TVA-II from ±30 to ±600, and TVA-131 - front

±60 to ±800.

The TVAZ is publisned in six books: th ev books for north

latitudes and three for south. The TVAZ-T -- for latitudes from

0 to 320, TVAZ-II - for the latiiudes from 28 to 600, TVAZ-III -

from 56 to 880, TVAZ-S-I - for the latitudes from 0 to -320,

TVAZ-S-TI - from -2F, to -600; and TVAZ-S-III - from -56 to -88'.

Input data for the determination of the altitudes and

azimuths of celestial bodims with the help of TVA are:

*;he latitude of the place ,t, expressed by an even number

of whole degrees;

the western or eastern loeal hour angle of the celestial

body t, expressed by an even number of whole degrees;

the doelination of the heavenly body 6, expressed in deg'rec.-

and minutes within the limits of t290.

The tables are constructed for whowe degrees of declination

within the limits of !291. The declinations, similar (on sign)

with latitude, are given•a f.nh upper part of tha tables, ana

dissImilar - in tie lower.

Every column of' a page corresponds to one of the even latitude.-,

It is ul ,ided into thrte a.'arts: in the first the astronomiral

altitudes are given, in the second - factors f which are input

data for the correctton of altitud"es for minutes of declination,

and in the third - tho •,rh2 of celestial bodies. Altitudes

are given to w] thin %, :od aztiuth. - to wihin 1.
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In the appendices to every book correction cards are givenI

for the astronomical altitude for minutes of declination, correc-

tion cards for the refraction of the atmosphere, for the rotation

of the earth, for the movement of the aircraft, and tables for,

conversion of arc minutes of the great circle into kilometers.

The TVA are not connected with the continually changing

concrete values of the equatorial coordinates of celestial bodies,

therefore they -an be used at any time regardless of the year

of publication,.

I The inpu data for determr~ination of the a].•tudes and

azimuthsof the stars with the help of TVAZ are:

the latituae of place 4, expressed by an even number of
,; whole degrees :

local sidereal time S, expressed by the integer of degrees;

the name of the star.

Along with the altitudes and azimuths of stars the TVAZ

also contains corrections f"cr the altitude of Polaris (Anfon-R p
The altitudes of stars and corrections for the altitude of Polaris

are given to within l' and the azimuths of stars - to within

10. When using the "Tables of the altitudes and azimuths of

stars" one ought to focus attention on the yeay of the publica-

tion for which they are compiled. Tihe tables can be used for

_1+ years from that year for which they were published.

Airborne celestial charts. For studying the celestial

sphere and selection of and searching for stars the airborne

celestial charts (53KN) are used. They are compiled for the
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northern latitudes in three versions: BKI!I - for- latitudes

from 30 to 144 0 , BKN-II - from 116 to 600, and PIN-1I! - from

62 to 700.

With the help of BKN it is also possible to determine the

approximate equatorial and horizontal coordinates of c('lestia]

bodies, the moments of rPsing, sztttine', and cul.mination oe

celestial bodies.

USE OF DAK-DB-5 ASTROCOPASS INf
S~FL IG HT

The DAK-DB-5 astrocomp.s ensures in flight the measarent-*,ijt
of the true or orthodrowi c eourse qf'the aircraft.

A condition for the correct measuremrint of true course

is the compensation off--the rotation of the aircraft. In view

of 'the fact that. .i" the DAK-D13-5 astroeompass for comoensaaion

")f bank a pendulum bank oovrector .Io t ued, it js necessary to

measure the true couroe only under the condition of forwar(C

flight ot under the conditions of uniform climb or, descent.

Another condition for tht, pi-ecl.:on measuvrement of true

course arelative to the meridian of Vhe position of the aircraft

is the fine adjustment on the instrumt-nt oil ,-eographical coor-

dinates ý and x . .ith thi the muaz, vring e-rror of true course

of the Plight of the aircraft ir ýl-o found in direct dependence

on the solar angle.

Error In determininin7 true ccur-,- re:c4hes the ',ximum values

at high levelj of thet, sn because of the 1naccurate establish-

ment of longitude. ThI, p-ýrmtssible values of crror J11 d(ttrwin-

ing the position (T an airorart n the mearurenent nf the flight

course of an %rd!crart arc -howen in Ta]J .
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Table 42. Permissible X -

- eHCTB

8o 80 83 85 86 87

0 18 28 i4i 58 811

The DAK-DB-5 astrocompass ensures the concinuous determining,
of true course and its feeding to the tndi~cator•. By maintaining
on the indicator a constant value of course, t)-e airplane crew

can perform flight on an assigned directior The assigned route

is usually plotted either with true (magnetic) course angles

(IPU), or with orthodromic course angles (OPU).

For accomplishing flight from an i.PU(14PU) the coordinates

of the aircraft position are introduced into the astrocompass
periodically by hand. In this way the aircraft is established

on the calculated loxodromic course (logarithmic curve arund

PN) only at the moments of the setting of the actual coordinates

¢ and A on the calculator. In the intervals between the intro-
duction of coordinates the aircraft will begin to deviate from

the assigned heading, and flight will occur on a certain curve

similar to a rhumb line.

The magnitude of greatest deviation Z of the aircraft

from the assigned route, indicated in Table 113, in flight on

a rhumb line depends on the solar angle and length of stages

of the route.

The calculations are made for a range of latitudes

40-700.
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Table 43.

A deg -,a,
, ): I I 1

I0 0.4 0,9 i.81 1.8! 4.1

30 1•" I .f 4' 6 93'" 14.0
ril -.8j 4 6 105' 1, !9,

70 5: 11,0- 1:&40 - 13 0 u

From Table 44 it follows that at the solar angles up to

30 at 700 km stages of route the lateral deviations are so low

that they can be disregarded. With an increase in solar angles

the stages of the routes, on which the lateral deviations do

not exceed 5 km, decrease: at solar angles of 30-500 - to 500

km, and at altitudes of 50-700 - to 300 km.

Table 44. Frequency of input
of coordinates into the calcu-
lator of the astrocompass
(hour min).

Type of aircraft
h. deg 11-18 An-10 Tu-1041 Tu-ll4J

10 3.00 3.00 2.30 2.30

30 1.110 1.20 1.00 1.00
50 1.oo 1.oo 0.o45 0.115

70 0.4o0 o0. 0.30 0.30

From the indicated relationships it is possible to determine

the frequency of input of coordinates into the calculator of

the astrocompass during flight on a rhumb line (Table 101). In

this case it is proposed that the flight course of the aircraft

is calculated taking wind into account.

For accomplishing flight on the great circle the astrocompass

DAK-DB-5 contains a special instrument which compensates the

movement of the aircraft in flight.
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As a result of the operation of the course correctors

the axis of search rotation of the plane of direction finding

of the sighting system J's always retained parallel to the

vertical line of the departure point. With any turn of aircraft

in a horizontal plane the axis of sighting system will depart

from the correct position, since it will not be parallel to th,

vertical lines of the departure point. With this the sighting

system will obtain supplementary rotation which will lead '6

an error in the course. This error will obtain the greatest

Value during flight to the sun or from it. In Table 145 the

permissible angles of turn of an aircraft are indicated at w1 ý

the error in the course does not exceed 20 on sections of tht

great circle of various length. The calculation was conduct !

for the solar angle h, equal to 450, and the heading KU

equal to 0 or 1800.

Table 45,; The permissible angles of the turn
of" an aircraft.

Length of the
section of ortho- 200 400 600 800 1000
drome, km

Permissible angle of
turn, degrees 64 32 2) 16 12

Error in the measurement of course during flight along the

great circle appears also when there is a drift angle which is

not considered by the course correctors. If we take the orthL-

drome section S = !000 km, drift angle US = 100, and solar

angle h = 450, then the error in course will not exceed 1.60.

With an increase in the solar angle and in presence of drift

angle the error in the measurement of course increases.
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Astronomical numbers and dates

The visible apparent diameter of the sun
and moon 0........... .................. 0. 50

Tilt of ecliptic to equat6ri .... .. ... 23027'

The mean radius of earth ..................... 6.37l km

The mean circumference of theearth's surface . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. 40,000 km

Difference in the equatorial and

polar radius of earth ..... ...... . ..... 21 k m

The average distance from earth to
moon ...... ......... * .................... 384,1100 1(m
The average distance from earth to
sun..... .... .. o ..... ...... .... e. ....1149,500,000 km
The distance from the solar system to the
nearest star (a Centaur) ..................... 1.3 light years
The distance from the sun to the
center of the galaxy .............. ........... 23,000 light years

The diameter of the galaxy .................... i00,000 light years

The distance from the earth to the
nearest galaxy - Andromedia nebula ........... 1 million light years

Rate of movement of noon around
the earth ..... ; . ...... * ..... ** . . ................ 1 km/s

The period of revolution of moon
around the earth and the period of
its rotation around Its axis ................. 27.5 sn'lar days

Rate of movement of earth aroundthe sun ...................................... 30 km/s

Rate of movement of the sun with the
solar system relative to stars (to the
-constellations of Lyra and Hercules) ......... 20 km/s
The rate of rotation of the sun and
its surrounding stars around the
galactic center .................. ........... 400 km/s
The period of rotation of the sun
around its axis (at equator) ................. 25 days

Mass of earth ....................... : ........ 6.1021 m
The mass of the sun is greater than
the mass of earth by .......................... .... times
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The diameter of the m6oni Ts. less -than,
the diameter of the earth by- .. 4 tifmes

The diameter of the sun is greater
than the diameter -of the earth .. 09ý times

The numrpter of, stars ýVi-sibrle to -the
naked.,eye (,on the ent-i3e celestifal 3
sphere). .. .. ... . ............. * ... ... .• abou. t 6,000
The surface temperature 6f Sun.,.... ......... 6-,00 0 C

The temperature of stars o .3+,00 to 30,000"C

Vernal equinox .......... ... . ... .... .21 'March

Summer solstice. . ,22+ June

Autumnal equinox, ..... ... <....... ....... • .... .. 23- September

Winter solstice..... . .... . ..... , ......... + 22 December

The replacement of the cycle of
lunar phases occt.rs every,.. -..........29.,5 daysi

Duration of day at ncith pole......... .... ... .189 days

Duration of night at 'orth pole..............17 6 days

The general' duration of crepuscular
time at the pole in spring and in
autumn (solar angle from 0 to -70)1.... .... t29 days

Orbital velocities of artificial,
bodies (at the earth):

circular ..................... .. . .7.9 km/s

planet escape.. ............. . .... ... . ......... 11.2 km/s

solar escape ...... . ................ + .... .16.7 km/s

THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF STANDARD
TIME

The entire earth's surfaces is divide& into 24 time zones

by merliians distant from one another by 359', which corresponds

to a difference of one hour in time. The numbering of time

zones is conducted from the zero zone, included between meridians
70301 east from the mean meridian of this zone - the Greenwich

zero Zone. To the east from the zero zone the zones are numbered
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-1, -2, -3, ... , -12; their mean meridians respectively 150,
30°, 15°, ... , 1800 east from the Greenwich meridian; to the

west from the zero zone the zones are numbered from +1 to +12.

Within the limits of every zone the hours should indicate

mean solar time of the mean meridian of this zone (with the

exception of the cases when in any state or area to the deter-

mined period of time it is introduced the, so-called "summer

time" or the hour hand is constantly moved forward with respec-!

to the time of the given zone.

Readings of time in every two zones should differ

by a whole number of hours equal to the difference in the

numbers of these zones (the more eastern the zone the larger

the readings of time).

Examples: 1. An aircraft is located in zone -2 and has

on its clock the time of this zone. The clock shows 10 hours

5 minutes 10 seconds. What is the time in Greenlwhich? The

answer: 8 hours 5 minutes 10 seconds.

2. In the zone +5 the time is 14 hourz 51 minutes 9 seconds.

What is the time in zone +3? The answer: 16 -hours 51 minutes

9 seconds.

In practice the boundaries of time zones coincide with the
boundary meridians only in open parts of the oceans and seas

and in sparsely populated territories. On dry land, as a rule,

they coincide w'th the state, administrative, or natural

boundaries. Thi boundaries and the numbering of zones appear

on the map of time zones.
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